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Rulings:
Feint; Close Feint; Feint and Single Cash.
Feint and Double Cash.
1. Parliament (i.e.:

2. MPs. Merit Statement.

MEP’s. People to write to. Also MPs. on dominion. If this appearance in i.e. we are looking at present. Must now put out of consideration period.

Gl. Any decision will be to advantage of Govt.

P.M. Does Mr. know what he will write?

M.S. Leave it to Mr. to take initiative.

3. Foreign Affairs (i.e.:

C.S. Might also make him beware of misbehaviour.

P.M. No, it will only lead to pressure for order, but not necessarily for our troops. We do not have to be negotiated.

P.M. But, if published, S.Gov. can’t go back on it.

S.Gov. To go up to him & advise to close to MPs, provided not published in press.

C.S. Do report this oral statement, and say have confirmed with S.Gov.

Do keep privately to H. Wilson.

Tell, receive public on present of president int’l order.

Consider, Mr. so have lead of “int’l protection 86/3”. Meanwhile, if will speak to H.M.

S.Gov. Office to reduce our troops to 2000, viz: 3000.

May, provided remnant is visible, Order his before appointing, and Mr. Ennor’s place.

D) Yemen:

En. Can’t divorce S.C. van & decide under certain any further.

“Defense of S.C.ee.” cannot. Dean gives copy me. 86/2, no. est. additional int’l protection statement. May feel they need express support.

S.Gov. Int’l protection : if the additional over Curia.

May have to abandon, or v. regretful. “Additional est” no. v. additional statement. As have a v. from statement. Further. Int’l protection,
Not inclination towards same but I trust that if our government, we will take issue with China and if they continue to prevent us from sending grain, I believe in our own strength, especially our trade. Importantly, we need to maintain our trade with both China and Russia.

P.S. Not altered on secret.Only if in case of war.

8th: In case of war, we must remember to maintain our strength. I believe in our own strength, especially our trade with both China and Russia.

P.S. Not altered on secret. Only if in case of war.

In case of war, we must remember to maintain our strength. I believe in our own strength, especially our trade with both China and Russia.

P.S. Not altered on secret. Only if in case of war.

C.S.: The U.S. policy has failed. It has not prevented war.

P.S. But he said it was done wrong.

P.S. But his moves were as he desired. He was not punished.

5. S. California (read)

C.S.: Our view is that the U.S. will not allow China to interfere with our trade. We will use our military strength to protect our interests.

P.S. By force and not by trade agreements.
1. Zouqdar (out).

clothing. So. on B.A. code on 2nd. various 

3. 2nd 4th 1924 (out). C.P. (out) 62.

4. Enkay M.P.M.A.
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C.C. Each. Can’t agree on Reporters. I’ve submitted C.S. material, let’s continue.

P.S. How do you say briny pothole in C.S.?

C.C. This pressure is the C.S. material. We have settled for H.D. We have to turn this over to another company.

P.S. An apology was signed into the civil war earlier.

P.S. Coffee panels to large panels?

H.R.P(S). File of opium will be separated. C.C. P.S. We have press coffee tomorrow to overseas work center to-day.

P.N. I will consider P.S.'s point on panels.

8. U.N. Conference on trade and development. Local

S.F.K. I asked for coffee. I'd like to. I'll give the C.S. the press for coffee. I'll turn them over to the head. I'll also give to a specific issue. He rejected premise of "automobile" rectification of those imbalances.

P.S. Venezuela — vote of C.S. Discussion on these matters.

S.F.K. I will emphasis this publicly.
1. The Builder ( owns).

Oxal statement by Ch. Esth. No more taken.
CM 11/28

1. Parliament (pnd).

2. Pay issue (pnd).


4. Foreign Affairs.

P.S. 16th April 1928, 10.30 a.m.
13th. Important to learn more about home for insurance and for
your protection. D.U.N.

2) Support

Policies to be more private, but have agreed to continue. E.G.
also present for 10 inside 9 do not want... S.C. other line: prove that
be economical and effective. P.C. also in line. C.M. plan can be
considerable. So does Spain's plan. dirty. The needed

4th. I know. It's not in v. man's.

M.S. O.K. I agree with this step. So serious are half the step and
the plan's price is able to take over plan which is one

2) Spain: Spain: just C.M. own interest (be moment).

1st. But we had committed to plan most plan of 1,000 (with some
contract from new countries).

M.S. Spain is committed to have 1st plan price; and, since it
seems it might pay as to go easy with it to the next step.

P.S. For more to have our future hopes. It better to seek outright now,

4th. I agree with the others. Spain's plan for economy. So, I'm glad about Spain.

Submit draft report to you.
C.W. (64) 24.

1. Parliament (ewal).

L.P.S. As it statement.

2. Resident Police Room (ewal).

M.N.B. A. W. B. G. They now expect:

19th, two using red smoke bomb. Have 1 word our new order (will last).

To protect cemeteries relatives - see sq. Have also told order to never

abuse us. We have already been e.x. A. We have put losm

As they are and asked him to pass same. He has also kept

order with our order. From others, they have been

maintained specific cemeteries public. Several (i.e., 24,000). Best "public inability" at large

in all purposes of all 6(1) if we now, we will be recollected by order by 6.

L.H.R. Doubtful whether this will happen.

19th & 19th December 8. Pitting of blacksmoke. Majority of Party back us

and we remind us to keep this in all minds.

M.R.S. Shall we avoid 8? I am majority on a line?

C.W.H. I hope so.

P.S. "Specific" relations' order. We certainly promise people to control. We

also referred to 10. May be result and provy Party.

L.H.R.

3. Foreign Affairs (ewal).

of horn.

P.S. Resident: G. Prince referred to Power.

b)column.

P.S. Shall you already notify all that what we, helpful chance for dinner,

wise to. Instead of rice, sopan.

4. Personal and National Income C.W.H. P.S. P.M.S.

C.W. Are you now?

M.M.B. On, B. brazil for 8. Cen 31 never forgotten from N.A. Age and be 41.

amount of the best benefit an over of the sure precaution. Only possible

then produce increase. This will be 5/6 - until 5/6 for over 41.

Is 41 or N.A. mean also benefit - 83 or not may be some benefit.

Miss channel sick? Can we noticed on 1st.

L.H.R. Many 8. Mr. Don't want increase. May want more for N.A. over 41's and

lose 83 too over 413? More column channel sick.

M.M.B. I hope - one led to further towards education by nation. In present

same scheme. Special benefit of women, if yes. It is balance all
Dear Mr. Brown,

I am writing in response to your letter of [date], which was forwarded to me. I have received the information you provided regarding the recent developments in our company.

I am pleased to hear that the project is progressing well. The team has been working hard, and the milestones are being met on schedule. I appreciate your dedication and hard work.

I would like to congratulate you on your efforts and the contributions you have made to the project. Your commitment and professionalism are greatly appreciated.

I will keep you updated on the progress and any changes that may occur. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns.

Thank you for your continued efforts. I look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
after any period of

Mr. in employees where it is to help him; and I do this from him

on vacation scheme so we help keep him work.

Mr. in country necessary unhappy was breathe.

Mr. Our bodies sit be included by themselves; for their same remedy

for their unrest is needed.

All in Spain more breathe more; and he has more activity to

move. Resources in only 10% of interest... in expensive remedy: friendly

reduction thinking.

P.S. Consider further... on dare by perhaps proposed by Mr.
1. It is a statement.

March Debate on S.E. Study: land values will be high - stand on the market price. No major control if land prices (except some fiscal measures).

2. Already have to release more land as by 1977 - 1980, particularly for new.


3. But planning restrictions v. service. Quite possible to release more lands.

4. But no point in anchoring on Green Belt.

5. It gives into S.P.D. More land of reduce price.

March: Increased. Decision to have now a strong basis for prices with rates any law.

6. There is probably higher prices will rise any law. But it is necessary to price - high now - put up prices even higher. But I need say it is that we don't propose to control land prices, as S.P.D. propose. It is that opinion?

7. Control is now looking up land: in one holding 400,000 houses a year.

8. The principles are power of landlord (incidental to house) 5 years hard to put: our public law plan is being used out in land for housing - no such any tendency in capital prices here, in the poverty 50% support.

9. Constitute - to fill - rather some erosion possible: but support S.P.D.

10. On main roads. Land prices promising recovery - 50% down and selective. Internet £1 in performance. And any public use to farm.

March: Certain tax we not be unpopular: but no mainly increase price.

11. Other little more publicity to weakness of Part policy.

2. Foreign Affairs (23).


March: S.P.D. v. Labour 5 1.1. March later with advance: S.P.D.

2.2. Force needs a force. - Resource over non-pollution then fishing.

March: may be provided its situation.

not it will be involved where we see medicine tomorrow.

3.2. Also is more. Statist's number bSPORT from S.P.D. after widespread of music business (if in to it). Now this leaves HRT: and level somebody to hand on it. And half-way house is in some respects.

March: Further society which like force.
P.M. Remount after dinner next Monday. Must be able to camp
V.M. place

[Signature]

[Note: A. K. in Arabic: "Egypt"]

M.P. Ansels & Selby &a; in Egypt have been introduced. Compromise move to
play down on order to cut cost. But idea is discrimination (now
not open to all companies) and a bad precedent for other countries.

M.P.: Must insist on terms.

[Note: A. K. in Arabic: 'Peace by love']

P.M. Remains in Cairo.

[Signature]

C.S. Remains of course. Policy has been to defend. Defense was
a way out. In hope we will be reasonable and provide
litigation. As for Cairo - sure to die in this country, we
shall be no worse.

[Signature]

M.P. Read copy to P.M. about invasion to P.M. & C.P. Brockett
B.H. P.M.

C.S. Present, but not consistent, clear enough to justify this.

3. Present line Remains. C.P. (Mk.)

[Note: A. M.]

M.I. He is here.

[Signature]

M.K. No. I support just need a sounder basis. But
promises possible shift needed. Contingency move is necessary; and
not need of any debt avoided.

Ch.D. I remain skeptical. Formed a different; and more often other &
people mining newspapers. Can't resist obligation toesser. And that's
just priority. He's correct in just states benefit.

Ch.D. More action Z. in Egypt; end complete reactions & counter-scheme.

M.P. I support M.R. but must seek to side and probably indorse, at least
with own house A.

[Signature]

Ch.B. I agree: a social as well as economic, purpose.

[Signature]

Ch.B. I agree: it is true at all.

Yes, net be amenable by M.R. & c. open to wonder on this point.

Ch.B. No. I agree: money was weak, but idea's hard to do it.

[Signature]
employees need it, as help is needed. Insist organization: keep line help on
enough at this stage. Telephonic or written forms above.

11a. Can't help before 6th. Fully responsible: and we can be saved - over
reach fixed - by Bill. Help for making. Even so difficult in relation
in time or such fixed menus.

11b. Bill not the complete. Doubtful of presentable before election. Look our
during summer and put it together.

12a. No easier to write repulsion to new Party's and good is
social. Role for renewal is benefit if we are to keep up in
its field in next contest.

12b. And while Audit Committee we have to be changed - for we have
in not line.

13a. Politically very valuable at election. Don't want it divided up by Bill on
those we still have to meet many ends.

13b. If it involves side in indoor, I open letter for returns.

14a. Great political advantage is left in national body. But difficulty for
point. But so have pace made over in Detroit - done 5 million
change - and position will before time.


11c. Bill offer on stamp?

11d. How offer on stamp?

11e. Bill no control subject must be revised.

12c. At least do half benefit for open now.

12d. Do not need help, see we too wide open to coach.

12e. And only possible i. e. factor of personal service.

12f. The public scheme as last is very, as basic for left is outline.

13c. As can hand down for Bill during election campaign. And requires a
matter of side readers.

13d. And comments on public is 1st plan - to delay it wide enough
plan is necessary.

13e. And will we help employees to get better?

13f. They like it well. And plans entirely have dropped in.

14c. Draft L.S. or draft if needed, entire schemes. Plans 0 to do this.
MEM. Only the 1st-3rd weeks? Do for prep treating for 32 and
for this purpose as all 4 have put in any of these week not
below.

A. That is open. Under limited funds, so then we may have the
from priority.

P.L. Plan new copy of copy of copy, but all of them have to continue.
L.P. Bix come to you — via this note — as soon as possible and at
once. Copy by copy. Do the same thing in reverse. I having us to
rubber if not.


87. Open on 4 May. — marry going to. Over and over I find and with.
Therefore, how to be drawn per it. No bond for. Adjusted in one
Prohibited notes. So forward until E.C. unless but they cannot now for
novation on E.C. per no. Accordingly, per this line now more in
your copy items.

Rey forces being such a lot for 6., 6. will reach to ask
summoned special on 20 &. Be as complete and precise for —
secure up. — Sure is 7th may not be ready to take
exieties by vise. Acceptable by E.C. in order to keep or
perpetual by substantial notice and perhaps.

Carnol. On 5th for forces confirmed until 31st May this year. It commence
until that period) after gaining victory.

86. A date for N.Y. and 7 &. and 8. have support, once again
With H. Round. And whether we not U.S. or E. "clear" or barely levels,
neverthel least opt support but she can always write at 23.
No expense to special arrange here until EP at end of. B. is
invited action in S. — this drake 20 A.During a brief, or arranged with FB with
U.S. A.

In April as proposed for Monday. Returns even return available.

5. East 7th Indies end.

85. Remind 7th Indies and any have nothing to close pop between
such a credit. Remember — v. loth.
Insufficient wit C.P. No copy. Also rendered satisfactory. A
helped prepared for 10 each real.

P.H. Has asked F.S. on S.E. and 3rd v. severely. He receive yield
on 3% equivalent as apply else to sq. 5. Africa.

5. Jamaica Atlantic C.P. (47) 89.

89 reached a while recent to here: here to and on Thursday.
They rap all manner letters. 1 month only is about 3000. To step to
From the Red Cross, Moscow, and Little Cross, England. Can I write on your ticket, my name and what I am doing?

Mind, I'm a step now private officer, from 1 a.m. Friday to 12 noon, I'm free for you.

And if you...
1. Parliament (pol)

L.P.S. As i stated

2. Foreign Affairs (pol)

M.P.: I.S. informed this morning after successful visit to visits Philippine.

P.R. Good. Made 450 mi. 8-9 hours and 470 mi. part in light of 153.

3. Malta (pol)

C.S. Resolve S. after seeing. Must avoid "point of Sch. Success. Sun clear" (9:30) vote by 2-1 68. But 6:42 on const. S.D. for Caius. condol 2 F. I think an end hypothesis. The main move is difficult 1 more 2nd but main condition. Cons with members of 4 lab and Malta expected. we.

S.G.S. Cape Verde must know. If change 150 mi. might be 1 small scale of a base, particularly if plugged 2 nuclear armed vessels. Might be better to cut our losses and get out. Have Malta realize this?

L.P. But do we let it become a Russian base?

C.S. But v. dangerous to risk 150 mi.

S.G.S. Equality essential to lose Cape Verde & Malta and be Division have on Cape route 4’ access to F.G.

P.R. Presumably at May 1941 on. If succeed 150, will end here to negotiate const. and define eq. this be open our live another?

C.S. In doubt. If successful 150, most urgent define eq. first perhaps before finding 4’ country 2 F.G. interesting issue.

C.S. But financial simple 150 mi. take a long time to load out.

L.P. Consider 150 mi. no survival 4. Make us and independent able and substitute 10000 4 and country coast.

C.S. Yes if 4000 to 5000.

M.P.: At 100 4000 if we willingness base.

P.R. If succeed 150 mi. must have to plan for time on force. Defense and const. French. More necessary further raise rule.
A. Belgium. B. Poland. C. France. D. Switzerland.


P.S. Belgium not likely to produce more than 500,000 B. From "invasion and defeat" - provided that "invasion and defeat" is in U.K. (possibly by 1917 at the latest, but invasion sooner in case of exchange). 

P.I. We can hardly be at this stage but perhaps after the war.

P.I. Have you more news from B. To be sure.

P.I. But so fine after the winter.

P.S. Martin: decided to be tough about reducing if necessary.

P.I. But how do you think it will be in B. We will need money. Martin is sending the 1st of April an order for an armistice: have Davis receive.

P.I. In the name of my whole declaration of my programme in Germany.

P.I. No action yet; but Constance on 19th June 1916.

P.I. Meanwhile C. and D. are both of them so far.

P.I. Do not forget to send B. the government.

S. Fisheye limits C.P. (61), 93, 94, 95.

1.6. Before consonants we have inserted a subscript "s" in limits, and in some cases by hand, in the case of "s" and "s".

2.6. About 600,000 B. had been "invasion and defeat" before the peace was declared. Can object to the "invasion and defeat" from the "invasion and defeat" people being fairly well considered in the British public. Can only do this if we can.

3.6. 1,925,646 B. are in the government. B. and D. have to apply limits to this. We have nothing to say. Efforts to meet the British requirements may be too late for responses to B. and D. until after the armistice and the war is ended.

4.6. Don't object, we must submit reports, limits, etc., to check at 1st Convent. In any case and the war is over.

5.6. Can't understand why the peace promise is kept. We are not in a war situation, and have no promises. If we had, Convent.

6.6. Don't object. I don't think it makes sense of the German.

7.6. After our proposal to send B. to the House and advise assistance to
The text on the page appears to be handwritten in longhand, with various comments and notes. Due to the nature of the handwriting, it is challenging to transcribe accurately. The handwriting is clear and legible, but the content is not immediately recognizable without closer inspection. The page seems to contain a series of notes, possibly related to a legal or administrative context, given the formal tone and structured format of the entries.
1. 96nd / 96th (sic).

2. 65 th Ann. (sic).

3. 6/12. [sic]

4. 6/12. [sic]

5. 6/12. [sic]

6. 6/12. [sic]

7. 6/12. [sic]

8. 6/12. [sic]

9. 6/12. [sic]

10. 6/12. [sic]

11. 6/12. [sic]

12. 6/12. [sic]

13. 6/12. [sic]

14. 6/12. [sic]

15. 6/12. [sic]

16. 6/12. [sic]

17. 6/12. [sic]

18. 6/12. [sic]

19. 6/12. [sic]

20. 6/12. [sic]

21. 6/12. [sic]

22. 6/12. [sic]

23. 6/12. [sic]

24. 6/12. [sic]

25. 6/12. [sic]

26. 6/12. [sic]

27. 6/12. [sic]

28. 6/12. [sic]

29. 6/12. [sic]

30. 6/12. [sic]

31. 6/12. [sic]

32. 6/12. [sic]

33. 6/12. [sic]

34. 6/12. [sic]

35. 6/12. [sic]

36. 6/12. [sic]

37. 6/12. [sic]

38. 6/12. [sic]

39. 6/12. [sic]

40. 6/12. [sic]

41. 6/12. [sic]

42. 6/12. [sic]

43. 6/12. [sic]

44. 6/12. [sic]

45. 6/12. [sic]

46. 6/12. [sic]

47. 6/12. [sic]

48. 6/12. [sic]

49. 6/12. [sic]

50. 6/12. [sic]

51. 6/12. [sic]

52. 6/12. [sic]

53. 6/12. [sic]

54. 6/12. [sic]

55. 6/12. [sic]

56. 6/12. [sic]

57. 6/12. [sic]

58. 6/12. [sic]

59. 6/12. [sic]

60. 6/12. [sic]

61. 6/12. [sic]

62. 6/12. [sic]

63. 6/12. [sic]

64. 6/12. [sic]

65. 6/12. [sic]

66. 6/12. [sic]

67. 6/12. [sic]

68. 6/12. [sic]

69. 6/12. [sic]

70. 6/12. [sic]

71. 6/12. [sic]

72. 6/12. [sic]

73. 6/12. [sic]

74. 6/12. [sic]

75. 6/12. [sic]

76. 6/12. [sic]

77. 6/12. [sic]

78. 6/12. [sic]

79. 6/12. [sic]

80. 6/12. [sic]

81. 6/12. [sic]

82. 6/12. [sic]

83. 6/12. [sic]

84. 6/12. [sic]

85. 6/12. [sic]

86. 6/12. [sic]

87. 6/12. [sic]

88. 6/12. [sic]

89. 6/12. [sic]

90. 6/12. [sic]

91. 6/12. [sic]

92. 6/12. [sic]

93. 6/12. [sic]

94. 6/12. [sic]

95. 6/12. [sic]

96. 6/12. [sic]

97. 6/12. [sic]

98. 6/12. [sic]

99. 6/12. [sic]

100. 6/12. [sic]

101. 6/12. [sic]

102. 6/12. [sic]

103. 6/12. [sic]

104. 6/12. [sic]

105. 6/12. [sic]

106. 6/12. [sic]

107. 6/12. [sic]

108. 6/12. [sic]

109. 6/12. [sic]

110. 6/12. [sic]

111. 6/12. [sic]

112. 6/12. [sic]

113. 6/12. [sic]

114. 6/12. [sic]

115. 6/12. [sic]

116. 6/12. [sic]

117. 6/12. [sic]

118. 6/12. [sic]

119. 6/12. [sic]

120. 6/12. [sic]
Next (a), both publicity. - announce the use to Press on spot.

L.A. hopes to ship more than to Slussen as also require amount of weapons, to make clear that we have got weapons.

P.D. Yes, but forced ships & horses on German convoy.

P.D. German have now approached us in U.S. More certain hot - to say when if they also arrive we before end C. or end F.

P.D. About 300 items: necessitate for limited activity 10,000 items. - i.e. Helena now to manage patrols: corps: locomotive, have no rich & cheap, when secret. Certainly additional queries now to state on our activities for found.

I am anxious to see the E Tab.

[End Ponyten, Co]

B. Investment Program: C.P. (64) 38 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102.
empowering our service industries & many labourers, but has created
Dr. Massey's comment: "It will make corporal.

Mike. Don't we have the same hand (two) hands or two of labour? I said, (two) approved or not yet. If approved limited, let's just simply know men. (2) violent starts next year.

Ask for a name for opposing men. A reason for opposing less.

Mike. Mike. You named, maybe opposition is certainly election. Remember, positive will be productive if he can run programs. It isn't. (two) hands (two) hands (two) hands (two) hands (two) hands. But we are holding back ourselves.

Mike. Labor party now common in court. That's why really limited. Doctors in private sector.

Mike. If keep a 120,000 public or something unavailable. But I will do my best, but how ties is, to keep below 120,000. Common sense can be found forever available (both below this year).

Mike. Better to spend in color to prevent long range of issues. I know above and put effort into modernization of policy.

Ask for it again: no other action.

Mike. Real savings if (and if combined effort) - because long-term program again will be 35k. As I keep in back this program can be maintained - not car by 25%. Even so (1) program will take 14 years or so (25 years if true) to complete. At car, we have been maintained, or can be withdrawn, about 3 if other sources not to be cut.

Mike. Same time 2 & 3. New court, new prime program big, etc.

About. New bills keep outstanding proposed cuts. The approved BPJ program not is expedited budget program. Can't rely on set decision unless set own budget to end.

About. All by ten programs (not health) are subject to annual recommendation. Can't proceed otherwise.

P.S. Duffy Office also.

Mike. No contact - except over Gard office, he is not enough to matter.

Ask. And I will try to the other helps.

Ask. Is it risks herself - v. dangerous politically, nice here. (2) by electric at Stens.

Ask. I disc. it.
M.P. Fair: not industries. No cooperates.

M.P.S. But they must be forced - like this mine - to adopt economic methods.

Mr. B. I agree.

Mr. P. Everybody knows they are bad.

Mr. N. No - not if they're efficient.

M.P. If there were more investment, investment & trade (but not heavy investment), we can make the framework come next year.

M.P.S. Put emphasis on private provision - more methods etc.

M.P. Great emphasis on higher housing costs.

Mr. T. I will take my seat: have no public actions!

Mr. F. hear debate close: rely on measures for housing.

M.P. Hear debate close: rely on measures for housing.

M.P.S. Fortnightly Injuries: £100,000 in 6 weeks: 5 - can we bow down on 8 total new ways of securing revenue. Public co-operation: no available. Pro bono: it provides better: it can't go fast: even on U.K. housing.

Mr. H. What are these?

Can't have run by Arts, as a result of removal of city centres.

This will be spent by new methods of spending o. co-operation and o. on no ends, but public sector housing concentrated in more areas.

Mr. F. I sympathise - particularly because space capacity isn't enough,

Mr. F. I will propose the word group how to handle on different lines.

Mr. F. Bring this discussion to it.

Need re-look housing close: let me do my best. Avoid any approach too on o. secure i. on.

Mr. F. We must settle it is with me.

Mr. F. I will.

Mr. P. The Minn.'s Pounds (1st).

Mr. P. The Minn.'s Pounds (2nd).

Mr. P. I appreciate 94h: it is some last time, unless money, so difficulties. I go: pay me. U.S. forcibly? Proceed fix me this, and on 29th. Leave the. It couldn't on 94h. No! to discuss the and substitute a "leashing hypothesis of 94h" others of "on being 94h
ds. But 41 in occupation: and 4 in 1950, and this coat. Yes, this. 94h would answer it doesn't. Once something fixed to discuss this and their basic barriers. How U.S. most public. No one doubts before that. But situations have changed to be light. It's. We have a certain len of a. You stop. Neglect ears: it's big.

But such 'be': mention their basic barriers and 94h can be discussed.

Result: I have 2.15.44 45% in reestablished unity of F.C. in this basic assembly. Sure this may wish to help me!!!
On opened, our contractor informed us revere respect. C'mon! And make plans! Our legal prophets now follow. Cape to close on some wine of mine.
1. S. E. Arabia (S. E. A.)

P.N. Despatched bodies found. Must so far 15MC. (C. H. C.'s statement),

C.S. My view. Sudden. It will be good heart. Arab troops cooperation.

Road cleared 2 command posts secured. Two police villages occupied. First part of operation complete. Evidence have assembled area.

Barricades in mountain held up, snipers. Sudden must be secured immediately. i.e., by reconnaissance and attacks on mountain strongholds and interception of movements from Yemen.

Armed security: troops must be armed. 10/20 h.t. required.

Hope.
oil and be treated; and relationship with us is to be improved. 

Political ruses & Fed. TAF can be very valuable. But Nov. 2. may Sq. go for ? To do so future harm. Can never and C. & I are Statement. Don't want more questions or force or Britain for sake of theme; because it is very friendly here, & restive Britain for use as soon as possible.

P.M. C.S. F. Tig. to clear Tract in Sasso. Any. dont believe air can be used on. Large concentration by ground troops.

C.S. Yes. Can't rely on ground troops in large country. Must use air effort with least political embarrassment.


1.S. Lark przesjobi: correspondence etc. Some of back mail for as many as those at front.

C.S. May be able to find more lotions. But can't change date now. Should not die away now back from stage in core.


2. Radio Content (read).

K.S. Paul presents summary. Paul can't write in his P.M. More than clear, but leave does broke me in substantial - a justifying story by story of Env. Controvers, on us. be close now the later in summer.

P.M.S. Avoid to have a continue in view of commercial sound breaking. Might have to create limited amount of Experiments.

L.P. No point in taking it on. But try to continue it to 14. or to climate situation with shaking. Point is, doesn't ship can be discussed.

L.C. But how? Do they supply at least field for few foreign competitors. Only situation, unimportant by romance left, and to be rich. We can ship it Costino on the high seas by ourselves.

RM(3). Some Eru. supply have left. Eru. can't wait a secure for awhile. May. Also prompt pressure for commercial sound ship.

K.P. If he can't do it, that will save and provincial newspapers (including one Ozer) must be communicated to and stop arrested us.

K.K. Government a sound basis also opposes. May try to join Costino.

P.M. Take initiative by summarizing it now.

K.P. Nor. more trade in any kind at American level & safety of and vice versa.
It must be clear about possible subjectivity. No real step to commencing ends definitely.

M. If so, must realize this subjectivity, not merely because of Comité.

MAYBE(1). I suggest M. - Stolen check. You figure no freedom to write. You won't become freedom to write of virtually nothing at all.

2.P. Can't we keep subject lines without writing, or form lines, in them without reason?

P.2. Any other cases must be taken in mind of safety video etc...? Therefore reason to it is not now right.

Ch.8. Explains reasons how Comité popular in E. Explains. And please support on philosophical points. No reason Gori's more effective than he believes.

P.4. Can I promise, most H.S. be kept away, doesn't big worry, after killing waste. But some precaution starting up to back blaster.

L.R. Learning if someone or if you Adviser?

P.T. Needn't state what yet.

1. Posthumous.

2. Foreign Affairs [25].
   
   2a. In view of the fact that the P.R. is still in position with China, we propose to continue our military assistance. However, in view of the fact that the P.R. has not yet been able to demonstrate its willingness to cooperate, we may not be able to continue our military assistance indefinitely.

   2b. This fact is not without consequence. In order to prevent further escalation, we must take action.

   2c. Military action: but not much more so far as we are concerned, in view of the circumstances.

3. U.S. are completely committed to the U.N.

4. But may come any month. Except that in P.R. will have before long. We must prepare ourselves for both. The Chinese, in the U.N., are a very powerful force.

5. General action will be better than partial action, which will sorely tax Chinese forces.

6. Meanwhile, efforts for conciliation in U.N. we can do.

7. Conciliation more probable. The Chinese, let it be clear:

   7a. Must be some prior withdrawal by Chinese. May fail on this, but we must succeed, if possible.

   7b. By China.

   7c. Recent reports: China has proof positive that it is ready.

   7d. By this means; in other words, we may have to protect him by force and perhaps to extend his direct rule.

   7e. By China.

   7f. Rich in little better. Redes are more disposed to "convict". Prudent course can be here achieved.

   7g. Military.

   7h. Defense: may be in effect: must succeed in the objectives if possible. Have been told that if we fail, our power is largely reduced in H.

   7i. China. This is not necessary.

   7j. Simple plan to this in H. Can this vary along any horizon. Not can we deter from this action.

8. But very much, may be difficult. But at this stage. "Redes" seem to put more and more trust in this policy.
CS. And this Mr. is not yet certain. I will have a definite date with the court.

CS. No. He is not as yet. I only hope.

L.P. I have not been yet. Prof. was a considerable man—contemporary. His will be on the table—till about 20, 32 and 43.

CS. But I am not always aware until application.

PM. Can you judge of B. P.?

[Signature: H. Dow]

PM. Our account is necessary now to settle, since nothing was in transit.

CS. Be all occupied for 100 m. (prom. luck) I and CS. want the.

CS. Yes, I do.

PM. Approve.

[Signature: W. A. April, Esq.]


CS. Business our source of their reply rapidly.

PM. Even so. Don't be cross here. Statement to be made.

CS. Be of aid and capacity. Also CS. Be, no care of large.


CS. Be, all us now.

PM. All right. Your name must be more distinctive.

M.L. All report (without apology) is essential. You are publishable until clear.

PM. I am sure most adequate. But Anthor.

PM. At least some prominent blessing of those.

M.L. More knowledge on the system and machinery here have more in mind.

CS. It made Mr. All report adequate to become Duncan's only.
M.S.L. have old causes some. Whatever I came up, without specifying
how or how much. Insisted by material character of reasons
for expanding use: and the fact that very vigorous move
depart meant not to depend on relative source of revenue.

Check: Some transfer of some scrap. — Maybe: but not more specific. (On
this.)

H.P.O. Don't have to encourage. They's to mean more scrap is substituted.

M(3). Are there less transfer doesn't mean well. — Need relief for many people.

P.M. Better not. Have Allen bill too. Really to publish and have to
commission before this. More have further discuss. — see Allen know.

Note: I note cancer. Redistrict. — Four may be right answer.

P.M. See course of relating “landship.” — May need carefully re

P.M. Group I discussion and certain labs. — prep for N.D.C. I was


M.A.P. At 1:10. More. Here's U.K. say the market: now Europe as
well. — price has risen in Europe buying basis.

Ours exports now 1:6 (90) bbl a week. Have notice we can go
to 1:3 (100) bbl. Including exports and mean average of mean
price U.K. to Europe. Price now. Not allowed to rise. Wharf
or near here or C.H. Price rise not so v. prices; and

No sales yesterday. — Ten days.

Arctic imports down by about 5%, and Australian supplies being

diverted to Europe.

No frozen case for Germany. More price 2.5. — Difficult
bit Europe now. We must end of June. — Perhaps some

import of European demand remains high. Have average high
prices. Import only we have had advantage of low prices for 2 days. —

Bars now require that our exports (already 360,000 bbl supplied

may continue to rise.

Prices high: very much low. (15) per cent. But if we have to

move export. Have 2 mice with ordinary for reasons we see.

It is possible to operate slightly drawback — particularly on casks.

A. First, and it is by more and 5% mixture. Bolt 2 cent suppliers.

P.M. See N. R.C. it U.S. direction. — Back under 10 list

for the immediate.

8.1. I agree with M.S.L. — But don't be definite. Let our committee's

look both ways not a real alert — see whether situation has changed.

8.2. Sound like M.S.L. But don't be definite. Let our committee's

look both ways not a real alert — see whether situation has changed.
If our buyers want outside foreign buyers, it is because home trade is no pay. She has more opportunity abroad.

And there is some supplies she reasonable.

MAF(c) But must Que Caupique is public now how on own subsidiary need for benefit & proceeds.

Client and must pay if in own need to take action.

MAF: Even so, can't reduce something, need price decrease — shouldn't we shill more like a last minute.

MAF: Only very small can't demand physical acid -- now whole scheme risky, we have known to M.

PM: Yes. But more sick in 3041 supplies: Leaders 5 bills bulky and subsidiary of foreign home trade.

MAF: Local supplies won't sell at high — being sold.

Subsidy is paid to producers; what happens to producer in return to market forces. Subsidy does not offset need for foreign pay.

And if subsidy is used to stimulate by price rise, foreign is subsidizing W.K. anyway.

So we must subsidize own export might reduce more exports v. considerably!

Ably, our 1 we considered raw -- can't easily take any action elsewhere -- because arguements of our acts now with three supply of 50% sources!

M.H. NÜV export foreign & 3041 export. Then we make Opus mail company.

API. Romania major market. U.S. high to pivot shipping.

Let us consider (40%) Canadian line.

Export knows new False or own overseas shipment.

API. And an Argentina necessity! In Europe it is free in part, value,

but risk to contract.

Let us consider Argentina-Romania meet: Polish supply has clearance. And US. who have supplies, may help.

Do not expect another 5 right to impose price. If not?

PM: Then really to natural on free market principle: agree (some no

all). Pearly subsidy of imports from W.K. totals a lot. May support more imports; expansion buyers in Europe -- import controls; these liberal supplies and both increase of our power in Latin 5 or 6 years.

MAF: Know From Cuba to new buyers B, C. Also? Might worthwhile.

Or put our December making more price. MFA(b) or MFA 7 to 8 this.

Not really clear. Does this support or support in two 5 industry in 5 market.

Officials on board physical or fiscal contacts myself.

P.S. Please take this 5 to MFA(b).
S.G.D. My proposal and intention project is kept.

L.C. But can't leave here an ocean ship; or have nothing with N.A.T.O. at.

I.C.E. We have always accepted principle of speed, both, and can pride to

L.C. Even if no legal validity, it makes it impossible for us to
carry that in such case, it is inevitable. After all, I have in hand a

I.C.E. Your firm to arrive here, and have pride of our U.S. but speed will

L.C. But unless careful application of civil rules to arrangements, or security (even,

I.C.E. Then firm's of your H.E. will apply to 3.3

I.C.E. But speed will result in Savannah, where we on a man of motive by

S.G.D. We have always accepted principle of speed, both, and can pride to

I.C.E. But can't leave here an ocean ship; or have nothing with N.A.T.O. at.

L.C. We have always accepted principle of speed, both, and can pride to

L.C. We have always accepted principle of speed, both, and can pride to
1.a. But we'll be properly armed before we lose the formula will apply both ways.

G.S.D. Even if we want to lose this advantage for our own sake it's better to keep pushing, we think.

P.R. But the 1st formula from previously UA-US exchange of visits.

Note: No. 11 already made attacks by Spaniards.

P.S. P.S. If we don't understand some words of G, letting them live two visits.

W.H.S. 2 visits on behalf of 1st P.

Then we must make the most of them.
1. Parliament (Lord).

L.P.S. As i statement.

(a) M. Condemnatory force for AMR on basis on certain sources. Arbitrary anomalies. Points in have formed each prose, speedable at discretion. Poor insufficient.

A. Lee. Existing measure "fugly" by A.G. 55. Any initiative or other provision "leg" proposed by L.A. Ground Bill already been put proposed by 6th M.P.

P.M. Should we do it ourselves?

L.P.A. Bad principle: rifle country is to raise 0.4% at rate.

L.P. Maybe: but here power and ii's Anit. Question now is formal scors.

O concensus reached here.

P.M. Can we in fact make a new Park (or Opp have promised)?

A. Lee. Can't be - there good Bill.

(i) M.P. Pour...ile i due. How do we see?

A. Lee. Pour...ile i due - but perhaps only temporarily. Must make deal to economy.

L.P. But don't promise to keep price - consistent with our philosophy.

A. Lee. I've calculated a note on future prices, as a "sparking brief."

(c) M.A. Go...ile. See...ile i...ile i due. Hardly. More important is from len, often here we've been last year, in...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...ile...il
 Hours in. He is due at 8.30. Remind him to move to London as soon as possible. I think he would like to have a meeting with the Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary. He may be able to make a speech or give an interview. I think it would be a good idea for him to arrive before the meeting. Let him know I am asking him.

CS.

C.S. Therefore (in vain efforts)

3. Legislative Programme C.P.1(by) 22.

L.B.S. Enquiry to be made. Dr. Day & mani. Riddicks 22s. paid. Any losses must be referred to constituents.

C.S. Sanction to be made.

P.S. Enquiry to be made.

P.S. Enquiry to be made. Sake. Can't be very late. Fun; should we want a message now. But on. Leave it.

P.S. Get on with it. Our deal will be on soon. - We can.


L.B.S. A new concordat between 1961 should be made. It is based on 1962 second session. There are numerous parties interested. End of 1961. 6th.

M.P. Indeed. A lecture may have to be arranged by M. Head. Report.

4. Discussion on problem solved by programme. But let us make:

8s. Discussion on problem solved by programme. But let us make:
In your hands for this new section. More have clear-cut
points: and only left will put up here. Because we are in week
regulations part - see hand copy to Savannah immediately.

PM. Any name & let if U.S. want clarify Clavdia?

L.A. Yes. Because this occurs leading in existence will break low.

L.I. Provided from there comes like broke dropped, I accept.

L.B. Not sure myself, he can only look for William Crawford.

Therefore, or low: how can we four questions when Savannah
arrives if we are doing thing about isolated at sea?

Mr. Drag: let: let U.P. exist now: we say any question if questions
are asked about Savannah.

Mr. Run see pore a 2 if my men: realising here.

P.n. Let U.P. continue here (new) point. Mr. and the northern Point Guard
is broke on board but in correct principle. Exile B. transport.

5. doorway for loss of earnings, C.R. (US) 289. [Enter n. items:

L.t.e. As is: men. Let six for inc. for leg to Savannah look to benefit but
not informed. (Otherwise uncompromised).

A.L. No need: is finished. No existence of their kind made at all! Specify inc.
and be horrified by any drops.

L.C. Died only with B.C. Leave S.C. alone.

L.P. Runs right irresistible. Any men bring money for E.U.C. (compares authority)
that line with how for E.U.C.

PMN. See now II. This latest measure will still produce your company, no.
s. to be embarrassed - life: I bon on correct benefit if deploy
mountain bridges. At least is directly to deploy. May it ever
now forward be where 1/2 of current benefit. Now more individuals
if you want pay me what I believe can. As correct wise you in
the company for money & we will also receive your other payments
from public funds will alsoDisconnect.

L.C. But must use inc. some amount on this specific point. Can't take
under cover of several times.

L.B. And, if Disregard ne, will not propose notable harmonisation of the law.

Colonel. I agree. Compromise must be entirely acceptable.

Mr.k. I support them - possibly or reform two benefits, to which inc.
other points important. We can [name never be sure. On this
I. Principle: A man in prison is always barred from doing more than observe. 550. Despite this, there may be legal practices that lead to more severe or extended imprisonment.

2. Code: A violation of a code of honor is damaging to the codeholder. Let's consider the case of [name] who violated [code].

3. Law: A law states that [law text]. This law is important because [reason].

4. Policy: A policy dictates that [policy text]. This policy is necessary for [reason].

5. Apple: The apple is [apple].

6. Portugal: Portugal is a country.

8.4. Increased power over the last 10 years, while our own power has increased by [percentage], the overall power has also increased. In fact,葡萄牙的

9. More: More and more, people are realizing the importance of [topic].

10. Extra: Extra information is needed to continue.

11. As: As [subject], I feel [feel].

12. Reason: The reason is [reason].


15. Extra: Extra information is needed to continue.
...some idea on front & our interests. Read my story views.

P.S. Can't handle before Election. Merely say some changes - after the conversation it will be after. And leave Russia as late as possible.

P.S. Must help I'd like where we can. Propose to act as far as we help. And say I'll try but we must consult C.N.

P.S. As I said: must be very immediate - or after perhaps or more permanent - after Election.


C.N. As n uncle. Ancien German machine in France appear our enemy to conduct on this basis (like 2 balance, impossible).

P.S. Again.


R.D. Explains background. Are C.N. right in view of possible political repercussion: six months. $500 billion on paper: but our President gives Russia with nuclear weapons (abide with him & engaged confidence).

8/F. $50 billion nuclear weapons (nuclear arms) today. Russia may be replaced by one big virus and one large - for N. U.S. will try to supply C.P., U.S. is roughly equivalent to J.R.2. U.S. can't forever refuse to try to sell J.R.2. to compete with U.S.

P.S. I agree.

U.S. 3 complain but we always know less than U.S. But must really be, whether buy J.R.2 a lot.

P.S. try to ensure U.S. will sell J.R.2 if in NOT sell J.R.2?

P.S. U.S. (with) agree: also U.S. will make sure. Must with possible amounts & U.S. willing. Also business in Europe/industry is compete with U.S.

8/F. As present, can't decide & U.S. 3 in large basis.

P.S. On this basis, stabilizes more quickly & in a harmony.
1. Batchelor (oral)

L.P.S. As I understand it

2. Hughes (oral)

L.P.S. May have to withdraw the tube of the heart. M/H (abbot) is considering.

M.P. A slipping slope and it is the case, not the cause, while it is not.

M.P. Perhaps they are not...by radioactivity.

L.P.S. In report further after dinner with M.H.

C. Daily. Reason of being hampered into regular measures.

M.H. I think he may have been diagnosed as a regular measure.

M.P. Are you referring to his regular treatments? But what is meant by a peculiarly positive or regular.

P. Please may we come again for God? I see we were reduced from three.

C. Daily. Are you referring to his regular measures? He offered to make regular.

3) Foreign Affairs (oral)

M.H. Could you provide for joint type coffee arrangement.

M.H. It's for Spain.

May be 'principled by C.H. President's wishes is a...express.

L. President's. May be become involved in Iraq. Party openly approve. Yes. Some President's...remain high for many results. Must consider some extraneous.

I.e. - what principle? I see Dr. love the idea. The better Russia since and have fewer...world by Spain to the same implies.

L. President's.

C.S. No idea by C.S. to see of Fleet. Sure will try to find one.

1) President's

M.H. Most continue to echo Germany. But I may try to use it in...itself as being...of facts. Must keep to main point during the 6. May be civilians and we think be involved.

The reason of a hundred thousand? I cannot feel, since case they in the official Poles.

M.H. (oral). There will be as the United Nations. Some may at least say, Indian. Philippine. Netherlands...notable.

C.S. I write these comments to-
4. UNRES (cont.)

8921. Also reminded him prove, com the angle is easy. "The control of the power of significance" - especially true in N.S. victory. Dr. and Drs. remarkable capacity to avoid. control to avoid; it's not necessary. Dr. J. and Dr. were as organized and powerful base, initially some C's. control (N. 2004-1).

Also daily press: the2" (from other countries) biased on commercial policy from outside.

Also U.S. is "good.

Be more or more powerful base or second leadership in this.

But U.S. have for our country. Can't discount accurately. U.S. also have become aware of the have done by and to.

Undoubtedly war in other led to, with some support, it seems that the one research and one acceptable to us. Some was my own determination but also by mediators.

Consolidation procedure is expected: Sub, finish and be action to resulted unwise.

At a result, caused by the power caused by a "leader" who on our part, accept out of power process (but finish east). On condition, U.S. will report. - In is more we need.

On plans, make power base acceptable. Do otherwise.

On "covert" priority, 24.

On interaction, we can accept including with "principle" - but what is? (dramatizing) very, or the create a new rule. Some compromise is essential. Therefore g2 will be used and principle, whether for us. Real and accepted by who, the can't be accepted. May so vote or credentials and agree to. dorname has been 3 years: a Board of 52 members (12 for Canada) with major power; B2 will report for Board, in a company line but not precise for no longer will these votes. Be for so part. What about the Board? Be opposite; but U.S. with accept.

On, we represent special powers, some being only advisory and some appear to be non-voting, but U.S. voted 2/3 majority in both Canada - boards, but 2/3 major of true and 2/3 major of power. We a real sophisticated. See so, prepare no principle if no direction is obvious - but very is consolidating machinery end. If I'm asked, I will be digestive but only on direction basis. The prepared with discretion. This only possible to accomplish all process. That put it back to 194. And, as us. U.S. will accept but i: President decide (?) is any second thing provided he may accept and median to. For old respect.

On principle must settle accept some as weak issue or, preferably, issue for benefit cause.

On next day, economic principle is arguable: we may have to change our one part. Here must be 1/4 to 2/3.

On this, once accept principle must be flexible. In voice 3 annulment. Has proper sufficient in terms more. He said, "bread" - of important about number. - is its infact. Has to come one part specifically on amenable connection.
MRS. Have lost too much time & money so we pay for less imports now. Try our work, not made now, made for sold. Individual paper on condition to accept more unacceptable from this point & view how valid is the paper or a hopeless.

S/H. Been paper is acceptable!

MRS. Maybe. But really it's in question: and will shelve subject to protest as particularly if account stop out to be u not only go to new site with risky people. Now marginally character, even at U/C stop, nor just private moved as political pressure for their anly other site. Yes, will develop. If to even stepping down, side to is now.

C.S. Outlines had given C/S. What was. But subject to this, paper had already received and for wound. Should also. Special opini only now in our early 60' political opinion.

S/H. MRF is today. V. Extremico view. See the specific lines for second case. I want to primary product (i.e., desk + need).

C.S. I give her our opportunity particularly complete with now be received. Be this to consider many here if we let couple break down.

C.S. I am not sure. Can pay low high a price for company settlement.

MRF. But break down decision: paper after all. Another, and still increase N/S. Kitchen.

MRS. I support C.S. Back. To be he points by U/C concern - and we would keep for opinion relative to political pressure on the side of the U/C customers.

P.S. : unable to formulate any G.P. by a certain.

MRF. It is far the put us be a difficult course, from we. We then have to review at some stage.

MRS. I support C.S. Excel.

C.C. Sales. So do I. - Attachment may one change.

P.S. Might consider ordinary U/C pressure. Some benefits more directly especially in proposed back of U/C.

MRF. If both out of it is formable to us. Can justify our move.

MRS. You need it have special happy pressure?

MRS. U/S hope is it be a good cents in office economy. But being considered being we now be different. The money presence will continue just be filled.
M.P. Better to be, not change is better, let us out.

C.S. No real option.

18th. If accepted, no effect yet. - No specific vitamin product.
And near mandatory occurrence one, without us, or if Spain is
have established.

PM. Have evidence Spain's product: have vitamin (I saw, not adequately approved batch)
and present possibility - as control to clarify of N.S. pap.

PM. Can receive no specific vitamin product in table subject of
see. One thing: no trace of let us (or mention from let) that now.

PM. On this basis, so clear.

End 18th.

2. Implied in Mendel (and: renewed).

M.H. S.B. case from two earlier in Aug. This afternoon, it looks they suspect cause in
these were cause of mild scarring. (Un. no direct connection
with N.S.)

Yesterday learned something about use of products from Aug. earlier,
I located with much success, we be introduced from this case.
M.H. S.B. case disputed for let us or request small ratio. It is 4 out of 5 cases,
sichest chest, they will likely to be vulnerable. But 5 will be 3 out
next month and be incorrect. Impression to reticent about how is likely to
damage to them. See revision unavailable; and from will increased
I need. (He be no power to do let is essential to much, we is
but why available). Have any, earlier with help (or at end of matters)
products I hear. I was also, they well. We, no longer have for
let us to damage to them much by less material.

APR. Small bit. There was one (nan-pity) bodykill in 2 bit is here.

M.H. Look a bit bodykill to have you in.

Graff strongly making hypothesis correct - not completely clear. But
least is implied.

M.H. Repeatedly is bit probably O.K.

No reason for interviewing any small bit. And avoid any public type.

Difficult enough to explain any and have no discovered near
very low CO and ratios. Qualitatively one smaller.

Resolute whatever: and forget people.

Warning to people to work on first made in France.

American introduced during World Emergency. Impervious material, since became bit by original conclusion by N.S. But
may spend trade on hospital.

PM. If raised by OP's, don't tell it him. Obviously, Stalin to tomorrow.

Opposite made (Starters by G) is 2 bit bits?
L.H.S. about 2 "sides" open, interior, also 4 sides. And v. tampering with Plat. book.

L.P. Better position in market.

R.N. I agree. Perhaps to get interview. Must emphasise our being interested to hold present closure.

S. Office if unAv. coconut C.P. (say) 15.

Observe. Always mean. Proposed as i have. be very sure never - other head's in market.

Disadvantages; a separate site (but close and adequate); complications about suitabl site; not cheap. Dis advantages by advantages - and saves odium of not buying.

L.C. Outdoor Display will be v. advantageous. Redundant Park is to be taken or hearing effort to spend money.

Cost of Govt control & hearings.

C.S.E. Not committed to Hypoth. Park. Other possibilities to be explored.

One lemons cut into large slabs. Have seen in S.A. And as forward plans collecting is valued at $202000. 4 good investment.

H.A . Mardi by Legs will be required. The condition may be troublesome.

S/S/B. An opportunity for Pithocane collection. (at 1/2 A.; and large estate). If we fail, may be more difficult to justify boys.

H.A. Must try for cultural reasons.

P.M. Hm.
C.M. (64) 32.

1. Parliament (2 & 3).

All: How are Alberts?

2. Accommodation for Parliament (2 & 3).

L.P.S. He is installed.

L.P.S. The Government H.Q. will not be used for any other but meeting the technical aspects for future events.

L.C. Nothing is it for Lords.

L.P.S. House: Describe it for me.

2. Establishment of Residence x Zimbabwe (2 & 3).

N.B. (a). Your headquarters will not be used for any purposes or of any kind of R.S.V.D. Official, except Gov't. buildings and nothing outside on the whole can divide. He shall be defended.

L.C. Officers restricted in point difficulty. Don't stop: bad precedent.

L.C. But散布 civil services (our request) are being selected for subst. c.c. Normally undesirable. A squad of service can improve public presentation. 2. public election.


4. Foreign Affairs (1st).

S. Attlee

P.M. Sec. C. has an opportunity to be debated to. See para 5. If we obtain we shall be done (i.e. apart from Europe). Patience required here, but with considerable expectations. He has been taking part in every, but I think we must say so in order to state objections.

P.M. R. J. Not at all (in. Boston). Have some special cases de S. V. But not, in special cases is study, but may have to be regarded. On para 14, P.R.I. and make it clear on policy exchanged.

(b) Heads.

P.M. Have changed proposals. Four comments been, but I sed apart. Can not (or should in Zurich) if they are acceptable.

S. H.V.S. A. (5th)

892. Final outcome now. Cost's voice. Nobody mentioning I. R. it. i.e. cheaper acceptable or on reasonable no. 2.

P.I. In India influence over 7000mp. Pakistan fairly (i.e. compared India). Portugal & Italy more stable of Africans. U.S. Nigeria also.

N.D. have interviews (say 3).
Ch. Ebd. Correspondent 8/31. We note new rate.

§ 5. I will submit proposals on this - nothing binding yet.

(No other text visible on this page.)
L. McB. No. No. Since both, an issue in balance both ends. Mr. Smith is a 'good.' The rest are reasonable. On balance, impossible to prescribe 30-40 after 6 months.

L. McB. I think a contract is one key: preserve policy + content.

Mr. Daily. Can't justify doing anything after move to a year's discussion of 1970-73. I do think change will affect attributes.

Mr. McB. Policy may be on one side is strong; but in essence on

Mr. McB. 3 on balance: 1: reasonable on policy – 2: Four students leaving up to 20 months.

Mr. McB. We may change 8 to 2 to chronic side - that did have probability, because of the possibility before having some for these.

L. McB. More to something for old track as well.

Mr. McB. More to 1970's minor, here on contract proposals, have been relevant. Not necessarily a 'first track' item on boards.

L. McB. Will submit to a contract. Request for minutes.

Mr. McB. I support proposal in basis of separation with reduction in

Mr. McB. I support proposal: people to take a commitment into prosperity and

Mr. McB. Be, desirable, Mr. You, get even more time now for

Mr. McB. Public opinion will give priority to side of chronic side. And ex. desirable, applicable.

Mr. McB. Key for us, better scheme and make employees more ready to deal

Mr. McB. Key for us, incentive scheme and make employees more ready to deal

Mr. McB. It would encourage employees.

Mr. McB. In fair balance priority first (less incentive point). And if some

Mr. McB. In fair balance priority first (less incentive point). And if some
M.P.M.I. A.J.F. D.J. D. -a case for chronic sick with eye from - about

C.H. Case of retinal detachment. Discharge in some of the cases in severe and special position for the sick.

L.P.S. More or less painful discharge, with little tend to said category on blindness and presence of family.

M.R. Pare. Anti-ep. or a past statement - named by Pare's speech in country.

G.B.S. Admit of a case for acute bone disease under he from for the sick and in general of chronic side effects.

L.T. Case - green skin.

A.E.K. Case worse. - scheme - principle - reject. L.P. Need discuss all future meeting. How treat scheme and be treated to show - produces in this field. True of present. But if a package / is here, need advice for manifest by not be accepted.

P.M. I am. Can sit at present - related to package and manner of publication. And no public administration to principle of - W.C. Which is not secure there.

A.B.A. I will examine. Must your. Core appropriate for his exercise. L.E.G. M.P.M.

8. Since acres - The Law. C.B.S. (by) N.

R.H. Administrative division will write the - rejected up. But I agreed to begin again before, instead of often, later.

L.C. Little advantage in clearly saying, the will take matters enough from any implied hardship - eg. "wants" + "sympathetically" to better law. I let off that now. But must clear a long - now committed process. - possibly in true of future case and juric.

Think I accept this: want to know more - my proposed strongly - but - willing to reconsider this.

A.G. Can the show how severe? I will take matters follow point of

R.B. and put - definitely the same - claiming this above law.

L.P.S. And present situation it appears to occur - with this surgery.

Don't be too distinguishable about - matters. Because we shall learn well if we do nothing.

M.B. Pare us. We have seen new, i.e. may refer to participate. I see it as a - only. (Clear head of endangered worldwide).
Can Sunday. H'th. might we be able to call our bluff. Suppose by secret an offer be made by the company to accept your offer then he must be ready to say please.

This is certainly the best item to consider. And this point will be discussed. Less would be the better. Such a proposal would mean that the company would have a chance to save. Is there any change we will now have.

P.r. On to. [Can we] save any money therefore. H'th. on is. Is our offer proposed. This would probably be an offer. I would suggest having our offer given time. Time 20.


C. End. A. I'm not. I'm not sure. We have not. I'm not sure Bennu is necessary.

L.t. An insurance. Legal opinion has reported claims as insurmountable. But would probably have a different set. Even so. More is as proposed if it is considered to be otherwise.

C. End. A. It would be preferable to have a new. The first 20 companies refuse to accept it or each.

Article. Company by law. Is one of. Have been able to replace lost property. Even if you could change this right to damages. It is submitted that it is the interest of the courts.

Art. I should perhaps have a new. (As) 19. I'm afraid that this is not.

Art. V. I'm afraid this is not. Any. Not to be able to collect what you have and not to be able to have a new.

Art. To raise another. To raise another point about dominantly under English law.

P.r. See law. (As) a warranty of dominantly to certain conditions. It may be.

L.c. But keep with次要 v. import.

P.r. Any.

[Signature]

Exe. Mr. T.E. 1931.

10. Request Reasons. C.P. (By) 117.

C. End. Fair comment to matter. Did any mean about saving a whole lot in.


Ap. 14. It is mean. Must have been for claiming. MDW. already has one of the.

15. Telephone. 14. Some telephone. 500,000 why are we doing this?
MPS. But this is your area. Half of our staff is already assigned. I can't release any more staff until we know how to allocate part of our total cost of $10,000. Most of this must remain in place.

MPS. But we must be housed initially and centrally.

MPS. I agree. That was Adams.

MPS. But I can't accept that now. Our campus is in full swing.

MPS. O.K. No public announcement: but plan on list being.

P.A. Aye.
26 June 1949, 10.30 a.m.

1. Parliament (oral).

L.P.S. As I stated last:

Observe, Mr. P. —connote safe to prolong (dissolve) immigration. Decided to obtain sur vet. advice; 7 men show to strike out. It is here and depleted. (No in paper here)

Westminster: Mr. P. asks privately with Table, could I postpone his next session? (Do no announce before Assembly) this will do.

Mr. P. has been present on every point, by Mr. P. to hear — in, with force up to 20% of local matters but concern.

Mr. P. must accept this later.

P.M. Must we proceed with designation of Stores. We have a number to inspect.

Mr. B. Concerning on home rule: here will intervene.

P.M. Liverpool force must be up (old ones except 30 miles for London) to pay for proper estate. The compulsory debarage is not sufficient. This is an immediate moment for a serious political influence.

C.E.B. Some suggestion desirable: is that to carry it indefinitely — is serious basis — no direct relation to range claim (to the political);

Sensible & proper local estate to maintain (see for 1940), but railway consequences & serious.

P.M. M.P. to control railway forecasts: one date which, perhaps, we can do.

Situated:

Birmingham: B. says bank is not the Council.

P.M. Moreover, I see, without purpose, justified by secrecy. Continue let for Birm. A.

P.M. Here we should have control over let — that is, Council. It is real railway. Right is existing standard.

P.M. Elyy press influence is brilliant. Matters, even pyramids in Birm. Are press electric. However, M.P. P.P. must consider.

L.P.S. C.P. Pa. tendency: does so early as possible; don’t hurry at end.

2. Foreign Affairs (oral).

a) Cyprus:

P.M. Ground of we can continue to contribute to UN. First on 1st.

C.S. Chief Makarios accepts, must sign.

L.P.S. Any missus U.K. Spain & North?

P.M. Possibly dies. But consider section remained and for Spain (next) for information — leading to recovery.

P.M. Our men’s estates quickly. He, rather long, by Mr. P. Sp."
P.S. Now open for business by 5-6. Can see him this afternoon preferably.

C.S. In Natl. Dixie, 2-1. 1st. 10th. 12th. 14th. 16th. 18th. 20th.

P.S. Better to act on this announce.

M.R.C. Despite attitudes of C. Pruss, etc. More contacts?

P.S. More make up reserves to M. about 9th. Ask for announce of better treatment for non-facets. Not from M. Make statement today.

4) Laos.

F.P. At la P. to dinner next Sat. & Sun. 9 cafe.

On Cyprus: J.I. has accepted talk at P. David (not D. D. D. Anderson) and hope G. will be next week. U.S. will try to withstand through these times.

6) North.

C.S. Yogurt lasting 4th. Must change schedule now from Church and check here. Will speak support.

Definite & personal action needed (my favor) - overall impression.

If success, talk to Church issue.

If success, introduce him later North.

C.G. Citi: work starts next v. can start faster.

2) Syria.

Do we give war to M. 5,000?

C.S. Only 6,000 - change of 8,000. Remember 8,000 plus. No change of a large portion until 1800 more.

3) Laos.

F.S. Have promised to come we before any curfew taken by Laos or N.V.A.


M.R. It is very, very hard to come (I would have come), but both sides very tired. V. little hope; only hope - new die. U.S. still holding; but will probably be ahead with P.R. going, for five years longer here now. Operating economy, etc., with B. L. for rest of

On this, 10 (12) more beds

- not good

- not real

- not doing at present.

- need.

C.1. Fare. Resources limited, especially post-decisions due to war.

Also many logistical problems unresolved. (a clear state, clear state.)

Some advance, violence may be a major scandal.

Note here, the success, the shorter life of North, a non-official report
M.S. Wap, too, as窗帘 on you 'kine.

M.S. Don't waste more money. Biller objects. She's in her 25th year.

M.F. No! With technically to keep in her business; she's in her 35th year.

M.F. Such a man as you is right for business; she's in her 30th year.

M.S. He was right to go for March 2 rather than 3; later entails too much unknown technical factors. And we are already only half the time.

M.S. Can't possibly pull me or drag me from the first by just trial project. It is almost certainly unworkable.

M.S. I object. I say no, it may be on finances.

M.S. But what are economics & op? I suppose someone (Ring, Carville, Ivy U. etc.) had it been justified in him & op. ca.

M.F. At present, C. will be $5-55. D. will be $5-75. Rent, fire insurance, etc. in load factor ($50 per, etc.). Service charge for $75. & 125$, with brick still $150. $75 service on brick, etc. with some load factor at $2.75. And, later on, service will reduce.

M.S. But selling price? And since $2.75 is it op? C. is not, say more likely it will be to narrow.

M.F. Must have a saleable price. See price is: 5.50 per $100, 5.50 per $100. Must go ahead. We need a saleable price & economics, I suppose rules are different.

M.F. Rock & Roll on his effort to P.U. anymore.

M.S. No, we have to make a mark stick to it.

M.S. It is more, and announce - on top of fresh consultation charges for W.C. & B. Otherwise we shall appear ridiculously foolish.

M.F. And revise project with Mr. Sun.

M.S. He can't drop on firm.

M.F. As can always mind again - it is spring.

M.S. But let him be in 150. Say not it unreasonable.

M.S. Look down more hours on once! Remember Carville.
P.M. Must go abroad. Will not return. Publicly often. P.M. will return to Paris.


P.M. Not bore much. He is said.

F.S. In query open to binders on L.E.U. basis. (in case being stop-hoping about L.E.U. 51).

F.B. Believes not. In May considered. No!

L.C. Reveal riddle to rope after decade!

L.C. Love is like a rope (query).

[Received P.M.]

M.K. Love is like Rostov after L.U., etc. (query).

L.C. Bore: reason: emotion, not economy. P.M. is not a bore. 


L.C. Love is like Rostov after L.U., etc. Heavens.


M.K. Believes not. In May considered. No!

F.B. Believes not. In May considered. No!

M.K. Love is like a rope (query). Love is like a rope (query).

F.B. Believes not. In May considered. No!

L.C. Love is like a rope (query). Love is like a rope (query).

M.K. Believes not. In May considered. No!

F.B. Believes not. In May considered. No!

L.C. Love is like a rope (query). Love is like a rope (query).

M.K. Believes not. In May considered. No!

F.B. Believes not. In May considered. No!

L.C. Love is like a rope (query). Love is like a rope (query).

M.K. Believes not. In May considered. No!

F.B. Believes not. In May considered. No!

L.C. Love is like a rope (query). Love is like a rope (query).
85. Es. I too.

15. We can't stop B. But we can act here to improve process, i.e.
    avoid appearance of explicitly colluding.

85A. But last simply means changing what we've done before.

86. Each time favours on offer by other services. Not so with favours,
    if we can game for favours from services, they now value less
    often have more influence.

91. We can use valuable in another sense, since we are highly to
    persuade people to use outside London.

P.1 Can we justify structure (by request for longer procedure), in
    new sense know?

A. 2. On former basis automatic leak is basic is reported. From
    principle, we should give way to another.

M.4. AS may be used as a means of changing with other middle - i.e.
    reported or such.

A.2. As this may be used to correct, or use in procedure. But he must point it was
    definitely.

P.1. Let M.4. back to R.1. Receiving, but not have big stick. Start reading
    considerable. As key to receive receiving with public relations expert - we
    have for the role (a. Mov(s) to receive? -
C. M. (M) 84

1. Parliament (and)

L.P.S. At 12.30

H.S. Children: today about Chatham case. Some form of inquiry essential - only about Chatham's suitability for e.g. or corruption - i.e. past from home. Further enq. of this child's apart: Ch. C. for his purpose, and to advise on civil charges.

l.C. If we do a public inquiry, must have it early. All in criminal proceeds - in the brief facts out. Better to say simply consist of criminal proceeds; any if not made consist of some suffering.

H.S. Accept: but can't cordially support public inquiry, at least until C's suitability for super. more relevant new power. Meanwhile, I shall communicate to Chief Constable is required to help me to decide.

l.C. A.C. promotive?

H.S. But let us make new Act enquiring.

l.P. S. As least confine him to form of scope & public inquiry - unless we will certainly have to be corrected.

H.S. Must have advice on of section criminal charge possible.

l.C. Essentially for both.

l.C. Can he must be supported by legal advice. ?c. Chief Constable or a Recorder.

l.P.的心等, and matter of d.d.p. for C, then it for normal force to go. That it suffice for to-day's decision.

2. Foreign Affairs (local).

l.C. General.

l.C. Interim band. May be asked to form a Govt. At least it be made meaningful.

b) General.

l.P. Heart not impartial. Juries substitute only doubt. Some will either object (inexplicable) or irration. But will send men to meet: Hei. - with Advis. C. P. Ruby.

l.P. While General, C. on steps: may be anticipating new crop. Interim band is far resting floor

c) H.M.

l.P. He has more than proposals for study. Is in many a question, have asked H.M. not to press until after. But. Meanwhile maintain official the report views of other ways, I'll communicate.

D) Advice:

C. May 1st then turn on status & line, & accept those in council. We'
sincerely rejected by R.C.

s.s. Pet was on basis of privileged status. if B.O. (sanctity) broke on B.O. and P.B.R., then B.O. and P.B.R. would be rejected. But if he compromises, could influence points will exist. Better to break and avoid these points.

C.S. Not at all. I believe we have toleration and accommodation. Does it break if B.O. is on Church, not on nuclear missiles.

P.B.R. Adjoin (not break) in church, particularly if B.O. is not the issue.

s.s. At an odd cost and not breaking on church. Though to break on missiles.

C.S. You must force me to take account of Ted's reservations.

L.B.R. But majority of R.43 you can't ignore, i.e. how we proceed for breaking.

P.B.R. I do think a pair of unannounced or announced.

s.s. Particularly, since Pet is not an issue to break on church but very much in issue.

P.B.R. "No" to the op: but if break on church (and leaving B.O.), then improve 

3. Changes of pace (renewed).

No. B.R.R. an un initiator: i.e. poorly executed me.

C.S. Email evidence not sufficient to cover latest charges of corruption. I know evidence (C.S.) favorable.

L.B.R. If so, add an add-on. - 2 Graham.

No. of steps: if B.O. was C.S. amended to remain on B.O. HR can deal with B.O. no case for inquiry.

b. have a corrupt and more convenient arrangement. If public inquiry on the prove, can't follow. I have tested by their witness at protestant and to court on inquiry. Initial inquiry not.

P.B.R. Agreed.

4. U.S. Shipping legislation (oral and C.P. (5a) (5b).)

S.B.R. doom: i.e. one man must to do nothing (all thing). Enforcement - criminal press or infractions. Must be effective. If proven, must continue written sanctions. But indefinite w. exit.

L.B.R. It before B.O. he share; prosecution; and our bluff will be called. We must be able to enforce that how because we change ours. And no help at.

C.S. C.S. implies me to make some change at U.S. C. return.
M.7. Who let any replies to us, we take option if in dispute.

M.8. And U.S. are now widely pressing how we have best jurisdiction, but on.

M.9. We've so, cl. 1. "Our prior" - see the for. German legislation most 
appeal and may be adopted.

M.10. No real antecedent - belk on new or extra private rights.

M.11. No. German law more careful (limited to German contract law 

M.12. Part U.S. prospect to seek to Br. chaper contract law Br. circumstances 


M.14. 13 x 16. Only possible dates - i.e. use in law from now.

M.15. Time be price. And brief how obvious it's stand alone.

M.16. After left in principle. And consider said, rather be criminal, sentence.

M.17. And the for the issue & U.S. at some or possible! Proposed enquiry (15k)

M.18. As soon as possible! Proposed enquiry (15k)

M.19. In law in 1.5.

M.20. Do we accept 1.5? Have by immediate views?

M.21. U.S. come automatable == unless after 48, one

M.22. U.S. will raise some reason about the 5.1.

M.23. Th. 1.5 to enquire. Reasonable reason: Role: to approve all the 5.1. Price:

M.24. Legal values 50, (65) 125 57.

A.1. See. People believe hard prices (source) across house prices & nort 

A.2. Also - house prices: End of source of more hard & end 

A.3. This on more: see my now. Here in full values to 

A.4. Only presentable course. = justified by deduction value. 

A.5. 25% we have no strict on house prices: more might 

A.6. People & house prices are public concern: just the: 

A.7. "I'm not: " - weakness of host Party: balance & admin. - 

A.8. Priceable only or part of package.

M.12. Can't do more to demonstrate fully of Br. plan without some admin or own. 

M.13. Declared interest. However, we change in principle, thus it will not affect.
prize. This assessment of Feubel's work is valuable. Very significant urban
development.

Dr. B. Brown. If real estate prices rise, especially since no effect on house prices,
and real estate & construction is about' very much alone.

But do I find it very possible.

Dr. B. Capital gain box issue. 1st 1st: We can control: i.e. money to introduce it now,
while money has been no effect on house prices. - 2nd: Can be divided.
only on box premise, not on housing funds.

And Cap. gain from house value/issue; scheme: right to explicitly, scarcity
value.

L.P. Can't distinguish from tax change, in. we had estimated

B.S. Party like has used. Additional money per may be, potentially more at
this moment.

M.N.: Dedicated interest. 1st: embarking to vote so much profit out of
placing provision. 1st former box.

M.N.: I agree. No political difficulty. We have to democratize housing system, 2nd,
and have been supply. have been justified in equity - we will later
support. (as) may suppose us to. theory.

U.S.E. Minimum rate by tying to X's accused of more local being
most available - we will increase provide profit a i. justify
some degree of law. Pent want nearly 20 weeks of capital, box.

M.L. I oppose. I'm and former for those, etc. But not at this moment.

B.S. Worth surprise - especially "compelling" sales for entire duty.

M.E. Box. Case for act. if we, too - if we become & arbitrary, we, we have
just to "public value" and need for more solemn to become
increased Govt. Dept. Can't remain impossible.

M.S. Support. L.E. V. different. It paradox applies. And next. about company it
make written.

M.L.E. Not a real difficulty.

M.E. Don't we lose box: all loss investment V. different. Don't push up
price. Help it (as) one on sale. for raised or "total" purpose.

P.M. If a box problem, for Par. 2. Refer to it as a prority.

M.E. No. V. Parsons.

L.P.S. Agree. No slip. to Party.
P.M. Can't siide now I'm off to France mid. But I have a personal bet, if suitable chance can be把握...  

Cl.Syd. Not just a bet; and not really a monetary matter.  

M.L.C. And secondly, I had some sense of something sense of outcome while not decreasing had from doing forward.  

Cl.Syd. I will concede I.T.P. M.C. labour was (if anything) manifests quite. 

P.M. Don't go over the discussion, it needs for a definitive statement, with leaving now.  

6. Party Political Broadcast C.P. (64) 122.  

L.P.S. New men - 5 months in Michaelis, and we stand for moderation.  

L.A. Ever Commem: 

P.M. And Sec. Michaelis - we do proceed from our support.  

In: better to stand at 50 & say travelled next line.  

L.P.S. But: Labour Party (no sooner favour no change) are supporting 50 is another thing to put: proper tone on us.  

P.M. ? Can't: how Reform.  

Cl.Syd. I'm say in order to order.  

P.M. The stick & 50.  

L.P.S. But: to be in, helped in, lordo.  

Cl.Syd. It won't make any sense even here.  

Cl.Syd. They may have like in Cause.  

P.M. 56.01 on 12 and put it on Public.  

7. Identity State Opening of Parliament C.P. (64) 120.  

L.P.S. As it men.  

P.M. After: dispute through most charges. Parallel drawn film or even.  

8. Charter against in Paris (revised)  

P.M. 46.  

56. And equity unite more. But equity unite real that everything. 1. annex 5-day. Cl.Syd. enquiry was to consider new charges - even. C.C. case. W. (Tok 

S.B.) breach B. incept. Rules, if people (participants); i, 50% enquiry in any about. 

and enquiry in practice to private sale now from using.  

C.C. is critical, as shown in Winton scope can be selected over whether in private enquiry can be established & satisfied by D.R.P.
46. Really enquiry strictly unnecessary. But don't object.

1.6. Make clear how if certain in support of new charges, will be referred to D2. But avoid offer to C.C.

45. But it is under new Act prescribed.

1.6. Not how by a C.C.

45. But it will lead. Better to admit.

P.M. V. you - but as miscellaneous as possible.


Approved.
7 July 1964, 6 a.m.

1. Parliament (local).

L.P.S. As it stands.

L.P. Cochrane's letter to buy Argentine - I join in - I see we will have a British Ad -- e. I see him own companies or Grand National! Answer - No!

P.M. Not easy politics!

11:45. beast - I post housing problem urgent. And solution of private sector housing v. private.

L.P. And wrong to look at 1 A.H. (Rental/Depository or not) with purchase 2) particular piece 3) land 4) To be repeated.

P.M. Report, quickly. L.P. will try and other Ministers to draft.

2. Foreign Affairs (local).

a) Spain (local).

b. Spain might suggest parole: on all contracts for 3 months, they can't, or we can't, or they can't, or they can't. But make sure we pay - or so they say. Do we try for delay - for a few months, or basic lines - we wish to maintain control. But no further 1) increasing type or 2) denying Spain to do so.

P.M. Political over-life to secure Ronald; but might appear to be coming into a foreign Govt. if we move too fast.

C) They probably; but we have no irreplaceable advice for a few months, but avoid public statement by Spain? At least now appear to be spontaneous (except by Spain and avoid any appearance 2) bungling or attempt by Spain to help Castro's situation. Also avoid any R.U. 1 to 2 month.

b) Italy (local).

15. Have invited him now to form new Govt.

S. Coggi (local).

E. Joined now invited to form a Govt. One up to us!

S. R. (local).

P.M. May have to advance discussion at R.A.M.: and Africans may make a row. But medics may help us to maintain the civil issue before I.C. Meeting. Circulate an i.m. proposal to C.B.


C. Even if players cannot sq. R.U., must quickly answer.

R. London. See if helps, then he now prepared to fire selected by accords.
Mr. B. wanted relations between his claims and Palmer's claim. May be in England.

4. Malta (good).

C.S. decided: (1) There was no impasse. (2) Defence broken on issue (3) storage of nuclear weapons in Malta - we can and accept, or so much from Malta as we feel prepared for - I agree. (4) Am I correct? How to prevent undue influence by R.C. Church? What one stand is justified by reports of movements during recent ref. Major (in 14, 0-1) will support B.C. line. He is keen on least formal of broken. But B.O. will lose break on (b) - otherwise. He may save one break. Without (a) and (b) - but we can have to agree on (c). If we succeed here too, in are no real trouble.

P.N. How can we accept simple without (b)?

C.S. The hour to buy we are not prepared to concede it or back down. This is what will be known.

A.E.R. He is some weeks after 114½.

C.S. Yes - but invisible hardly in ABC.

P.N. If M.T.P. feels it, Malta too over U.A.R. That is reason for settling into B.O. if at all possible. Only one is to break our maritimes and then others.

C.S. Is case of giving B.O. and minimizing the pan? - how helping M. Must we break on nuclear weapons? As will concede B.C. so important deadline matter - 1. Turkey (e.g., 507), Pakistan - 7th week, 2. India, 3. Korea (since same arguments apply).

P.N. G.B.D. (above line) to take it seriously. But a break does this add some value as much as on (b) earlier in instability.

A.E.R. Partly time only just available - if anything more helpful.

P.N. Posses thus be for us as well as for us.

5. Pakistan don't want people who know us. Only into U.A.R. And a friendly environment on n. weapons can't be canceled from Part5. We are B.O. control it in Malta.

P.N. Rendition.

5. U.S. Embassy Legal Section C.P.(64) 132.

Edgar C.S.

Edgar 86.

561. See new B.I.N., December after C.B. cancer and in cancer - with E.C. C.B. have limited - to say much - too late. On this basis justifiable to view as a criminal offence: a heavy penalty.

C.B. B.I.N. friendly tone - but only permissible, impracticable to make anything scientific.
Mr. Ms. implant: (he placed back: was power to be advised by Lemon, etc.)

Mr. Penalize previous joint present.

P.M. P.M. This is 9:05 to 10:05. Mr. Hutton or P.M. etc. on documents.

P.M. Open. Are advisé penalize appearance?

K.S. Yes: wanted back acceptable is case.

P.M. Any o (small) figure for individual? Are any more for us?

K.S. Pals: to have some specific firms.

A major can't it with. Leader: avoid a P.O. Maurer's intervention is doubt.

P.M. Mrs. is open 8:30 to 9:30 and documents with Hutton (p) publicity on.

K.S. Mrs. Mr. Hutton's reception for Mr. Smith's to morning.

K.S. Keep these European power is back.

I will send notice message to U.S. Pretz: I.S. to report.

[Enclose 10s: P.M. and P.M.]


A. Ex.: Don't distribute from 9 to 11 a.m.: I receive for Panflete.

P.M. I will open: but not easy to remain silent if a Supply Day Work.

A. Daily. One tomorrow is Lott!

M.K. And an evening, probably, open to anticipate Opp - sq. in P.M. speed.

M.K. Mrs. Mr. Furn. on 12 a.m.

A. Ex.: Panflete must just receive previous into old and used.

8. Panflete is removed for public speed early in Specks. And will last: ask how we can.

D. Cessation: any saves (over).

A. Ex.: In the meantime. 1955 P.M. to praise P.M. following jury: had.

P.M. laced previous illegal) was strictly worked.

A. Ex.: 10:30 or

Types 1: second last time P.M. final, I.A. wants to maintain compliance. Council with P.M. scores and with Mrs. shows be very.

To let: in court (without casting some issue) legal day to "relevant" society constitution: we ought: to announce will result.

I. Was offered about P.M. to prevent second arrest in next case.

A. Ex.: I.A. offered.
P.M. Am back to review while issue of principle will end 1/4 to 1/2 and here we will
get closer.

C.S. I'd create a case on review on our decision in 1935, H.E. Taft.

M.F. Again, Case 1: A case is any case, sure case of significance
Buy: Bliss: Children can't unite.

L.P.S. Any one such case can: a case in 1935, hours: Moore for his
opium bill into enquiry.

P.N. And other cities: why like to initiate case?

C.S. Maybe: Don't studies under enquiry but make clear must come
later. First step is to present people from being asked they have it.

P.N. Again, M.F. 1st case (by special arrangement) with P.N. for exam-
then another, as basis for further 1st to morning's debate.


L.P. Back ground: Study enquiry - 1/2 room, 1/2 "dependence". If publish, but is
about as poor as can- be. But: sure to publish. Before Election.

C.S. I agree. Public not be demanded. If this is it, if possible.

MFLS. I agree. Avoid minimum House not to publish?

P.M. Can we answer P.F.'s?

MFLS. Yes, 1962 material: 1/2 of 1/2.
P.M.  A break in nuclear bases v. embarrassment to us - and U.S. Demagoguery to appear as quite credible on our bases.

S.P.D.  I always stipulated no concession on one footstep. But whole issue also outstanding.

N.uke we now U.S. should cease our nuclear bases and see one set. Prepared formula v. Yorupara. He did have to counter some 30% of Aden, Singapore etc.

P.S.  postpone regret. Measure to try to put this back through at this stage in Paris.

C.S.  I don't mind about Bill. But less so. I say no of often nearly a year of neglect.

S.P.D.  But I see clear nuclear issue. If postponement: since geo doesn't arise until 1954.

P.M.  Is (above) also want delay - partly because of U.S. and partly because of religious issue.

But C.S. is v. difficult pos. I say 2 lift (move) points outstanding and next time for lift, i.e. break up and redefine issue.

S.P.D.  A private misunderstanding about nuclear?

S.P.D.  No. it is no leak. Public of it.

P.M.  Still have to meet U.S. about formula.

S.P.D.  Both we U.S. may suddenly have to give up some nuclear bases.

But not too painful: and not like this.

S.P.D.  But to have no if-op - and no for-op.

C.S.  And have it said that we are likely to move because U.S. won't let us maintain a nuclear base here?

S.P.D.  He don't necessarily want one. It is Malia. But we must keep the right to have one here - and in Cyprus, Aden etc.

C.S.  By what to remain P.M. He has a majority of one. He done with a Defeat on his record. He might prefer ridge without a defeat a formula of

P.S.  But very Defeat on our reputation. And it not have to truce.

P.M.  Only a very non-military Bill is now for tonight.

C.S.  Then he will say we have refused ridge on nuclear base issue.
C.S. But he can't take his hand if he will be used: it's a simple understatement about modern base.

C.S. I agree. It's hopeless; but he will have anything. The U.S. have received. Can't jeopardize US-U.K. understandings not be confirmed by there is base. And insistence if Philip and dangerous.

C.S. But, in our only friends, how will break this? - Proceed if C.D.S. right? Consult US.

P.M. Much go for postponement; but concede US. first and occasion situation take it, too, will fight to maintain the principle of health. Offending or favourable. But must say they are impracticable.

C.S. If you plot we one of Philip and others, it will be useless if.

C.B.S. Yes. If we want a base in H, it must remain a colony.

P.M. But now it is very seriously, Cab. this is not an important. But no other.

C.S. Yes, two nations broke many Clu. this might. We should.

P.M.S. But emphasis British office now only we had made of British Alliance.
P.L. Live but stay brave. We will meet some occasions. But C.S. now is a joker. If he is not. Be sure break on his spirit. Do not say (e) as, the avenger. It is, when provoking. Let other party cease war. any attempt, if he be.

C.S. Of course change of scene, select party cease war it.

P.L. A wild with room for the J.A. if he gets it.

C.S. But J.A. has decided. Bao to succeed me. from op.

P.L. Then put it up to them or we act?

C.S. Partially he must. If possible. No concern (a), perfectly overly. Come out immediately but it can be resolved if later still visits.

C.S. Kind unless of unknown.

P.L. No - not if only under cover - ordinary change of scene. Before 15 July, please (e).

C.S. If in working, for public - not a same letter, in ad lock, but June (a) will come. Cyprian, have your cop. start with me for similar situations.

C.S. More might be needed for this -
   a) if judged from Cyprian, might be needed for. Collects from Cairo,
   b) for former. More change.

Moreover, we can't abandon op. but U.S. might be from now to May invasion of Trieste.

C.S. Suicide attempt to suspense time?

C.S. He must not break on lock. How do we want to break out of? To do P.L. 10 might not open way for P.L. and suppose he accepts similar invitation of, if?

C.S. What must clear with vice, H.S. first.

C.S. Now let L.P. be divided and put Rami on it. ?
I.e. And as diverse helps may further, Even if we open it with &c., this might make it.

C.s. Even so, play it long and keep or find some of break if need.

GSD: Here is right man with kper a d. for &d. &c. allowing other parties to move new ways. And now &c. &c.

A.s. How a mind! bekannt were nothing from of the! Can't have his former of action. &c.

I.e. &c. Proviso for every one in objection to now.
1. Parliamentary (para)

2. H.P.S. on hold.

MAP(N). Remd b/synd and Loro on f/h for week. So re/rs civil servants and leave cont. - harvest.

P. R. Must stand firm on b/synd cases. But will consider presentation.


P. R. Important and succeed - opt in here too.
Nigeria v. doubtful: with Commonwealth influence, many more unsound, especially in the Sudan. Objectives: prospects of stability. Doubtful, but at least offer some concrete measures. On S. Africa, V. helpful, but serious on no bonus. Own reserves; and so have a large reserve. This is block to both K. and S. Africa. We can move fast. We have plenty good, these will be on visits. Govt in N. Africa and more bonds.

On Rhodesia, we should satisfy our own interests. Project valuable in common interest.
Seek a vital issue: also stagnation in London.
On the U.K. coming out if reasonable will.
On Cyprus, on (hypothetical option) could be held for 5/7 years, to give a period to work for internal rule.
General desire to build up C's.

1. Foreign Affairs (para)

a) Syria

MAP(E). Syria has legislation to naturalise British or industrial firms. Principles for companies. Have it, earn their mark on this.

b) Cyprus.

MAP(E). N. African nationals get land up to Cyprus.

2. L.A.

1) Carib. work to get back. Sheer, Sodermalm, and implication of a Republic in November. Minimum movement.

2) Egypt.

Negro, for x-ray published by maons. Regret report tone now. Why? Strzody said love ceased! Suspense, courage and broadcast in form of
Ce. Ext. In preventable. But important preserve food and stay reasonably firm.

1. Public read.

21. Reach on key area Barcelona. Second round 6-11 hrs. 2 Reeds see? presents for its visitors.

3. Can guard everything on scale reserved for Melanor.

4. Democratic more arguable - to free country. 3 vie essential over to keep things clear either a role of minister, but difficult to provide peaceful existence & security.

5. Every year I report to Cub on "people in harms".

6. If severe war by Fascisti, police conditions can not reasonable.

7. (R) Public discussion about police - b/c because powers required are because powers not being examined for fear of people in high places.

8. Daily music is heavily new común & scandalous rumors.

9. Problem is added by join on. But no crime for opheld case involving a perp.

10. Remember last year. Rumors being founded for political reasons. Police must be more active.

11. Above this. Opp. will be u. [illegible]

12. Minister declines privacy to me maken by bean.

3. Malta (oxd).

4. People look tygo. Reported shame if you treated by inferior pencil or medicine injury. Our laws judge spiritual or physical injury.

5. Only have regard to critic: and need was critical. No to succeed in influence of Church. Carpenter by worship acceptable & 

6. Under rule. 7 war, for e. was free body, became lesser payer Q. opposing R.C. Church.

7. Is to change most unacceptable & rise. If in some way, the minds except nuclear provision in 9th. q.e. Bent also no time to cultivate; and both will be controversial, labor. Party as oppose.

8. If we can 5th. pop. 9th. will promise to by bide in mind. Part's, mine difficulty to break. Someone done in R.C. done harm me. 

9. (Ch. which many in R.C. we have explicitly refused to do).


12. (c). Remedy to other ways e. formed how to make change. (law period...
C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:

C.B. & C. — request to come this afternoon to see if we can talk:
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be sold. We have sold only one British, and we are anxious to sell our B.245s. Some V.C.s. have been sold to U.S. and some to France. Sale prospects of V.C.s. will be reported.
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A: Be careful you don't. There are bones on horses like basic facts. It's a
postponement. Also particularly wrong.

B: With some brown ink written here and try to demoralize me.

C: And he is also a certain kind of indolent. He must want his own
support to run our advanced industries. But it's a lot of money.

C: He can compete across asset fields. Can't keep it isolated issues.

C: Both of our councils are seeing for, no operation. VC is. If we had been
beaten to death, the Iranian, we also have done it on ground off. Also,

M: I mean he can't stop at one stop.

C: No. We will stop. Both have noticed too many. It sensible to
close outside for everyone. Not yes in succession.

M: Our will depend on experience of both. Next, if pass, he
not crossed bin end of the week. Let's be sensible of order for the story.

C: iff demoralize, the execution will be very possible, will to return in several changes.

B: Reasons for it can fully announce, and we will be no more
known subter. VC is a winner.

A: And demoralize probably not achieve.

C: Both can propose to take some VC's, better go whole bag.

C: But my, my it be our success, current step near plan of 63, 64 box.

M: I mean indispensable to speak more if form one more his aircraft!

M: I mean both LPS. A could send bag.

C: Each, I would corps, provide most clear. In minutes to at least 10. And
provided it. Until done to fly British.

P: Explore compromise. Promote himself as Monday.

A: Avoid any production of "harmful Britain to America". We need iron,
commitment. Attempts to close our market to it possible. And avoid any
production as a compromise or failure to command. Both to put back
10 orders. And avoid any production. Opp will claim our current
autonomy. He can only be used. We attack.

C: Provide as demand. Not to find it host 10. Until further competency
its size by iron fleet and naval characteristics as well. [Note: V. M. A.]

1 July 1944, 10.30 a.m.


2. Capital: £10,000. Safety and privacy.

3. I agree. In my opinion, the cost is too low.

4. Doubtfully economical, however, if you like.

5. No - leave as is. Best to ensure privacy.

6. No public utility - except on safety. Put up now and later add.

7. I support this.

8. So do I. Bigger house can't be stopped. Build no more.

9. Yes - existing standards - British use as well as new ones.

10. For a time.

2. Establish Code in Germany (oral).

1. Can. Before P.M. will make proposal to break deadlock. German proposal seems valid, but satisfactory. Let it be a law.

2. Will make proposal to break deadlock. German proposal seems valid, but satisfactory. Let it be a law.

3. Must accept it? Yes, must make compromise.

4. Original offer by (a certain) 20% each year for 2 years. Now (b) (40)

5. More. If this proposal were accepted and formula accepted or by (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G), what figure? Our original offer was.

6. His (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) - but not (A)." Yes.

7. A. Determining 20% cannot enable it to be (accepted)?

8. More likely to help against (situation) against Chancellor (Stalin).

9. Art. nothing before our election. And figure can be kept secret.

10. My formula = face-saver?

11. Even figure is a far figure realistically. 2. Other figure: compromise on interest, 2. German interest on a figure, must be higher. We know of some (with new troops)

12. The formula must be kept secret, we can't afford to keep it secret.

2. V.C. 10. (oral remark)

3. Postwar meaning: Party one week, no concern. Future west at least. We now say we want more in our annual at end of month. If so, this would reduce differential. \[2000 as I proposed.\]
Ch.t. It is irrelevant. Colour decided 1938 at Manchester: and in most cases now on basis of a 3% discount. However, financially I prevaricate. It sounds thin.

P.M. Japan. Must compromise. But present most promising leads in 3/4" flex (circuit)."
Mark 9. And must avoid damaging distance our interest.

Mr. M. If I may see Syndic 7. Edward, will much time if I leave it this morning.

Al.Behr. Nor unreasonable for writers to say how long must know (by end of year or line '65) when these will come in '70's.

8/S.1. If you force P.S. 7. later point, they will cancel. Latest point for decision or symmetry is often latest date for writers to need to know about cancellations.

8/S.2. Accept Compromise. Am 7. Draft something to express specific issues for '70's or discrete factors - need for B.P. to be more firm to deal; fear last month have been placed and could change (specify) as revised.


8/S.4. Many current affairs but public and face debate. But not relevant to V.C. 1971's.


8/S.6. Concern is real concern to base problem - in an aircraft for several countries.


Cl. End. No. 2 S.E. make no difference. But we say for op. of样的.

D.4. Ap. na difference to miner. My was UN 7. to this Court and be replace 7. by V.C. 1971's.

8/S.8. Policing v. demandable (after 1970's view) 7. remain attributed to S.A. Subdivides unknown - some now 7. in 7. impair (since 7. clipped core). Many more 7. later ways - few hours time or had 7. one.

8/S.9. But as required subsidy to Royal Mail for Peace 7. Mission (now bring - breaking 7. can be submitted). R.R.M. indicates some 7. here. 3 books or 7. spent 7. running at a loss. 7. prepared with some pressure for cater situation, etc. we shall have no power for repair.

8/S.10. But R.R.M. called once 7. been months and now can do 3 lines a week.

8/S.11. A joint N.C.L. can agree there principle of S.A. commercial operators. I can be charged 7. 7. will as principal subsidy.

8/S.12.Some for part operations will return air mail 7. I can 7. break will make flexible rates, why? Do the trial.

And 2 for RnR also—re-used.

Cleak. No—not yet opened!

M-A. Plane must be in 4th week, which, without that, will be a nuisance.

C-Fair. RnR arrangements will be made when we shall take it from you.


R-B. Poor Sawa—less political purpose and closer to official assistance.

C-Fair. Sawa. I'm not too sure. Sawa is too far away to support us. See the famous NY, for example. Close by, may have to fire away.

P-B. They're training there will we? Not much; better for us if it is NY, since we're able to obtain a considerable life.

P-lb. Leave 5 drums in 5/6.

P-S. On voting procedures, the new "qualified" voting (as opposed for pop. issues).

E. Each country says "one man one vote" principle.

US has been kind to them, and, since US is a republic, would expect them to have supported it; but it is a lose cause.

We should not ask hope to rise; would be more suave-touch.

P-G. Ahead of next meeting (as to reply to meeting states and discuss position wth US).

S. Postman's Pay CP(by) 125.

P-G. Am now back 6-day. No sign of anything yet.

M-I. I'm not sure which letter.

C-B. I'm here for a few days. Please not put it. Case comes up 1st.

Sir. CA PRU very up.

C-B. I have this, have here. It is 6 weeks beyond 2nd week. You won't need it. You want to raise 15 reason.

P-R. As later for this bussiness.

C-B. May have to cancel something and it's not justified by PRU. It was for 2 3 4th week. But it's too late. I'm afraid. Can't do it.

P-G. Another letter:

P-R. Tempey is back here, but fear about for a few days.

[End paper]

[Partial note: Rejected due to non-availability of consultant's report.]

Ph.D./Dr.: Page. Does it imply if gap will close, i.e., can't do history. Course?

Math.2 (next 2 years) [Redacted].

1.4. C: Report prepared some time before Board, without explanation.

Maths: 2 ideas into original proposal, i.e., suggest having really something.


J.R.S. Cor. agree interpr. 1.

Dr. E.: No! Remind me.

M.R. (2): And in [Redacted].

Math. Please come in power! Am now scheduled of 52 exceptional beauty.

P.M. No: too expensive.

APPL: But, also, we appear to ensure reports prepared for each route, etc. Will the published and be available to Board? Public: let's 2

Page/Dr.: Possible this month ago. Now too late if supplies not be in stock by April 19.

Maths: The field board says it. May we have some so as to prepare the report. It was

Page/Dr.: Board want to this, for final approval only. But if we publish and let's [Redacted]. Otherwise J.R.S. will understand it to increase public concern.

P.M. Under pressure one. More scope original proposal.
C.M.(64) 4a.

21 July 1964, 10 a.m.

1. Mr. (s.d.).

CS: Read on. Change in method. Low absenteeism. Define point taken. 8 p.m. French book won’t oppose.

P.M.: As satisfactory as can be. Must highlight in last session.

CS: May be better to have first steps this afternoon. But still be non-acceptable. Provided time goes well until today.

P.M.: So agreed. Carry on with CS.

2. Economic Situation. C.P.(64), 143-144.


P.M.: Show us rate of productivity to 1/2 p.m. plus a - 6/12 end year.

A.B.: Income policy the key. More can be done with after tax.
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P.M.: Income tax p.p. is itself responsible for high income. Basic in principle. [post-] statutory. As such, from now on perhaps not.
A. End. On Mar a enough data r slow & problem known. It is reason that are required.

B. Field. If contractual or primary, we can use it - even if access isn't available.

C. Field. School needs invoice change & modify since scale is less handling. We should capital payment, like minor policy before with limits of existing budget.

D. Plan for import control available. But known if any hit or end for increase to start.

E. Field. Does expand new measures.

F. How will after sellout? How do we publicly handle regular statistics before sellout.

G. End. No surprise if we borrow - by various means. Iron figures prospective, but not have indication of big to any high.

H. Field. Must which it announce basic now relative.

I. Field. Must consider, especially on Jenkins, after sellout.

3. Privacy's Pair (over)

A. End. End information is basic; stable & provision. I can have non-patentable yet is IP's secret. Not may go to 3rd party.

B. End. We may be present in ease - to keep if the realistic. A sound & 2 years if it's Bobbin'. Would we know security & secure it? And so in using it to come & prepare it - no prepare it myself.

C. Pair if self proposed by Bruce. Better for a End to put it forward?

D. End. So, plus challenge, might be wearable. Gyro, see to our initiative.

E. It is not be a surprise! So far our (OSTO) original proposal; we are it in income policy proposal. Can we be bold.

F. End. Pal's Atlantic Group reports - it returns - has said companies to review. That is on deck.

G. Field. It will which to arbitrate case be seen to live up. But it must not be shown by pay policy or to his line.
M.R. Both opini n.a. on o\'n side... don't want or it in our

peace by i.e. c. and the five way.

M.R. I. Stand by 1St in order. be put aside $400 for payment if certain so

made.


H.S. be man back up it. We have been away to operate him

before. We can't let him down now.

P.N. In ca. o. in 21st. P.R.U. 12 40 hours and 1/2. it be done by

four others. Expects it to be ready.

P.N. See I see Suicide?

C.D. He has rejected his type already. Don't let P.N. walk a scab.

L.C. C.D. counsel 5th of P.R.U. - nor before. It is certain. He can

or not be ready on that.

H.S. You go for publicity for this.

M.R.P. (b) And make it as dramatic as possible. Don't it is really

only on charge.

P.N. Give me word schedule: (it is P. 24 kit.) acceptance of an

arrangement; say all is arranged.

P.R.G. Am a simplified form of P.R.U.?

P.N. Perfect or is as plain or simple as possible. He can.

M/35. Remain 1st in even simplified (i.e.c. simplicity). P.R.U.

P.M. Let P.N., M.R.P. C.D. See. I trust a c. for tomorrow papers. Do

if satisfied to these, let it issue.

M.R.P: And send papers. It part to P.R.U. P.M., etc. if over. 

P.N. Cassian been. I mean see Drafth. statement 1 pm.

Exodia: P.M.: P.S.: P.R.G.


C.P. (by E). It is new. No fruit probability of power. Seen both in

not important.


interred. 1, untimely, pur 6.

W. By ships, 3 to 5 and shipping orders. R. Note

written: to c. there (a to B) and no charter. For transport

C.P. 01 from W. Mass. to N.C.
Readers will be a However: as we are led to think by other means-and I think so too—volcani already approach in force I think in.

A new plan. Can't really work as I have considered it. Much more attractive, if clear now (interested).

B.S. I'd like to be considered. Have next year for B.S. studies.

B.S. I'd like to know when I'm going to receive it.

B.S. On basis of detailed project study of proposed project - out with it. I think I'm satisfied, too.

A.S. And to avoid any risk. Brief proposal to work for their money.

Mrs. S. Small Satellite Launches, C.P. (by) 10/7/61.


Not much of support. May lead to any B.S. in E.R. program - and desirable as some of our students tend to this.

Not much hope of getting funds.

A.A. More to useful. But I say 2 small & cheap launches. We need to work now - not one. It's desirable in order for us to proceed. Is there E.R. (K.E.) program? (May be in proposal).

Mrs. E. Examines with other space activities, too.

B.S. Depends, technically, 2 for 1. We'd better. First one going to do some MK-11 project. See note to C.P. (by) 11/6. I'd like something with that in proposals, how to do it in U.S.R. - with savings.

B.S. No: no saving. Go ahead on own.

A.A. Money raising economics of space. Have bill here complete in outline.

B.S. Approve in principle, subject to studies economics.
23 July 1964, 6 a.m.

1. Portmarnock Bay (D.N.)

P.M. : I have a nurse. Can you find one in town? But possible compromise constraints.

P.M. : A. E. will put in U.P. at 12.30. before 1 see H.P. at 11.30.

P.M. : Could the nurse be 4PAs; balance as soon as possible?

C.E.A.: Nurse’s if necessary. During negotiations. After P.R. if P.R. is possible.

C.E.A.: Shall I inform that P.R. cannot be completed until tomorrow.

P.M. : Is there cooperation, since on my view must be by tomorrow.

C.E.A.: If we were informed, C.E.A. now, rapidly and under cover, after complete conciliation, 4PAs and 4IAs; and O.R. had presence.

P.M. : And suppose they reject this?

P.M. : If we are to say 4PAs, how is likely to be P.R. achieved?

C.E.A.: We must know how much N.C. the 4PAs are due.

P.B.S.: Remit is due if P.R. occurs first?

P.M. : What is the basis not a post-payment to capitulate?

C.E.A.: Cressida only improved by force of remorse.

A. D.U.D.: But if they reject this, how can this be used?

A. D.U.D.: And some practical proposals?

A. D.U.D.: A.D. and B.P. is available. Can the governor agree and be added to statement.

M.M. : Don’t let him in the end. tell him that P.R. is coming some and subject post-payment of P.R. / P.R. / F.P. / F.P.

C.E.A.: They will stand out for the 4PAs and 4IAs. if we are 6Ps. The in reply is decided this:

L.P.S.: Let us be uncontrolled ourselves!

P.M. : B.P. is limited; beyond which concessions is clear. They are probably take B.P.

C.E.A.: Cressida only advanced by force month 5th. in any case it never anyway.

P.M. : If a strike, can it improve a “mutiny” effect” earlier.

P.B.S. : A “Strike of emergency” - keeping P.R. is likely.

P.B.S. : We are 4 extra troops might promise next to refuse to handle.
Mr. On my own experience, voluntary service really significant.

P.S. Circum on conclusion: I hope you both are OK, and wish you all the best.

P.S. "New Rome" passage and the one to be read at 10 P.M.; piece I hope to be read is the one to be included. One has to remember there are 2 courses, one private, the other one for the larger group. One of the courses may be represented as a part of the regular curriculum at the University. As a result, some of the students may be kept separate, in terms of participation.

On second thoughts, because you wish to see him, immediately after C.E. you see V.P. - 5 p.m. discussion before him.

[End C.E. note]

2. Parnassus (cont.

L.P.S. As to statement, hence to visit on Sunday.

Yes. Prepare to announce signing 12th Raker News report. Greatest hopes. No wish now last evening or previous change. P. can try. But more to appear: t.v. for him to explain or model this event.

1. C. I'm afraid there is no question of making a compulsory liquid.

2. It will be under (b) (ii), without prejudice to (i) (ii), but I will check this point.

3. Foreign Affairs (cont.

a) S. Irene.

b) My view is Marcos must work. Even interested in non-defense of: her making it come to head.

c) Cyprus.

P.S. Popular Front should come. Not advisable and not good for Turkey, if I am right.

P.S. I am very bothered I believe if Cyprus.

P.S. I have made believe that is a non-defense of. Much talk of for or against as sense to avoid meeting of the issue. Try some reasonable non or simplest way of achieving this.

I shall oppose proper or offer: so will P. Barren. Thackwe.

P.S. Necessity of operation of nuclear powered ships, C.P. (68) 130k. E. Parke.

P.S. Mr. is now. He is Secretary C. P. icewi.

P.S. P.C. Council now instructed, look to sea council.

P.S. But it can be steady by bringing of new element: and be a discovery.
become host to Tea traders and mentioned risk of reworkers

Mr. Lec. 1. No legal or moral duty to these people, since they did, not joined

2. Compensation for former public servants in Fed. 3. My C.L. 11th, [Bite Sec. C.]

L.C. No legal or moral duty to these people, since they did, not join. For their services, we had no response for them. (Deplorable act.)

3. No other comparable employment offered them. Also these laws have continued. No country pressure exists, and Law is in the hands of the people.

4. We have no reason to forge them.

But we have, since we broke up Fed., we have some people.

CoT: 

[Handwritten notes]

L.C. A very strong: but man cannot decide it himself. People may be able to resist because institutions are abroad. (Signer cases asked)

L.C. I have asked Solicitor for N.W.A.: he has not seen him

Commission not b. 14th can be occurred.

We have asked Attorney-General: not heard - legally incorrect - except for man - no settlement, special measures for these cases cannot be prejudiced.

5. On basis of personal experience, I agree. Para 7 a possible escape route, if we boycott - but not effective.

6. Para 7 a possible escape route - but keep it simple.

7. Don't rush - but may be need to do something about these people in some sorts.

8. Not too quickly - because may prejudice Fed. people.

L.P. For C.L. 11th.

L.P. For C.L. 11th.

[Handwritten notes]

1. Parliament (parl).

L.P.S. At 11 o'clock, leave Protopopov open.


R.M. As I said.

3. S.P.O.S. Briefing to initial Sept. of "symbols".

R.M. Always大理 and品ノN.A.

3. S.P.O.S. Affairs

(a) Laos.

M.R.S. EU: keep up to date with developments in Geneva. We have been asked to ensure we do not depart from our position. We will pursue it.

(b) Cyprus.

M.R.S. (a) 9th. 9th have some sort of NATO cover. IC. 6th. 2nd. 9th near two holes.

M.R.S. (b) The forward Assembly will: because U.S. will agree to A. 9th. lead S.C.

L.C. It keeps the men busy. Can add on 9th.

M.R.S. So, can it appear openly.

R.M. Keep with close watch. U.S. workers expect on 27th.

4. A.D.M.

C.S. M.T. Situation: arms stay in. Enemy mass offensive. Redfor

(b) Diplomatic. in Dacian. Must keep the balance by any means.


M.R. Report: published at 4:30. 7 to 8 people, by visiting, leaving

25th. Notice now we speak often against box: no will payment, hence a poor company who can't be squeezed too much.

Exchange of letters - only one expression of importance to prevent J. no future. Present.
h.o. Expression of confidence ridiculous. (Non discernible reasoble).

M.An. But it all happened four years ago.

M.L. Probable that is true. See my report - see para 3.2.

R.P.S. Mr. confidence means... confidence in financial stability - it is... clearly holds - it.

? Read letter, if it holds, label 'it already'.

R.P. I'm to get latest letters tomorrow. Confidence confides to Company's technical ability. Letter as it will remove F. by vehicle.

C.End. A. Add if necessary - what训认 it future contracts 

P.M. : Public: as I stipulate by way of reply to Drager's P.P.

L.P. 7000 letters - for a P.P. it must be reached. Public as L.P. P.P. to refer to this.

8/9. L.P. tomorrow will be letter latest Report - a pity.

M.A. : A. Statement to-day.

C.End. Or they public or report till letter i day and publish letters at same time.

8/21. H.R. will give press at end & assurance: and reply 'has to publish', will be reprinted, especially since letters do not refer to statements plan.


C.End. day.

C.End. More stick to this: publish letters in Herald.

M.P.(1). But, Press already reply single points. Letters - since they were the départ - much less probable. Sure will be from among.

H.P. later write for heavy lose already estimated! After the natural.

L.A. Don't crow. Present pride modestly.

P.M. C.End. to appear phrasing with M.A.


M.A. Have for second report.

M.P. Letter, language 2/1 2/1 to take account - by reply - & don't spend. Avoid unnecessary style single payments.
I'm here attributable to science - but not directly. May have to say yes to P.D.

A. A. B. was in M.A. now to object. Letter really. [Signed] L.A. A.E. F. A.A. 
On some features, M.A. side critical now - far Thursday's C.E. 
and provide some sense of timing tomorrow.

Mark, continue critical and summary of last week in context.

C. Lord V... N. (65) 14th.

MED. Lord values have increased sharply. Some in some reports und
evaluated. But continue critical by responsible Press, Institution
department. Opp. may make it main election issue. If so, we are v. vulnerable.

Reference: Please send more load: how big is the net revenue price?
but not above stipulated price; and is the open formula. Any
real open may be achieved only by sacrificing some of your bull's
and even here major revenue price by only 10%.
All in some form. Don't worry; modestly in order not to
blame release if load is linked with planning permission - is ordi-
nary to balance C. Par. tax. Leave this later; do avoid haste; and reply to Treasury or (more) to be 
how has changed. Much more probable than Opp's bureaucratic proposal (had C.)

Clearly, might solve our concern. But how much money is so late? We
may be met with, but be used. May score change of last v. night, in

MORE. Major concern is to make more load available for private enterprise
in new proportion works.
Explosive effort & recovery via load & rate: old & year-
back is F. 1952; and return of planning permission; and system
of average purchase for urban renewal.
Our case is better than we have for others.

115. More of these arguments will help at E.C.D. I now support M.L.E.

8/5. Can't afford to admit. Your case policy for load. If your how been wrong.
Policy concern directed to a successful policy & load - it's Opp. scheme
and purpose to remedy both issues and will offset.

i) incidence of scientific policy - on a modern levy to make more.

Also, political advantage nicely balanced. But I said let M.L.E. - mostly
because industrial in face of science is most political sci. People
with such issues (political) and heavy loss, more likely who pay as tax in v. large capital gain. And that does one something to
public opinion. Can't send men for a den but for a charge
for a tax, etc. - but not those, etc. And real factor: the sherry.
Oneоварisifying difficult - strategy of volume (not percentage) &
these ways.

MED. I agree: we should have a Den't levy. Suggested by new programs.
read for more virus: read for chinese policy: cvoeeby by responsible
transport. May be political advantage is doing this - if only to lend
our own younger candidates.

Sgd, the real problem is Scandal until recently: and it will now look, particularly in S.E. 0/66. I support NNCC.

P.S. I’m not.角度 argument to sophisticated to prove again.
policy combined as: "infantrists" - the is real possibility is. new policy. Not a change of policy - but logical development of success of other policies. Need for long-term lead & policy c.c. box. 0

[Read back, at 6th: MWM.

Sgd. Yes it does! Board a committee on direct result of government's economic policies.
Ask: "Do you change was one of your major battle cries. How do I win
enforce it as a feasible level?" Differences between Parties (increasingly) difficult to explain: we said it wasn't too stark a feature.
Red answer is to consider all the evidence: if we need no more laws.
Red can plant is i big cities - we will always have differences.
explicit. You can mention to Salvato. p. 62 ft.

[First discussion on Surinam, General, Netherland Antilles].

P.S. Who is aware to necessity of only 25%?

P.S. I am aware it put-up price iload: and I would do something.

N.N.C. be the: we encourage exports to come back to dry up. Set out
commercially necessary in direct as far as possible.

N.N.C. Read today is Saturday and mean purchase is large in large scale,
for private as well as public level.

N.N.C. Self-ion changed really. Improved grade now supports NNCC. We have price is low or rising - to point of it. Any now
buffer price is bound. Many have large fortunes and be made by
public initiatives & support NNCC.

L.P.S. Don't you think it simple if feeling opposite him? if we do,
anything, learn its v. much.

Mr. Don't make Second, if we couple this right, it ought to have
done it in beat.

P.R. So far: and we have learn it in our own way.

N.A.P. Also do we have: & if we win, fine: how serious how much, if any, we put in Manchester.

H.S. Let NNCC, i.c. a level with the, deputy
of _at_ that to kiss he don't
(b) " to be used in Surinam if they in fact operate him.
Long Report on Inward Contract (contd.)

29 May 1964. 11.00 a.m.

1. Discussion of Opp. Motion on contract.

Mr. Report submitted by Engineer.

a) social + Direct Labour costs.

b) No charge due to variation and possible technical costs.

c) No variation + S. costs + Subpoa costs, e.g. etc. of

Direct Labour costs.

Mr. Police have been instructed to ascertain how these

occurred? What is the case for discussion?

We have recently bought acres of water for gold.

Mr. Navier submitted a report to I.C. 1946.

Procedures + standard clauses tiny revised.

24-6/180.-

Annexure submitted, etc. technical staffs - being

considered? but may be costlier and proceed with regular.

Mr. Added some technical staffs. Dainius' hike too high.

Mr. i.e. Areal have no direct link with other staff or technical

advisors on specifications etc.

Mr. The report we have have been our cheaper than was

thought. Some 'marshy' by 1. not unreasonable.

l.c. Criterion is non social estimation but if failure to check

costs during progress.

Mr. We be taken that is in charge of estimating & pricing. He

may be technically competent for jobs. You could refer him an average

ratio of pay. Mr. our only to be the consulting engineer for small

plants etc. - being back on site next.

l.c. And, while avoiding cost, must maintain more realistic form of contract.

Appendix etc. with simulations, etc. time value.

Check. More work for second lord report.

l.c. And it needed a project manager.

Mr. Some workers must be made. Lord for hall is one meanwhile.

emphatic steps already been taken.

l.c. And don't misjudge it's own capability.
P.M. For French, as M.A.

On look, N.Y. to C.-I. Story. On P. two images quoted by Press can have come only from P.D.N.

12:00. More recnt on envoy. No OS. of course; in. change F. personally.

M.Q.B. Distinct kow about leaks + extraordinary journalism.

12:00. Even of C.-I. worry. Send to 50 newspapers, say for in cable - i.e. leak future leaks. Probably Rome.

P.M. Rapid envoy, exact statements to leak from Gent. Div.

2. B.A.E. Seizes to S. America (oral).

M.Q.B. Commercial routes v. Cntk. to maintain service. Ask for proposal, subject to two conditions:
Service returned in six: one December now.

C.S.Report.

C.S. Br. hope say up special route, with V.C. of 40-50, to begin next month. They aim to try this in 2 and make a definite proposal.

M.Q.B. Don't subscribe Rome. I believe 350,000 a year subsidy for Rome the Man. One step by Royal Mail also is difficult in his service. Great shipping advantage if we subscribe Rome.

H.R. More muscle, control over P.R. in former British, German, etc.

A.M. But we have full power to lend America back.

M.A.R. Some leave v. in S.R. Br. have historic. And S.R. is v. strong financially. Charge of autonomy we also have to be prepared.

A.M. Br. agree or not for a year, with full subsidy: one renewable contract 8-10 yr. Here possibilities.

M.A. Some service has only limited prestige value.

A.M. They can carry no special subsidy for a few months, while he considers, on basis & subsidy if he were tied to -Hellington.

A.M. On understanding to take second mortgage on the accounts to -Hellington, that is not a specific subsidy: one and did not spend R. Rand.

P.M. Again, some states have tried to force on hands by acquiring service to be discontinued. I say: hope they will carry on while Br. side of the interest can only warrant out. If this ends a year's subsidy, can't help it. He will keep our open for Br. people.

M.A.R. I will be.

End M.A.R.
4. The opinion in the joint B.P. specimen is:

of Reg. 2 (1) specimen, filament by recent affair. But now

before many such companies. Por 3 shipping companies' requires as Directive.

But so, can't say merely considering these points, limit Pop sentence

but takes on the tone a b.p.

b) Part of "new life" can be read in relation to subsection to

paraphernalia, hence too, a written p. at & 3, etc. Part letter born a

b.p.

(c) Non sequitur in second sentence of para 3. No noun or industrial

affinity, etc. Middle refer to God's objective.

host para - "new life", purchase, purchase any ... "before now?"

P.n. Substitute "director" for "industrial".

Remove ambiguity: "responsibility".

Recent phrasing if "companies' or "other companies".

Amend next para - "before Left party directed, God's united to

see ..." or "sit..."
C.P. (b) 44.

Load Values C.P.(b) 15.9.

H.M.G. Three ships: 2) Hence more load, partially in occupied areas.
4) Hypothetical reviews from I.C. to I.C. and on various.
6) Different levels 'regularize' IC review & bring I.C. level in line.

Boat drawn sideways on these ports.

L.C. No. 1 freight current. Remember H.M.G. excess profile - in. in line is equal and repeat.

H.M.G. I have received remarkable scheme, if it is failed, later, he did reconsider failure.

He will probably bring its firm or all forms I expedite appr. and will be seen on a structured process, but the stated rights if we win.

C.I.E. E.P.I. excess excess profile: load values of present pay to be on or off, despite nonpayment pay by D.P.N. In reality, some change in measurable - as a fee for a percentage, not a tax. Earlier, they have failed because 1st is too high. Again, Slow to find level on 1st MPC, seems level being reduced back to be politically definable. : 1 for medical change, re-stated in advance, and related to change if use or planning variance in future.

C.S. I agree. For a practical wish.

Q.S. 'L.V. is called for cases.'

C.I.E. I suppose as 'then the planning variance for the is first.'

Q.S. If there is a tax always anywhere, proper to enforce due protection. But no obvious tax to now. Still more reason to the unattainable for the due different" etc., then on want wish is to appear to reverse all other business policy.

L.C. B.R. Board of protect for the scale e.g. tax.

M.P.S. I agree with help, and it would increase price & load.

C.I.E. Even something going abroad have not adapted his manner.

B.R. It is used for a measured C.P. tax.

Admit! And it will be reported as a tax, in a faradic day.

P.N. Seen you're N.I. Majority against ex.

A.D.R. 1st point & this under our natural support is proper. Don't wish to opposite by us.

C.L. But popular resentment or 'injustice', how do we defend this?
P.M. By saying "box", I mean it's increase price; and nobody can find it.

L.P.S. C.tq. box may be available if reflected you on. But don't put down its major political claim at this moment and in this way.

P.M. 1 o'clock.

M/S. Proprieties should be to do something. Co. we leave this board ordinance, but we are certainly correct to if something to find a way. Perhaps you'll find need for vicinity of the box here.

M/S. No. We frighten everybody!

H.S. Some period of "substantial increased profits"?

C.E. They will prevent some ininity.

P.M. Make clear. This box won't do any good for honesty. And in now. And explosive M/S. was powd. — more those flag.

M/G. Year to sequence of interesting comparison is R.E. propensity of infinity issue for more box I co-metals.

H.S. And if anybody be box a capital come ratio be many, he obviates S.H. because of this already. Don't create another.

C.E. Right for some mean of presently it common rights of general c.q. box.

M/P (a). Make it very on account fiscal issue. Expand point is more specific box and not secret release of more lead one simply increase its price.

P.M. C.E. Early: M/S. Ablt (a) to draft formula — to be incorporated in speech by C.E. Early, to be submitted to C.W. I can refer.

C.E. Final private opinion — all other studies will remain undisclosed.

2. C. Trade Immigration (cont.).

H.S. Chronic reparation too high. C.W. have summarized factor study of possible maximum. No action before letter. But may have to be ready to say something in spring, nevertheless but we will consult more than ever. Cabinet can assist (i.e., constructing height be 1962 — or 1963 or year less year — now).

C.E. We can do more now. We have already created a minor problem.

P.M. H.S. to draft formula for case of. But again second deduction open's economic benefits.
C.S. M. please pass on company dinner. I am not sure how many will be present. Ask Mr. Jones to meet me at 10 a.m. for a briefing.

On families, note letters and please keep in touch. Mr. Jones will see to it. The dinner may be a bit of a stretch. Mr. Jones will ensure that everyone is entertained. Personal notes and updates are appreciated. Please keep in touch.

CS. M. please pass on company dinner. I am not sure how many will be present. Ask Mr. Jones to meet me at 10 a.m. for a briefing.

On families, note letters and please keep in touch. Mr. Jones will see to it. The dinner may be a bit of a stretch. Mr. Jones will ensure that everyone is entertained. Personal notes and updates are appreciated. Please keep in touch.
basic details by C.S. But only if US come to India. M. via Geneva
poor - we can see how to arrange fair passage on
India - unless N. differs!

M.H. Von Plessen or oth. to Spirelli?

M.H.(c). Paul back; Spirelli: his position acceptable to M. will come over.

C.S. Cun ball more time. ME pow. to be shrewdly if G.A. goes in
Spirelli f w. rational side. P. used to him in minor. General G.A. meeting.

P.N. May lose B.T. to now - F.C. invites to S.U. invites.

P.N. We can arrive, only with Gusto. It brainwashed M.!

M.H.(c). Paul; S.U. all right; has negotiated for Spirelli. G.A. has
been probably beaded. Gusto will promise back. This will be
necessary probably to Effendi.

But also Informed B.C. that back by putting in his potential
bank.

P.N. Must go to being. Spirelli: our clock stops. I am in
point. I cannot. M. out to write for Effendi.

From T.T. to Paul above. "I missed, M. saw in N. S.U. Don't
come to us. Assistance is sure. Help.

And I promise to G.T. too. M. to come. G.M. writes and is in.


M.H.(d). Must avoid appearance of "enquiry", and "leaving it to Action." How
to see for blow of "enquiry"?

F.S. Can I do more? How is d. Spirelli. But a NATO initiative and
help.

P.N. A family? Especially if you come over?

L.M. If not, yes. Is more families without such G. confidence with B.?

C.S. C.E.F. A.C., one can't rejects families if fighting breaks out over
N. West. On his face, have come about against G.M. family.

M.B.R.A.F. But other side. To mean will increase here and risks it change G.
confidence with B. And N. wills made in countries - less risks. B.
engages not present.

C.S. But have always ensured letters M. to be available. If no leaves
here. Great risk in heavy families. Support L.C.

C.S. Must also make a real visit plan.

N.H. less significant to interview than now. If visit for broader G. Spirelli,
else will be some anyway.
L.A. Have a word with the Adler.

II.DAF. I have been asked to leave the project. Either bring home or - preferably - come to see me. We have had an N. airport under Striker and I. 1129.

CAS. I agree. The N. idea is to be checked. I. aircraft at scene.

L.A. I wonder if there is another N. airport under Striker or how far the G.N. target here.

CAS. We will come round, we quite agree to be able to use N.

L.A. If necessary; Striker, U.N. problem. N. as long available.

R.D. Please Daily: if Striker works, may have to act.

ME(6). I think he's right. If I act now, the G.N. British policy will be.

L.A. We may have to act.

II.DAF. But it is the British business; and part evasion to great convenience.

R.D. He needs any provision to-day, but, if Striker fails, we shall move him.

L.A. No: we risk satisfying those.

R.D. Have it to be. Is C. to jump from day to day. And a road plan?

CAS. CBF. Another opinion: roads too complicated, and our movement relatively easy if N. airport under attack. Break road four miles.


CAS. In this long and present case not an insane Prisoners' prisoners - disposed; removal B. obey: regular Th's safe: especially there are doubts of any other inside prisoners. N. kept required for escape. But points to earth, especially since prison walls; its inside may locked, not locked with special key.

L.A. Prisoners controlled by Govt. local Chief Constables; staff highly efficient. One pop assisted at Bishop - now being solicited.

L.A. Some experience in 1941, 20,900 prisoners from little riot. Some experience in primitive people; from Italy (like Italy) this, in must escape must be face. Ami who is not prepared to surrender civil prisoners in one place. But better prisoners may (especially since prisoners now satisfied to life imprisonment) for U.N. long sentences. Special prisoners may be used; and special measures - means devices - closed roads or N. etc. - may be required in holding prisoners.

L.A. Any further on access by visitors - relatives.

L.A. Yes.
C.M. (64) 4b

8 September 1964, 3 p.m.

1. Sonke's reprieve (areal).

P.M. Inspecting developments. He inspected a row and prepared a shift change to help Sonke's approach. But he has observed a small yard and wishes to negotiate a site. He now agrees 200 mature trees on councils (sic) land. He is prepared to be satisfied on any site before 1965.

Motivation: Donkey practical - to take issue of u. 5th one cf provoking by injunctions. Also cost for about 3,600.

Hence revised communique (circulated).

This implies taking views on site set by normal sites, for example, Africans one cf. neither if be fit for, in minor by their other point example.

Growth will also make additional on provided premises.

CS. Motive probably as described by P.M. - particularly by notaries.

But, because he motuces, he has considered a lot: and he was not committed. Costs may be able to fit "real A. role", if chief back him. Dismissed if v. high v. notables.

Next observe if any site is sufficiently suit for it. But, he subminded is "acceptable to people...or to state" - if it can establish two (or is v. valuable).

FS. "Or if "so long" could be proposed".

P.M. Must wait him - body.

L.P. A. concern so improve that must be an alternative motive. Is it wish a basis for a subsequent u. site? And is it likely to encourage any further action?

P.M. To - because he won't try to scheme it before our citizens.

CS. And if in time this done, would it become a live issue of disposal.

L.P. But no provision for provision 'step' on any basis acceptable - and a provision for after take place?

C.S. But it is that we have preferred it to B. Srinivas - and D is to Mehta.

P.M. He have made it clear that it would not do and objection were in inadvertent.

CS. And then later it our electric, after which medium will develop.

L.P. To he shall be the best rep. was a moderate and U.M. will be involved.

P.M. He has accepted otherwise.

Hence both restrictions on P.M. & previous must be removed.
C.S. Money order? Any & on premises, might well consider liberty of such behaviour.

M.R.E. But we are loquacious for Africa. Have he satisfied last done is a
er, as informed me.

L.C.H. But violence leaves no to judge whether manner of accommi-
er fair

C.S. But we can't be satisfied if leader of political parties on Island.

L.C.H. They must be so long of convicted of criminal offences. Otherwise,
big our feel, so long as big behave.

B.R. Supreme court or "any basis".

"Room none" and "injustice will" difficult. But if "obligation on continue-
ed in word in kind way".

L.C. Amendments to give him a note i order to deal but big that involved

M.R.E. Stalemate is "readily simple. But as our. It makes it
clear enough but we don't believe it practicable.

M.R.E. From so, U.M.O. may intervene on behalf of prisoners.

B.R. And but EFR's a black Cin may say his suit E.R. Florida done suit.


P.R. But motion of black Cin. is before C.F.G. Hearing?

M.R.E. Less likely as repel not so on form of rep.

M.P.E. No more likely to be a charge of policy from C.P.R.G.'s communiqué.

L.P. Iris key to "the right" both into beginning of this para, - as we

C.S. Follows into his statement. "Then leave issue open - as di proceed".

P.M. Again, and will be five weeks if possible.
P.M. Pardon Mr. Deputy Speaker. On Monday the Dissolution Paper is due. There is no desire to provoke.

Announce on Tuesday. Electric is Ok. Keep strictly secret.

2. S. Rhodesia (oral)

P.M. S. Rhodesia says we must make us clear up. We can’t face this. There’s urgent trade among ourselves (indicated).

S.P. “For opportunity”. If this attempt fails, do we want the second for future attempt.

P.M. Must support our policies on suppressing it.

L.P. Have we shifted from our to popular content or fact?

If we have, it is, or at least is, former, it must be a real and by now will be. How can it be if we are9s content and popular because discussed?

M.N. Imply a --- enough in itself. They not stop at --- as a while?

P.M. Because cost requires a --- for cost changes.

C.S. And must keep “full opportunity”.

L.P. But does it mean --- on full entry? ---, we have now fine so far above.

S.P. And is it right to not merely on content, even if content to --- are not enough?

P.M. Covered by same ext. 2 para 1.

L.P. But with former no price or potential opinion.

L.C. Must raise on part of more essentially.

S.P. Still I judge just for favourable ref. Yes, we can have it change business and efficiency required or fixed radius to etc.

L.P. Our position is that he would be able to promote us likely.

C.A. If not what place, doesn’t move in whole area.

P.M. Then he might be a formidable view and choice no become real.

S.P. In this case we can’t abandon etc. Nor will it get any serious attention. N.A. specify as against.
P.M. But J. isn't sure communiqué will mention S. by name.

15. But it is conveyed by "received" and refer to CP's/s.

17. Difficult to want some living people even if they don't want him.

18. But particularly on days when A appears to be absent.

19. Particularly since N.B., every A= D type even S. chanted to have draft ended: one can't really be sure.

20. say we receive some part on all these issues. Or have two communiqués - one stating consequence of no deal. That might provide one. Which course is less Tanagi.

21. Two communiqués by Tanagi. "One sure, receiving some part.

19. I agree. One can receive some part - better than a break.

21. But I think leaders... need.. need.

22. But if he won't occupy less tent, break.


24. The political prisoners. S. isn't sure to release Nango. He is a political prisoner.

25. No word about providing precedents for "as opportunity". Or some difference between. Is difficult Arturo.

26. He has said "people of a whole". S. has said majority. Is normally satisfied on letter. Must repeat "people of a whole".

27. Because S. thought we had letter, is anxious to send S. now, so know we can inform from official source that A. may. And suspense to be lifted. If we don't know what they mean. He may have shown up a lot of trouble. If we say "you prove it"; and he say it isn't enough. But Core is Public or while Kishoree will remain this.

28. Kill M.C. to avoid it.

3. Immigration Center, C.P. (by) 195.

4. As a new. But examine situation closely. Don't need can achieve 1 mandate.

5. Certain - at least we ignore dependents, who can stay behind.
115. If so, we shall treat these like Len C.m. citizens.

116. Demanding of "unfit and young children" will be challenged.

117. And socially undesirable is not unacceptable makes only.

118. I agree: out point confirm.

119. If so, eventually arguments against candidacy nobody as a whole.

120. Also, however, care: if efficiently implies only trustees: of deportation, positively.

121. Dealing: and enemy efficient without frequency on.

122. "An" difficulties can be overcome will help if given RAM. And no hope of where cannot without deport.

123. He could find more help. More likely to expected breach of pledges given in violation to striking life.

124. And known if rejoin on liberal opinion.

125. Once "le" must be tightened up", especially since will be improved or not sufficient to prevent bodily harm no more than deport.

126. V. well: but who's have to omit 'left' required.

127. And we urge to control early more strictly.

128. But no democratic opinion: minority already here. Impelled to.

129. Day say he's (sufficiently) big now? Unwanted passage in manifest this summer.

130. Delegated around and potentially devastating. Accept another's left.

131. Slovene: and even half of same area; now, so difficult for almost.

132. That last two sentences of para. (?) keep Party position one's line.

133. Yes: urge by emphasizing our liberal tradition.

134. Single minority have must be allowed to bring family.

135. And emphasize what to: swarthy if minorities as well or not.


137. Foreign Ministry (and).

138. (a) Union.

139. C.C. Made is progress. Hope we proceed without any problem.

140. By us in I. Union.

141. Rear 24 mention I. attacks. Have insufficiently big see to 24.2, as far as it's possible. On item from America, per 24.2 enough.
P.M. Can't raise charge of putting corner in top vulnerable part.

P.M. Compromise is best means of maintaining fusion & co-operation.

P.M. Particularly since in front sector stunted (30 miles in 3 mile broad), contact must be maintained; our lines being rather long. And air and sea must be reinforced by LSACOMS brought from other areas to centre of 1/Skirmish, where our aircraft will be deployed or taken inside declared defence zone.

P.M. Air. Air must cover from poor and C is trying to clear streets.

M.R.C. 1. Define zones on both sides of streets. Can V. also cover sectors?

C.M. Yes.

P.M. We will be a target for 5/6. It's hard to get and protect our position.

P.M. Air. And if destroyers are attacked, we must retaliate - ideally have from V. any aircraft are launched.

C.M. And we will do it - to cover. Furthermore - to destroy destroyers immediately.

P.M. U.S. forces on front line but don't want to be involved unless able to use escalator.

P.M. So it is a battle. Are we right by your way?

P.M. C.S.P: C.S.P: Here: Kill an advice again. Right with. Can't mean to troop away, it must continue. To escalate if need.

P.M. Reck up S.M. and your report to Destroyers. Don't report above concern.

P.M. M.R.C must advise.

P.M. Approves. Keep P.M. fully advised.

P.M. And must keep in touch on matters in U.K. subject to ever see.
8) Cyprus.

P.R. C.G.A. have now asked for increased salaried staff and UNFICYP.

P.A. None. Into what clearer the one clear to the one to the same.

P.R. Agree to pay one day for one more month.

3) Anglo-Israel Missile Agreement. C.P. (by) 188

P.R. As I mean, Repealed. Established. Can't be fixed. Instant.

P.R. We have more of the parked. I would like to have the nuclear weapons.

P.R. It is fixed. Fix very

P.R. Agree to pay one day for one more month.

P.R. Agree to pay one day for one more month.

H.P. Does it increase in its nuclear capability?

P.R. Let us now it capable of nuclear weapons except for its use.

P.R. Thank you for your patience. I am happy to have the nuclear weapons.

M.R. There is now a choice of being or being in it. Risk of higher being too high.

M.R. I have no complaint.

A lot of work to be done. O.K. everything once more being.

P.R. I do not want to announce or leak about proper discipline until.

P.R. What purpose proposed meeting with unions to discuss this matter.

P.R. Report to me.

6) Continental Staff: Lieven, C.P. (by) 188

P.R. He is not. A success story.

E.R. Does anyone care for our problems. Bit companies excepted others.

M.R. Bone in a separate civil for that purpose. After due satisfaction.

P.R. Define only 12% royalty.

A.B. Because for role of U.K. company for will apply.
P.M. Ann's 4th dr. still. She is 20. An announcement will be made on the 1st of the month.

SP. More to announce before 3rd announcement. Electric date?

P.M. Yes, conference this evening with N.C.P.

P.M. Same for Thursday. Continue publicity with N.C.P.


Chairman: As I mentioned. Must and listen to Dr. Bell and N.C.P. Electric court. On
the question of a possible shift in our current position. The question of
the issue of a shift in the government and its future direction. We need to
preserve our position. Not necessarily a bad thing.

3. It is agreed with something - after 3rd date announced (i.e., 3rd date
announced in absolute terms may result from lack of prior consent).

N.C.P. Supported original proposal - and will do, even though now it
is Electric court. There is going to be little change in Electric.

3. P.M. Northern relief may seem a gimmick. And needs major buy-in
despite it. 3. Discussion with both sides separately at a later stage.

2. Today: I am present. And some package Todd - restrictive practice etc.

N.C.P(3). hand: family is speaking our behalf at N.C.P. Red cover.

P.M. Incidently to appeal 1-person practice, and will support. However, N.C.P.
not to cope. No clear rationale or reason to keep them.

P.M. Particularly if opposed by courts, then we are not even considering.

3. We. But our cause is exposed if we do nothing. And we should have to
3. do something after Electric - sharp practice if we give up easily.

P.M. N.C.P(3) has right compromise approved: hear only dismissors - not
a formal N.C.P. case.


P.M. As I mentioned, know by 5th to avoid confusion before Electric.

Chairman: 3rd one up and out. But we must continue pressure and awareness.

P.M. Average wage is 7/9, average one 2/18. 15 2/3% may be too low.

P.M. Four average 7 2/9, mean conclusion. I think we may consider.

P.M. Must need for preparations, avoid a strike. Otherwise indulge.

I will discuss with N.C.P. tomorrow.
1. Official Information Services during the Emergency (cont.)

P.M. brainwashed & rendered docile on use of Govt. info. services during Emergency.

2. The German Visit to London (cont.)

P.M. needs info. for Co. Gov't to present; but we have no interest.

"love technically feasible with Co. Gov't. as omnibus?"

l.c. - Did "under score?"

P.M. Agrees; real danger v. small. And v. humiliating - and Imperial precedent.

b) cancel visit.

3. Foreign Affairs (cont.)

C. (i) Egypt.

M. K. with Mr. A. (Ambassador) to keep in touch. Pet. present.

b) S.E. Arabia.

P.M. No risk & U.S. would be inclined to support in S. E. Arabia. Slightly better.

C. (ii) Iraq - if a hour; we are waiting for subject to leave quickly if possible.

C. (iii) Arab states.

Proposed for London venture won't leave Israel.

Negotiation difficult. 2. Yemen has yielded some pressure & mediation. But People's history well and Lloyd Biggar v. careful.

4. Singapore restrictions on travel removed. But by own some 20% on Singapore: impossible & impossible. But little is done. Big struggle "on paper restriction before liberation." Big will wait for the actual fact and will remain as end of the year.

5. Economic Situation (cont.)

C.Fed. No real domestic situation: no great pressure on labour. 1½% prod.

C. Fed. clearly agree - Discontinue work in progress.

C. Fed. Foreign (dis)another. Experts & advisers - big cut in


C. Fed. As now put to the - approved by first top officials.

C. Fed. For big bols: no sign of basic lack of inflation; we are now always borrowing limits. But consider from 8% announce 12% end of the month.

British pide: we don't need now: we require real growth; we have done our part; we remain - reduce public and other reductions - calls for export & sales. Lend Lease's proposals be made 15 changes in Defence Policy.
8th. Best export prospects are large capital goods - ship take longer to come forward. Imports require industrial equip. which is good. But some forestry, etc. may come imports to continue to rise. Must buy to discourage.

9th. Latest figures (this week) will show type not far from type of found.—but know for it hours.

9th. Useful to have M. Harold's estimate of Labour's proposals.

A. Flow to hand. and she be ready in time.

MP. C. Nothing. Output well up over last year and stocks of materials improving.

A. Said. Production index misleading; seasonal corrections very difficult. 15% emphasis upon 25% of deficit items.

MP. Are emphatic about 25% more houses now possible.

MP. Are increase in number of houses under such between 20% during our run.

A. And need to change socialistic practice - on both sides.

A. For counsel it is not used currently.

MP. Try if he is with certainty, more than he is.

A. Once are made or way to 50% - the partnership his companion - by more of individual industry studies.

MP. Noon to immediate practical examples - Nokes, B.B., B.B. 3G. 3G. "Sunday Ingroup" - loss is particularly plain. Example.

P.M. C. Ever 1,000 or so? And want estimate on economic ad, especially on production. Circulate to C.B.

A. Yes - here with and make figures.

3. B.D.E. (and)

P.M. V. Junior seconded house - spokesman on M.C.B. and B.D.

A. Have before proposed sporting combination of chairman five.

A. But. Propose are really dangerous to undermine bad labour relations! Relations will cause great suffering who can put new job without difficulty. May have to lose more of this many, re. proper substitution scheme.

P.M. Have keep more lone issue, house comparison site of same + both cases individualism. If seen, especially more of shocking, house on same! Has no point if taken input into account in future!
b. Northern Rhodesia: Chartered Company (cont).

L.C. separate into issue v. difficult. He presses me to subscribe rights, etc. on creation. If we want it, they will — often not. A pure Strike Company. Suppose it? B.C. Co. have arbitrary control. Suppose it? B.C. Co. have arbitrary control. And practical refusal by B.C. Co. having this, right come to strike — and they refuse this. Is impossible to legal issue.

1. referred from D. office on 9 fight before 959. But, by reference to Dinner with B.C. Co. legal way previous year. I suppose, we can refer to dinner with B.C. Co., on "interest" principle./basis.

May we consider: for now/issue — may be/best be appropriate interest companies often 1939. Is we refer to dinner with B.C. Co. on behalf of N.D. Co.? Unadvisable./bad perhaps near. But can we pay the money.

Now’s right [ sic ] copper companies to strike. Depends on validity of Co’s title. Cooper have right to £100,000, etc. maybe be here by Saco — far here.

Do we refer to Co. on behalf of N.D. Co.? Do some pressure to strike?

P.M. See we have them. Is money to pay?

A.S. A big price issue. Can anyway they will have to pay this. Co. have B.C. air on original report — lend a hand?

P.M. She may not we in 1940. It say we can’t buy the Co’s claims. Is not some or sign of he can prove their claim.

Strong political pressure on his part to N.D. Co. and they can no longer be ignored.

P.M. — sign of not yet settled. Is he we are it or a move of filling this problem we should.

A.S. N.D. Co. sign to make some copper provision.

P.M. Only a few men: how discover.

A.S. I have no sympathy with Co.

L.C. Yes: but it matters in minority.

A.S. If it is the modest, he much less be will supplement it.

L.C. So say. If we are as reasonable, he must be clear.

But would copper companies.

P.M. Co. Ltd be limited if company provide remains. No credit.

L.C. must insist on 1939 — see if copper Co. as a separate case.

L.C. I will try to find me and Co. in spite for. But even him of deposit to credit — unless have it. We cannot change on steady.

P.M. And Co. Ltd be about to make.
1. School Building Survey (cont).

L.P. Has leaked. About half of school children have moved out. Survey on emphasis: questions for other half. Cowper refers to public but overly sensitive produced misleading results. It seems as a LP. Even this was misleading. so we decided to show public, accepting risk. But work has not come home to roost.

I could write to earlier note— I will publish one session— it is a form under I can endorse.

P.D. Let me see wording, before reply’s speech on Thursday.

Vices: bad news for N.U. survey. Have asked for new building (Mr. Cowper has acquiesced of necessity) Mr. and Mrs. Jones as.

11/26. And so over to Sierra— on basis of our report.

P.S. Must see Diaper new public. Emphasize misleading nature of unprocessed statistics.

11/28. And emphasis on date.

11/28(1) Emphasize report not you in physical state ready for public.

Mr. But Shoe some bad conditions remain— so bad on to our plans. Mr. Cowper has acquiesced as necessary on so easy undertaking.
Note: The General Election took place on Monday, 15 October, 1964. It resulted in a Labour majority; and on Friday, 16 October, 1964, Sir Alec Douglas-Home tendered his resignation and Mr. Harold Wilson accepted his Prime Minister's commission to form a new Administration.
Mr. David Jackson’s Administration: October, 1964.
P.M. Conceptualize. [Sensing: yes?]
Ref. 57C (63).

Prime on “Wilson”, balanced by collective reaction.

“Duty.”

“Consultative nature of Cabinet” procedure. Avoid slowness.

For performance test for some units.

Pps. of progress will be available, but Co-op and Departmental pp’s.

Commitments to third parties must be disclosed.

Out of work 5 junior Ministers: senior Ministers must write for

formal note – brief, on time limits, any submission to Ministers should be

through Party Sec; and which use shall be made of MPs’ Party Sec, of

Ministers’ discretion.

2. Economic Situation (oral)

P.M. Have discussed with Sir Eric T. End. Strike has been rejected.

Sir Eric: Little can be done in first year & after immediate sit.

No role in current situation, on one hand, help worked out, but sit-

in had our loss and was destabilizing for long time. Have M.P.’s de
tic on progress for long time. Not a few and crises; and it helping with

to get. The late in balance – needs to high tempo to hand.

Measure of activity in budget, needs to be accounted by measures & stimuli.

Tourists, if one available, will be able, in our package announcements

by letter. Meanwhile, no public statements will be made by Ministers

about plan or probable sanctions.

In logic, need must change before G.B. economy and critical resources,

especially over five year projects. B.P. measures and sanctions pay particular

way.

Ch. Sec: 1) Start from problem of economy. B.P. deficit can be handled by

making exports more fit.

2) Start from problem of money. B.P. deficit will require revenue or relief. 3)

have some action in short deficit. Can agree on basic campaign.

3) Public support: some aid programmes involve sacrifice on public group

increase in taxes, even on G.B. basis hypoten,

1) need help; some new programmes – can be shown separately.

2) current taxes and measures of financial

3) further steps must be decided – to give room for measures.

Must avoid defection and stop; to not carry restrictions but change of

direction.

P.M. For decision by early Dec. if due course.

Plan on speed – surely. However, want to start him: but as a

long term siti: no reference must be appropriate and announcement

before 9 year must be resumed by long-term argument. 8

now on – not by Defeat, but by relative recession.
Improvements by official machinery (e.g. of problem and reduction to)
epochs a main sop. More needed for Cod on Sunday — B3
and the public announcement, followed by meeting on 10th. 5th.

A. Study. Social service payments are transfer payments - and are often by
contribution. Con “by” or “by”?

P.M. fellow proposals proceed; hence proprietary by later. But social
service will, subject to Cod, be V. high.

M. S. I haven’t any bid on this now. But I shall here. 6th.

E. S. Price of some materials probably droppe from report backdate.

a. Y. A longer red for defence?

P.M. Discuss with Ch. Ech: else I will not have Senthes, on inquiry.

N. S. New attack machinery we help to variable. Need of confidence.

M. P.M. with still import: like to produce item.

F. S. 8th. Avoid me about foreign implications of export restrictions.

B. S. Rhodesia, 6th.

P.M. My pre-pro: electric lights will I will have without amendment.
11th. until on 16th.

C. S. Smith proposed. - an station day - 10th. 10th. on Monday. On predecessor.
rejected - to be seen.

I am now to Zambesi on Wednesday: I must go to 5th. P.M. - provided
I meet. Where they will be too. - to make sure that clear. Some way
right priority and I will meet 11th. - and to correspond 1st by
medium, indicating it to be illegal.

P.M. let B.O.P. discuss policy on lead - may be to be cancelled.

4. M. B. Wiech Richardson, 6th.

C.S. At 11 a.m. Settle two if we can.

C. S. No: we shall be helping no. Zambesi but Ch. Gr. C. to get
Opportunities. in Zambesi must. Scraps of hearing: she will
all the money and be offered mediate. Common. 9th. 9th
or not left our opinion. 2. - especially since it is to refer 2's
message back.

P.M. But there is a comment: by previous labour Gr. 9th to get
advice to part of the 3rd advice by 2

C.S. 11th. But one “second” of 19th by. to make it liable for full support.
P.R. 3.D. to examine nature of audience. Inquire: Why question, be told other. Zombi to offer advice. For stop or hold.
25 October 1940, 10.30 a.m.

[Address]

[Signature]

1. Dicasson Affair.
   a) S. Italian.

2. S.K. little known, but certainly disposed. Russia became s. collaborator, and worked with Army. Now repugnent, whilst future unpredictable. No clear chance of political hostility. Russia & Zebras surprisingly friendly. How far was this most valuable s. attitude to Russo-Soviet relations?

3. China.
   a) C. now in point of fragile barge. But explains Communist.

4. LaOUNA.

5. New covert overtures at high level. Like Jordan up v. industriously.


7. Annexion of our territory with Spanish navy. Dee v. dotted. To cancel and avoid c/o and improve foreign trades. Nevertheless P.A. squad to cancel as partially as possible.

8. Zambia: Hospital Co.

9. D.O.P. hear reports. C. must be widely vulnerable if we want our lands & its. Can be rendered to try to settle during current visit, into Jordan if not.

10. S. Rhodesia.

11. Can be used to discuss: S. Selliows, on basis of share agreement signed yesterday, subject to previous C. rejection of India. Discussion depends on C.'s willingness to let C. have Nkana etc. once Y.R. rations. If impossible, must be ready to issue public statement of C. at 3.43 (by 2). More, s. turn, position will be clarified.

12. If Smith sounds, want to take proposal forward.

13. Nigeria: Day after 8/7 (or 8) may be late point.

14. Yes: I want a free hand to deal with him, but to be careful.

15. Technically, I am sure majority of key men & C. feel B. & C. are.

16. If B. or C. propose, it is fine. B. & C. are.

17. C. must be consulted on letter security.

18. But will be tough about it. Have C.'s and absolute ready.

19. I will write Smith for disposal, if not?

20. 'To consult draft' myself.


22. He is here. H.P. ready by 10.30. B. is now always a tour of contact.
L.P. If a hybrid, 160-33000m² possible.

M.P. Large & large companies, more likely to be hybrids.

P.M. Case proved to -


L.P. A noble idea is 'first duty' for C.o. Munich.

Some Black countries. Main policy Australia (not 1st) one covered, usually by implication. (Not 1st command & can be submitted urgently.

Some countries (lots). This for another. Large financial concern I [ ]

P.M. Retain electricity on 1st line. And take advantage of "less measures will be had before you." I can elaborate, particularly as regards from T-stocks, in White paper address.

C. Ed. Ditto 2nd quarter electric service, where we must be ready to deal with breaking up service.

H.S. 1 yr. and 2 months or poco 18.

P.M. L.P. to convene Minimum concerned + D.N. Lindella.

M.P. 3rd on consecutive 3 years v. desirable.

P.B. And on monopolies 4 markets. I put it C. Ed. paper.

We refer to reports, surround production, and D.P.H.

Fowler, Justice, ending on 1st of the line. But - super,领衔, in C.O. Session.

While practically indefinable. And essential on mere to... done before money; and with good novel of Party on main Electric (I believe soon).

C. Ed. For sake of industry this session, despite serious obstacles.

M.P. 3rd, 1 yr. and 2 months last session. Despite serious obstacles.

M.P. 3rd, 1 yr. and 2 months last session. Despite serious obstacles.

P.B.S. Desirable to do it in time to establish disciplinary force.

M.P. Implementation will take time. I do hope as quickly as possible, to avoid 'to buy on someone in main electric.

L.P. Don't, recycle. But these rules must give way and we must try to avoid a hybrid.

M.P. Must deal with B.S.C.O. as well as companies. But I will do it.

M.P. And early. Has C.o. and inns. P. and G. to do for grand plan.

L.P. House will make it. Better serve for both actors.

C. Ed. Some foreign must be held up, if still, v. early.
P:1. See Re: cumentual ARR early - so look, if we are rejected on
own merit, some reform will be seen to follow.
     Ass 2 do it this week.
     I will write Mr. Chu. It seems a Draconian party must report.

M:2. Please: 3246 super early today. Are some refer to; some inancy?

P:1. Re: Mr. Chu b. cence.

M:3. Re: increase ref. 1 efficiency of police.

P:1. Ass some ref to Europe. And something to Boarding Committee;
     10% vote if you value.


M:7. I have sent ref 1. L.P.

M:8. Re: cence will be cursive: 3 avoid specific comments to
     be kept in confidences. God C vendors or reported or 5th.

P:1. Must try to do it this week.

P:1. No - tfo somber and simple. But
     there is more important than there is;
     with pressure of real contest, how can 'tend self-confidence';

M:8. People very 'r' and scarce.

P:1. How 'r' France? Your reply might be mentioned in my spouse in
     details to M. H. I will discuss with L.P. and M. H. mentioned; how
     essential for you to keep control.

4. Economic Situation (pol). [Enter M. Avn.'

P:1. Points calculated. Desired policy is now being followed.

Coree. The issue is still on hand, followed by P.H's
     broadcasts. But breaches of 1st Stage are revised: P.H. will prepare
     program to be published; so 'r' will be proceeded but
     must have time to obey.

P:1. More basic will have indication of a gesture
     for immediate relief - soon be taken after 60. China becomes
     more; China becomes a
     cruder. Some confusion: more easily determined as
     temporary. P:14 now made the example the people; also
     reduce.

M:8. Some indication for imports; only future 'd' now: Claims Ca.

8. Each. Not more borrowed; not a more reference to 10.

P:1. For 1st line look: China is superior by 2nd line. But must be
     more slope and course v. purely. E. H. must be increased. [P.H. more]
P.B. Leave. If not likely to have been effective for justice, cancel vote may be invited.

P.B. If not, let FTA (and GATT) be real.

P.B. Do you want 3? Austerities - sure if stimulating, careful.

P.B. Land will stimulate, will supply of not imports' potential.

P.B. Leave behind 3? GATT - more clearly, temporary, and B.C. members of GATT can afford to learn lessons. Reserving future more.

P.B. Land will stimulate, more clearly, temporary, cuts been proposed, this with 9% profits, not before 3.

P.B. Land, removing 3C, will be taken as wage cut, hence to combine it, to cut 3G and export, assurance of unfair cheap if

P.B. But justice (without 10% price cut) is equally inflate price.

P.B. Can 9% export reduced be shared with workers?

P.B. No: now 10% subsidiary firms! Only 10% median exporters.

P.B. - Dodd supports reduction. Might adjust stimulus.

P.B. No: must have some positive content.

P.B. Income policy must extend into employees.

P.B. Must distinguish between long-term result (education) and short-term help. While it will, consumers' stimulus is directed to jobs, and a welfare program is known. But 3G, etc. must be provided to

P.B. & workers of reports must be encouraged as well as promotions of reports.

P.B. So: (4) every time 3G, (2) 3G too. More committed. B.C. will less 3G, in this we will pay back. B.C. might be revised if done in good. But how to reduce costs, which have to be overhead.

P.B. Further principle: (4) - for sake of and industry. And further 3G as cannot dysfunction.

P.B. But no break element is & if and found might be (under, damage). And that higher prices might affect. To learn it each financial hour and he needs be balanced.

P.B. But must speak "protest projects": Stevenson assumed to be in R.D. 2, in an
Mr. Robertson said he would hold major changes. The new master should be interviewed by the union. I have no power to do this; and it cannot be considered until mediators are appointed.

I must ensure myself for future by consulting with mediators. The present master cannot be employed. The union will not like this, and I will make the necessary changes in each case. I will explain this, but as I am not in a transport ship, I cannot do so. The master ship will be required after the change is clear.

Mr. More said, Mr. Cart. to discuss further.
26 October 1946, 3.30 p.m.

D. C. (EH) [in re.]

1. Dr. O. A. P. (oral).
2. Dr. Z. [oral].
3. C.S. letter mailed yesterday.
4. C.S. letter mailed today.
5. C.S. letter mailed today.

P.M. Summary letter date: yesterday. Letter mailed yesterday.

P.M. : The situation is as follows:

P.M. : Yes - if so. Came to.

P.M. : Meanwhile, please be aware.

P.M. : Public expenditure C(04) 78.

P.M. : Public expenditure M(04) 78.

Ch. E. : Let the letter be sent out by tomorrow. It is urgent.

Ch. E. : Let the letter be sent out by tomorrow. It is urgent.

P.R. : Comment.

P.R. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.R. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.M. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.M. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.M. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.M. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.M. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.M. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.M. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.M. : Meanwhile, official to examine.

P.R. : No change. Just sent.

P.R. : No change. Just sent.

P.R. : No change. Just sent.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.

P.R. : No change.
Phys. After the pick-up. Also speed benefits beyond promotion.
On the issue 12/6 if possible: but N.H.S. charges fierce.

Phys. Old people's homes should: 12/6 highest: N.H.S. charges lowest.

Phys. As to 12/6, - mainly b/c we are 12/6 from new scheme, especially for welfare cases.

Misc. 12/6 if N.H.S. charges: but not without them. Young people - mostly 12/6 and 1/-6d, but many 1/-6d, or nothing. Social duty, provided there is large
invisibility. Only 10/- and N.H.S. charges can do this.

Phys. 12/6 will be for sick and unemployed as well as old retired. It is
for this. Spreading gives work and money. 12/6 higher than N.H.S. charges.

Phys. 12/6 will substitute N.H.S. charges for old people's homes. - provided 10/-, over
12/6.

Phys. 12/6 will be from (sonic) E.S.B. accepted.

Phys. Many of the 82's don't pay N.H.S. charges.

Phys. And import charges will produce unforeseen results.

Phys. Therefore, 12/6 or 10/-: after bringing lev to 15d.

P.M. Not at 12/6?

Phys. No room for 82's. I.e., Labour Department etc. Even so, we stand
at £30m. But £80m is £150m.

A lot of building, etc. Here and there run some building, by deprecating starting costs.

Phys. We do swallow the whole £30m.

Phys. Let love be calculated: in E.

Phys. I don't desire: but (5) we keep premises above 1/6. And cleared by price index. But still have not to be advanced 1/6,
especially is 10/- a cpa case.

Mish. More or not adjustment of too low a basic rate insufficient.
And economic expression is included before any increase must
be allowed for. Must be optimistic in our paid approach.

Mish. And also embedded expense accounts etc: capital funds etc.

Mish. 12/6 before 10/- N.H.S. charges. Roadway schemes next year won't
produce major savings.

Mish. Now will defuse.

H.P.S. I support Col. Lord.
On strategy - I see to April (intervening now) or do it now. 

Look - to take strategy & improve out to capitalise on

we've have introduced. Best to announce now, even if

implementation deferred till April; but implement as fast as

possible now, provide some Bill that Temple

resembles implementation. Please correct - feedback

setting for 12/16. Write change.

As far as I can see, it be stated separately.

General disclaimer of text.

2. Clause 2.

Mod. Doing "defend by force"; substitute "defend or conserve by wise".

F.S. No: must keep "force" - wise if not.

3. Clause 2.

F.S. And 1. have begun with what exists: and don't pass down a change for we know what it is.

M.S. No: reconsider with something from previous novel exercise.


P.S. No committee, to consider on monopolies. See 5. for.

5. Clause 11.

P.S. "defend or conserve...".


P.S. Too restrictive.

P.S. "defend or conserve..." Aye.

7. Clause 18.

P.S. Come how possible is love possibly over monopolies. Healthy improvement has been possible.

Aye. 1. Land is important.


P.S. In 5. same: and wonder if it is to be regarded as an important fact.


P.S. Consider for 3. in our foreign case; now put them in order of priority.

Mrs. What rule to campaign?

Mrs. No: not in first session, then other heavy measures (e.g. parliamentary) are more urgent. And may be affected by House Committee.

P.S. Which is deal with it if decide on address.

e. Clause 19.

P.S. Con. punishments to be dealt with. P. Newton's Bill.
1. Close 190.

2. New close on Lemon’s Atrt. report.


2.5. Add “image” to social dinner?

It’s too tricky to define. But I shall certainly try to do it.

2. Industrial Dispute (locally).

4.4. Annexing County [copying unclear]. This coming for dates.

Pay will come first, conditions are better, but not sure if it will work. Decision around is in my mind.

Railways report less predictable. Will keep in touch with requests and keep you informed.

5.5.
1. Main Feature Broadcast (5th).


3. November 1944 10 a.m.

Mr. Leader M.P. 

Mr. M. Jones: Opp. may claim right of reply 24-9 to non-confidential proposals.

News proposals will be made by Mr. Jones in our case. 

Include Table 1 in Opp. - which “questions” line to be revised - which may for future be posted in Pensions.

Re-emphasis necessity of C. to Lab. discussions.

Ent: Mr. B.F. (Darby)

Mr. A. Jones: J.W. demands; business have proposed to behave in case of M.P. Little action, “special planning” etc. in hand. We will take over. Some immediate action is needed - rigorous building required. Revision of fixed building, particularly in London, is most important.

By long-term measures: M.P. v. South action, etc. now of great speed.

Labour:･･･; stop even from being moved; unions already active. 

M.P. machinery more effective “incentive”, by obtaining an essential building; i.e. where no contract exists, no building after Nov. Indeed the compensation - but be v. expensive (? £10m). If place, or finance of temporary measures, may be removed later.

Mr. B.: Seems that steel is required. I must stop it. More apply to the type of spirit both: but must have built (i.e. permission) built. On presentation, make v. clear about repetition once our confidence can return.

Mr. A.: Most expensive in one sense; this being invented, the cost is incurred to stop the expansion; i.e.credits, retentions, etc. v. large.

Ent: must keep in mind of report on this issue.

Mr. B.: After present: compare rights be £10m, v. case abroad? 

Mr. Jones on 5th Nov. to be immediately operative. (To present such legislation)

Can on 1st week may be right, given these issues.

Can. if any “temporary” increase demand for companies if pensionally refused, (Even $50 m. may be £10m). V. wise companies... - “by principle.”

Exit B.F.

Mr. B.: Immediate assistance to be temporary (on present 3 cases) longer-term cannot and be permanent. Denying with ease. No case for companies - for special cases; as remember point (i.e. current value) etc.

Mr. Jones: We cannot both have an already owned.

Ent: Enact full permanent for 4th companies of present L.B. staff.

Note: have had Cameron dead sick any "injustice"
Mr. C. I'd provide for hard case or on.

Mr. D. I can't. Your deal isn't here - problem. Stated the same.

Mr. E. Also, you're wise to spread these kids in every country.

C. Exh. still awaiting, 2nd version. Fr. 10.

C. Exh. If a Rule for both, something else must go.

Mr. F. Even if I rush it through immediately?

Mr. G. Today opposed. As compared: single election to reach final 'permanent' point. With urgency on date of announcement.

C. H. See.

3. Debate on Address (oral).


C. H. See, there. I consent.

Mr. H. Mr. D. Duty to pass on Fed.: now to wind-up.

C. Impeach on Thursday.

3. Debate on Friday, will report the Fed. and we have reshaped defence policy. If Friday.


Mr. I. Have seen report. Can publish tomorrow. Few peripheral incidents: one public - we have to be convinced by law, by explanation.

Mr. J. $150m. Not to worry. Dislike unpalatable. More problems not have occurred while it was busy enough. And we can be asked if on some try to spend $150m. 1935-36 program. If school bill is $150m. 1$50m for recreation in Manitoba and $70m for. Hence. Could you promise to increase rates, on or near to. If not possible, obtain new public support, without extra cost.

P. Mr. Public immediately, clearly a C. 2nd response. One can.

P. No: publish same day.

P. Public survey: conclusive, then published, form of communication. B. C. Am eal conclusive basis.
1. Parliament (cont)

2. External Affairs (cont)

3. Communications (cont)

4. External Affairs (cont)

C. (9th)

5. CS, Agree on last point.

6. CS, Note. Once the open forum is ready on policy for debate - especially at regular intervals. CS feels the inflation may begin to rise. CS asks this before can be ready for discussion of and comments on current proposals.

7. CS, Note.

8. CS, Note about 6. India?

9. CS, Note.

10. CS, Note.

11. CS, Note.
Mr. G. decided to find a new job. 

P.S. After: approved the proposal to CINHAC. GIC.
1. [see Report (oral)].

Due to statements by A. [redacted], no record taken.
1. Parlament (oral)

L.P. Anni Stibbe

2. Question - (oral)

3. Stenared speech possible. If so, a speech by Vassos. Shall we have Stenared speech? And at what time?

b) Speech

b) Receive this - to read at end. Re-drafted as alleged. New Govt. trying to protect foreign: no need to advise Mr. and Mrs. Smith to leave, with kind meant in view of.

c) Cary

c) Change delay in running roads to do hastily. How many weeks have in power? Is it enough? Riley's notice.

d) en For we are to save them - Red Cross plane etc.

3. U.N.

3. Anti-Qinquai. U.S. still relying to increase normal defence under C.W. pay assistance. We can be as far as we can to


1.P. As I mean. Endorse Home Office Report - on reduced and as

a) approved for MPS's pay - and revised travelling arrangements.

b) MPS's picture - without more tend.

c) Ministerial salaries: approved Go pressure but hope res tone

d) Changes accepted.

e) for Speaker, Chime Yes Chime No.

f) Changes accepted: approved for 1/2 pension.

Opp. prop.: same principle & percentage similar.
P.M. 9.05 p.m. 15% represents a 10% annual increase of 4¼% since last increase.

P.M. Must accept - iniquitous to big business. Let's put this before parliamentary consideration.

Mr. M. Fairness scheme: must accept control - but sorry I prefer -

P.M. Must accept more salary based on acceptance of control scheme.

Mr. M. Calculate this based on all normal expenses.

Sure. Basic control is whole issue if salary.

P.M. Make rule of thumb for current and not increase.

Mr. M. Conclude - then drafting.

On reflection, it seems odd to legislate for a long time ahead - in advance, but no with very self-doubt, not statutory.

Jed. No! (p.e. for 50% or no change (J).

Mr. M. 40% not to be exceeded.

L.P. 1.05 p.m.

C.S. But difference is marginal.

M.R. Consider: right rate for his job. On this basis (3) not excessive.

L.C. 9.30 p.m. In fact, law was right and (3) is too low.

Mr. Heath. Approve (3) = £1,000 - for junior ministers, MPs, Parliamentary, etc.

P.M. Add for P.M.?

P.M. But remember, my higher starting point: cost to £15,000.

Mr. I agree. It is £14,000. Sensitivity for h.c.o. £14,000.

In short, accepts 50% cut on lawman rem.

Mr. J. [p.e. for 50% or no change (J.)]

Mr. M. But it must improve salaries costs, and the money away from lawmen.

Mr. I agree. About 50% of salaries is in all cases. On timing?

Mr. M. 11.40 p.m. But Chairman considered that index should be delayed for some months.

Mr. C. But Except Police, to do we have some concern to index for non-lawmen.

P.M. Except Police, to but also some concern to index. For non-lawmen, offer this near P.M. - but accept 50% on lawmen.
P.M. Amendment for whole life of Part I pay only.

S.G.E.A. For some years this has been physically impossible. Nobody will believe in a case not drawn pay. But we have to legislate. And we may face new expenditure or senior Ministers, if any increase referendum is passed coinciding with N.I. increase.

S.G.E.A. I agree, so cut by 10% - and I think that Part II too - it is too much.

H.P. More modest - and on principle too - make effective date for salaries and pensions from 1 April - i.e. after N.I. increase.

P.B.I. Better if definite as " until such time as before."

S.G.E.A. No; merely postpone real decision. Fixed for a date now.

P.B.I. Let fixed effective date or postpone. But leave period of voluntary scheme unprecise.

S.G.E.A. No; then mean has to be given even then to 2nd Daniel. And 2nd weeks income policy.

H.P. I support Cl. Ead's proposal - for whole Part I. That is only real basis for real incomes policy.

S.G.S. No case for delay at all; especially if P.B.I. are to set out increase tonight.

P.B.I. I support Cl. Ead.

H.P. No: don't misunderstand effect of initial 50% cut. Just to produce and we believe to be rise level-time next new year. Postponement is little more reasonable: keep moral untouched.

Cl. Judy, I agree. The 50% cut was explicitly temporary as only for E.D. business. Now it is to be permanent. Don't make it appear panic move.

H.P. I agree. Do it now - not for me, but only because I am a judge and judges have had no increase for 2 years.

H.P. Income policy is now revenue neutral. It is a controlled basket of indices. But only for a limited period - 5y. until 1 Nov. Some income surcharge is to be reviewed.

A.B. No: moral pederer is waste society. Substantial decrease necessary.

S.G.E.A. I agree. I can't deal with teachers pay on any new basis.

L.P.S. I agree.
Mr. Lab. I say: it & have force impact on insurance policy.

Sr. Lab. I say: insurance policy must have force presently.

He. I say:

No. No. I hide with SNEA & Co. Really, the only one in the real

strategy. Senate case of protection with Embarrass. If so,

we have to be careful. I say: some discussion.

Hay. I say:

Mr. Sec. I say, let us not put aside his opinion. I agree to latest

reasonable date.

Mrs. Lab. I say: otherwise waiting will.

Mr. Sec. I say: remember the deadline. To be early date. — I agree on

beginning of second session.

Mr. Sec. No. Why care for so severe in Committee, moderatecolours.

Mr. Sec. I agree latest reasonable date.

Mr. Lab. Legislative forecast: how: section, obligation — for life of

this party — by act notice above & yea.

Mr. Lab. Notice before. I view in leaving only clear different. I settle for

1 April. The other one is clear further.

Mrs. Lit: will supply official?

Mr. Embarrass.

L.D. Not if not published?

Mr. Lit. Then & on value! Can we compromise on beginning 9 week

session? 9 in November.

Mr. Lab. No — too risky.

Mr. Lab. After on 1 April. — force only. Can we not bring it on 1st

for 9th 1923? We can sponsor with surrounding. But,

we speak on mending. Please be discussed.

This provision: settle for 60% insurance.

Mr. Sec. For China, by China Theatre & BPP.

Mr. Sec. for number 6/letter approved. Estimate to maintain to be

further examined by L.P.C. group: btw. v. Fippice.

BPP Act. group: proposal approved. (both propositions or letter) & BPP. The


Lover, gangster — China (Opp.) arm for purpose: in principle (provided

no real is unnecessary). Let L.P.C. group continue.

Enoch 24.

Mr. Sec. 9 Apr. — more moderate. Stedman (L.P.C. group & Draft) to bring in before, meaning.
4. Import Charges (local).

Eisha: revised 3 E 4E about compensatory charges. E 4E is free of charge.

P.A. had agreed to some pressure from the Zambian delegation. We have agreed to apply some pressure. V. after which we stated E 4E was free of charge. We had agreed to some pressure.

Ross: would need E 4E pressure. E 4E to decide on Monday.

P.H. Don't let it surprise us about how we were troubled by the move. V. move could have been taken.

Kirit: cancer or Africa. If you are taken away, you are taken.

Kirit: cancer or Africa. If you are taken away, you are taken.

P.H. But great damage to E 4E. The moves will continue. We need the move to continue to be blackmailed, with the Zambian delegation to have access to the E 4E. We are subject to the E 4E, and the E 4E are subject to the E 4E. The moves will continue to have access to the E 4E.

Kirit: cancer or Africa. If you are taken away, you are taken.

P.H. The moves to have pressure for the free flow. The moves need to have pressure on behalf of the E 4E.

Kirit: cancer or Africa. If you are taken away, you are taken.

P.H. The moves to have pressure for the free flow. The moves need to have pressure on behalf of the E 4E.

Kirit: cancer or Africa. If you are taken away, you are taken.
19 November 1964 10.30 a.m.

2. V.I. Brezhnev (Ind.)

P.M. Continuing pressure for conclusions, but M.P.R.I. and I assume expect no

compromise or break if compromise could help. M.P.R.I. to be dissuaded.

Mr. S. Accra. Reconciliation, Administration, Co-operation and large financial commitment.

P.M. M.P.R.I. to brief Cabinet on Emissaries (before meeting on 3rd on 4th).

Cabinet. On one side rapid 1/3 of the place. No crisis set in from already.

Mr. S. Accra. If prudent (restraint) already fruit occurred in both sides, I

have canceled. Similarly would cancel 2nd occurred. I have

suggested many high, many avoid talk for contacts also.

Accordingly 26k Muslims and 26k Hindus tribe a meeting: second

26 occurred, no account for them. I sent for Hindu leaders.

Mr. S. Emphasis now on how joint larger council now since 1962.

P.M. As I told - on horror of reconciliation, number of contacts. If large

possible: carry out other link on contacts.

Cabinet also refer to Hindu leaders already canceled on M.P.R.I. to be advised

to 19.1.

2. Defence Affairs (Col).

[Signature: Mr. F.O.]

[Handwritten notes]

19.10. P.M. React to various trouble on front. S. Bihar v. Bihar. be must be firm

on principle, but flexible on operation.

b) Gaya.

19.30. Situation forces still entropy in Gaya. 26 in subjects force: one

U.S. Religion signs. Really average paratroop force is operational,

be have ceased use in Aberdine Island: also continuity force of his subjects.

P.M. Must not appear to exit with some: or provoke civil against

battles. What occurs?

19.50. U.S. any priming aircraft: Belgium has paratrooper: on Osterreich.

P.M. Operation may not be feasible at all.

P.M. Belgium will not feel to be serious: and Belgium will Belgium

had for our external unique. I hope 40% can be avoided.

P.M. Re: we can't let her eat, subjects be kept. Red Cross information?

19.35. Mr. F.O. I feel good not able to prevent 3 massacre. And six 29 extreme

women & children.
P.S. Keep me in touch.

4. European Free Trade Association (oral) [Enter Mfs. Refs.]

Ch. Eddy. EFT is a very, very delicate— at least as regards ECU. I’ll try to help so far as we can. Ex ante proposals have rejected. EEC is in a difficult position. It should be clear that the remaining member states should coordinate their policies more effectively (as far as possible). It seems there is no further chance of securing a settlement before the end of the year; hence it seems that the re-establishment of economic unity is no longer possible. Hence the need for a special meeting of the EEC and EFTA ministers to discuss the possibility of a special procedure for the time being.

P.S. love too. [Enter Mfs. Refs.]

5. Dosso C. (by) I.

[Enter Refs.]

N.M. Dosso has been asked to present a note on the role of the Commission and on the role of the Court of Justice. The role of the Court. There is no increase in the number of cases, but the Court is inclined to conclude that:

6. Pensions for the unemployed (C.90) is much more important. See para 6—no more. Ask your friend to submit a report. To the extent possible, see how to coordinate. He’ll have a meeting in January. There are some urgent cases to be dealt with before the end of the year. On this basis I have concluded that our advice should be as follows, etc., etc., etc.

P.S. You are asked to explain the importance of the matter. I refer again on Sunday.

I hope you will respond. To report from London to Brussels on Sunday.

Ch. M. I hope you dispense with my report. I remain.

M.F. Shave facilities are just about adequate.

P.S. I will send minute to First Cat. to meet EEC. Is it possible to arrange?

6. Railway—Best solution (oral)

N.M. Rali is also under pressure. I will have tomorrow morning.

P.L. Legislation Programme C.90) 16

[Enter Refs.]

It's November. Rush, if possible, to move敬意 to appear to set on Riz
first before.

May have one continent: 32,000, but only 6,000 or more.

We will not be in time to be done in time; season, if possible.

But 100, P. to Russia, 5,000, must be ready by 1953, and we
in Feb. Mercado may be out of control, temporarily — we shall in Riz. 2
may have to watch. And chilies' services in laso. Can't make lit
more usual may be in order, understand.

Rev. 340 New And are going to be considerable.

350 Worth. The only one. 2000. Must be provided. Can't make necessary
360 services until much after 1955. More careful
Riz will be sizable; or at least, must be willing to commit himself
specification before Sept. O. is this readily vital if we are to maintain
moral, particularly of regard, in addition of staff, which may

400 A typical case: No ornaments: but artistic combination in one Riz and
put to work. Can't waste time. 400

580 Buciscy of lineability important.

590 Must be done by R. Member. Riz. No. Criminal Estate.

590 Same clearance concept as impact of chilies' services will be.

600 A ship. May be managed. (? "Peter Shaw").

610 Must. May be ready on 1.5 by mid-Feb.

620 R. by end Nov.

630 Keep him absolutely on ship everywhere. (And lineback both in one

640 Motto.)

650 A ship. Riz, Riz. Can't be joint: 5 to 6. Will be ready, unless Riz

660 must wait for M. H. E. E.

670 And put said it is done at July, all if no possibility of 9.3.8.

680 And: see advice of company. P. member. Riz to future session by Rev. P

690 home.
M. fed. Not really appropriate: war. Should be 3 weeks in normal condition, 70 weeks if absolutely emergency order. Oustanding is preferable.

MEN. 1. Receive in present case 3 double pay = at least 60m. New cards provided from foreign office and was told today, leaving April 22nd paid by 4/25 and 5/31 for M.I. funds. At this date finished with the M.N.A. cards but will make this payment by the 21st be before Christmas. Later new postage rates and have to be made on the money.

1. M.A. proceeds. Above implies cash = N.A. payee to foreign M.I.

2. French army now on M.A. The reserves are issued 9/15 with drives approved. but since been absorbed by reserve in U.S. rates in 7/15 because the last quarter of 2/15 = £6/10 in all.

3. French: See Apk. B.C. (by 10). The reserve increased in size, i.e. 685,000 for the

4. In all, cost to each 60/6m + 12/1m for war + 1/4m for defense = 61/2m.

C. End. Am order to E.A. already canceled. how (irregular situation)

Pressure in M. already dropped to zero. Recommend against it.

Mod. And controls would be impossible. N.A. Christmas box has already caused great hardship and any noon N.A. proceeds. I wrote conditions it before (stated) by 3 weeks r. 10, or N.A. proceeds.

PBI. I support C. End. N. aren't aware foreign double & sticking again.

N.础. Ca be done in 6 weeks or so. But doesn't solve financial problem:

Making use produce payment before Xmas, and if financial

vital won't be taken, no point in ship anyway.

A. Duty. About an 8th stand alone. he wishes to receive their permission to his point, accompanied by model. He is in M.I. breaches. Have been for them in April at earliest. the most important, but we have been cautioned to cut in M.I. above. At least that we can do higher frequency. Have a M.I. breaches. so established this is more important than objective. I especially warn about the

B. stand, changes already occurred.

Un of M.I. breaches over on M.A. cannot be helped at hand. If we wish it just an other 1. no exception limited: i.e. 1.5. its adjusted accordingly (can't at M.I. is a fraction)?

C. Continue in M.A. reissue: no care for any more.

114B. B. wish to ship every day in March. I'm aware N.A.'s pay it we had funds. But could absorb M.I. increase. Air support from 200,000 200,000 to M.I. but an F. troop 17. I wish every 1.5,000 in March.

Mod. But as we save remain how N.A. is paying for reserve is to 120?
Pm. 1. I wonder Can raised me to make substantial advance. May not 2. Daily's case have been mistaken? He or it more quickly been noticed? As no NA pressure for increase will become known.

Pm. 2. 4PM: President asks, 1:30 for next week. 5PM: for 7:30, 1:30 for NA pressure, 1:30 for previous, and then 7:30 for NA board in 1:30. President provides 1PM at 1:30.

Pm. 3. Don't have 27th article. May have prepared notice before 1:30. Hour 60 on notice, no change. No 89, no changes.

Pm. 4. 9PM: Should propose other notice for staff, no changes on committee. Can't call the 1:30 meeting.

Pm. 5.Friday. Difficulties not really resolved - except at some of minor anomalies.

Pm. 6. *Special meeting to discuss.*

Pm. 7. PM: Rika 1:30 at 1:30 meeting.

Pm. 8. How to attend.

Pm. 9. Economic Situation (below).

Pm. 10. Rapid increase in 1:30 with completed 1:30 at 1:30. No changes in Ch. 1:30, 1:30 on 1:30, 2 PM on 1:30. No change to 1:30. No changes at 1:30.

*Note: Scraps of paper are written on.*

2. Economic Situation (below).
is later/e by end 7 wrote before (so). Monday 16th Nov was bad; occurred by P.R.'s reaction step on 14 Nov: but not de. v. bad and, little light... swap over until and 20th. (We) found on l.o.d. strongly increase in P.R. solution phase: had +ley 50 Under pressure and receivers insufficient to withstand steady attacks prompted by P.R.'s confirmation of own scenario position. Attack is designed to break down: but at Dunlop it is necessary. Here and (I) talk with our voice controls at home. If we had poor and import charges were, imported will drastically; (whether we or they wish to reduce them is another question). But just R.R.'s role will confuse D. S. 1. I am serious with this decision. 

firstly, I do see more difficult in revenue & prices yesterday than latest, because key sense difficult.

M.H.G. Efforts on how can we move? Must distinguish our long-term policy on how to face short-term difficulties.

P.H.Y. Yes, but keep our head down unless we know if P.R.'s reaction is easy to manage. More finance will have to come.

A.H.Y. Efforts on P.R.'s role be for is many 187); relatively minor. Role included but this system remains to seek. And on P.R.'s move to sell with April and then, if we're, increase annual price.

M.H.G. And emphasize, by practical efforts, that P.R.'s cost/controls is under renewed.

P.H.G. Make clear that neither P.R. nor our cost/controls are suitable for 2-Flex principle. It short-term, they want better 2-Flex - no allowances - is longer term.

A.H.Y. Say nothing now about P.R.B. and P.R.'s reaction, unless we see how 2-Flex work.

3. European Free Trade Association (EFTA).

P.H.Y. P.R. had a rough time in Geneva. Shows has affected basic principle question - not major. Can't pressure; one has shown primary self-expansion of EFTA. Our position made little impact on their continued policy.

B.H. P.R. is not at all in our interest - long involved over such, particularly as many are. And international political pressure on Denmark are on situation pressure for more from EFTA to EEC.

EFTA vital for us both politically and for Europe. It's interpretation we have as chance to move into EEC. P.R. sign is needed - can move so if we don't we'll be in the EEC.

Our goal was for us to keep - minority & begin. Can't relax. is a matter of & months. A prediction made last time. We aren't going to fail (as long as). If we can handle our pressure - by P.R., we show in some difficulties; if not, pronounced at all, EFTA might completely break up. (Any other I'll let for, too. EFTA alive).
Figure illustrates importance of early liaison for foreign policy.

Page 37.

I always regard exchange and preferred status. And he can come here. I thought

We have been direction, he had 3 or 6. I have found this report to be

We have been some improvement in market. Here, but he we must be able to provide some

First of all, what we did was have limited EFTA exports, be taken into

and we must put our own strategy about EFTA schemes. We could not be able to stand behind by being or can't provide

 Hari. It will be able to come back, (as) designed from assuming economic. If we change the legislation, import will mostly be preferred and food will become as soon as we return.

Page 39.

This may be right. But we can only begin to remove it by first

taking matter by programme reduction, keeping volume. It will be available meanwhile. But if it has to become semi-parallel, we may probably move to faster.

Page 40.

Mr. EFTA v. importers. Forth. Major v. hears to leave it.

And, even if, both v. EFTA & cannot ourselves to come back.

Page 41.

An EFTA matter - but we - consider it very very 99% EFTA by now.

Yes. W. cabled about "semi-parallel". Everhard & written it.

But we may be able to remove changes (if we can) for imported imports only by faster.

Page 43.

Are you sure? It will mean 99% EFTA by now.

For EFTA. Nonante.

Page 44.


2. Rheinert: Independence of England. No still 3% market; old

Page 46.

Must establish the representatives for our own EFTA representative. I will

be covered by there... It is not certain to what extent. Complete consultation v. exporters and v. traders preliminary problems.

Some weaker v. valuable, but allowing must be secured. This may be costly. Flying trips (in aircraft) are not helpful especially since not based on formal agreements.

Page 47.

You have made some structural change with 1968. I think there will, if approved,

Page 48.

To (form 8.8.76). I will continue to work.
Ps. S.A. may not accept. They may use. Anyhow, not compact, for 3.24. Hit. In many have is forget. (thru dray. Pool) Space/Flour/Spange. But will raise issue of spaces for novel items or if. We re-arranged since a similar uninvited constraint. If in such spaces he buyer is implied, some price to be taken on novel items.

Exit Ch. Calc. 9.93.

Mod. 6.W. re—specifically relate our spaces.

Ps. But we have already corrected two sets of space, or understanding accordingly. No more. Next consists any future cases on minds. But hr. He worried about whether from us to fit for and whether opinion on further it is simply with H.N. But our part of contract with H.S.

Exit M. Amer.

5. Dodge (1931).

Firstly. EST love understood Spain. It does not need. Labor made to be Cherokee by Sedlock engineer. P.S. PAF. Mr. Lee is...construct the department due of official for the purpose.

P.M. Employers render many to工匠 to discuss plan proposed.

P.M. Cancel factor on Thursday.
26 November 1934, 10.30 a.m.

1. Parliament (pol).
   
2. As in statement.
   

P.M. Greeting for 60th birthday on 30 Nov. I may convey personally.

4. Hon. Mr. Sturmer (pol).

P.M. Recent speeches in critical. Yesterday substantial reinforcement by further banks. I am pleased to see such behind support, but also wonder if we can find a solution to the problem.

5. Sir E. No. 100 (pol).

P.M. No change to date. But still large sums at risk. In the case for reducing this, I am not so sure of its future possibilities. Hence must take a proposal from another country to hold these. May be understood. June and Dublin. House must be presented as now.

6. M.P. So must this quickly come to an issue. So must only issue if these changes, will be made in April.

7. M.P. Need 5 weeks and finance quickly, but we can do something in first year, if any, because of a previous policy program.

8. M.P. First stage next always lead to M.P.

9. M.P. Next stage still next impossible to report due.


11. PM. Don't stress emphasis still too much. Do it in stages to plans.

12. P.M. Expects a quiet outcome of matter is reached. Similarly, leave aside.

13. P.M. Agree. He is under pressure being late matter, but don't worry over the “problem in Zurich” and blow up “the confidence” again. Emphasize that should restore currency deposit as early as possible; it is now only a few weeks. So anyway.

14. M.P. And emphasized since plan last, and need further preparation, as its money. Little effect is naturally in it new policy.

15. Hon. Mr. Sturmer (pol).

16. P.M. Germans. If we helped France, we moved friendship manner of policy.
African front. But now there were losses everywhere. iv. In the north, heavy losses to British forces. iv. The German high command seems to be losing heart.

African front. But now there were losses everywhere. iv. In the north, heavy losses to British forces. iv. The German high command seems to be losing heart.

P.1. Chequers meeting. A second is no decision. The second is no decision. a) Chequers meeting. A second is no decision. b) Chequers meeting. A second is no decision. c) Chequers meeting. A second is no decision. d) Chequers meeting. A second is no decision. e) Chequers meeting. A second is no decision.
Both practical and technical problems arise.

First, the main purpose is to promote our own security and the security of other countries. The main purpose of our nuclear power is to protect our country.

Second, nuclear weapons are not weapons for war but for peace. They are used to ensure peace and security.

Third, our nuclear power is for defense, not for offense. It is a deterrent against attack.

Fourth, the development of nuclear power is for the benefit of all mankind.

Fifth, nuclear power is for the development of science and technology.

Sixth, nuclear power is for the development of the economy.

Seventh, nuclear power is for the development of agriculture.

Eighth, nuclear power is for the development of industry.

Ninth, nuclear power is for the development of education.

Tenth, nuclear power is for the development of culture.

Eleventh, nuclear power is for the development of health.

Twelfth, nuclear power is for the development of transportation.

Thirteenth, nuclear power is for the development of communications.

Fourteenth, nuclear power is for the development of energy.

Fifteenth, nuclear power is for the development of space.

Sixteenth, nuclear power is for the development of defense.

Seventeenth, nuclear power is for the development of international cooperation.

Eighteenth, nuclear power is for the development of peace.

Nineteenth, nuclear power is for the development of humanity.

Twentieth, nuclear power is for the development of the world.

First, our nuclear power is for defense, not for offense. We believe that nuclear power is a means for peace, not for war.

Second, nuclear power is for the development of science and technology.

Third, nuclear power is for the development of agriculture.

Fourth, nuclear power is for the development of industry.

Fifth, nuclear power is for the development of education.

Sixth, nuclear power is for the development of culture.

Seventh, nuclear power is for the development of health.

Eighth, nuclear power is for the development of transportation.

Ninth, nuclear power is for the development of communications.

Tenth, nuclear power is for the development of energy.

Eleventh, nuclear power is for the development of space.

Twelfth, nuclear power is for the development of defense.

Thirteenth, nuclear power is for the development of international cooperation.

Fourteenth, nuclear power is for the development of peace.

Fifteenth, nuclear power is for the development of humanity.

Sixteenth, nuclear power is for the development of the world.

First, our nuclear power is for defense, not for offense. We believe that nuclear power is a means for peace, not for war.

Second, nuclear power is for the development of science and technology.

Third, nuclear power is for the development of agriculture.

Fourth, nuclear power is for the development of industry.

Fifth, nuclear power is for the development of education.

Sixth, nuclear power is for the development of culture.

Seventh, nuclear power is for the development of health.

Eighth, nuclear power is for the development of transportation.

Ninth, nuclear power is for the development of communications.

Tenth, nuclear power is for the development of energy.

Eleventh, nuclear power is for the development of space.

Twelfth, nuclear power is for the development of defense.

Thirteenth, nuclear power is for the development of international cooperation.

Fourteenth, nuclear power is for the development of peace.

Fifteenth, nuclear power is for the development of humanity.

Sixteenth, nuclear power is for the development of the world.
P.M. Remember a unilateral force was in Nasser Mr. He transformed it on 25th Nov. 1st come later: we must try to reduce it if not to eliminate it.

P.M. How will ANF become provocative?

853. Yes - because NPT was not an end, because ANF risks no new weapons. And because US was always likely to become free of NPT, an US Loan encouraged NPT, although ANF will now react. So we will find new directions now existing. In practice, ANF will try to force out R and our any change in A and over 200.

P.M. How brave will be have greater control over the force how we can now:


P.M. Potential proposals?

853. We must active construct civil and develop commercial. For two: First contract placed our pre-fabricated started. For fields no contracts placed but come long lead time occurred - but to be diverted or cancelled.

853. If we divert the file, we can be on 25th in party, irrespective of decision of how far project?

Further: Depends on some sort of massive lead time five or is credible.

P.M. 853. Will table propose in the course. Obtained Cab. approval.


P.M. Most come to London. Sent keep Member’s fund for business purposes, would not required for New Members.

P.M. Must work within for public service purposes on a revenue blowout point.

A. Seal. Must avoid honora as a whole! However, each proposal can be estimated.

N. F. Even so, it will periodic pressure for parity by public servants.

A. Don’t know outcome of it: 1 been moved if Mr. Longfield M.

P.M. Min is at 2Pm next.

P.M. Excessive pressure. Of Speaker. Will be h.c.m. him only after 2Pm please. Speaker’s room - with refer to the passed (w.o. without principle)
L.C. I accept.

J. CH. 30th March 1960.

L. P. 

J. CH. I accept.

J. CH. Service is 

L. P. 

J. CH. 30th March 1960.
11. Very nice. Shall we give up? Yes.

Sirius: Silence about our new order companies.

P.N. Why not make it an all-party measure? Yr. next month?

Mr. G. No doubt it will be controversial. And this is an ending for the preparations.

11. I agree. And now we must find a way to make room for this bill.

P.N. It's reasonable if we don't do it ourselves.

P.N. But how make room? Yes. One must prepare from now on. The bill is to be dropped if this bill is to be passed.
1. The Congo (continued)

F.S. Sir: We have no chance of another successful opp. No reliable information. Some of our men are probably lost. Your troops can advance fast in this hot and humid weather. It's difficult. Please send more trucks; but may have to build some ourselves. Stop. It is not easy to build a truck - even in the U.S. back yards.

For: 75% of the trucks are useless now. But please try to find 8 or 10 men to fire 175 or 195 mm. How much is the average range? 175 or 195, 200 or 2000. Remember that both are good. Am I clear?

F.S. Impossible - no money. But - can't be helped. Opp. order. We must keep the front stable - even if we lose 1 or 2.

P.N. F.S. will explain part to head Q.A. Opp. issue full statement.

In haste also, if we can.

2. General plans to move Administration C. (64%) 2 + 2.

While some need before Christmas. No change in force year: 10% of our force.

But is now in France. Must decide on our course of action. Must decide on our course of action. And in part: we have always maintained 2 lines. But in many areas, 1 line of defense. We must decide on our course of action. Must decide on our course of action.

10. I am sure that I can do (as much to spread influence) that means planning 16 months ahead - 16 with 5% excess year.

A. Set a 2-year plan. On 5% basis, and report has already reached our level.

B. Must be related to 2-year plan. Total amount of resources. Total amount of resources. Even here. Can only go forward for 2 lines, not for 3. Have been told to aim in another 6 weeks for another line. This is my hope.

Hence my proposal. Otherwise we need a new plan for 2 lines in 3 years. We correspond 5% and 2 years is critical. We correspond 5% and 2 years is critical.

9:55. In how some problems. I wrote in Italy. Now expect some to be heard about changes for next year. If we can extend a change is needed year after next to finish in 30% respects. By that time we can come back. It can start on 1st part. If they change our 3rd part. We must prepare now for year 1943. We lose 1943.

A. Set 5% of total to cover 5%. But this has to be separate - no one of them has 5% year been reached. You want's.

11:10. But the time comes. But the time comes. In the time on the enemy now coming. I'm sure 5% of time has gone over year. Then we reach us.
any 20th Dec. 2:30 Tranche of resources. Govt claimsstrftime services - with 2nd flight 21st Dec.

P.M. "Please Ad. fee" proposed or base 2/3 lines. 2nd leg raise to 5 for 1st leg 4 bskts. with 3rd leg. 2nd adj to 1st pkg. in case, etc.

A. Dunny. Otherwise, we shall never reduce rates.

A. Shell. But each buyer must be paid for 4 boxes and every purchase field at separate 17kt.

R.M.C. No pr 8 expansion here: it is simply to finance existing services, and only news in 2nd qtr. will be 3 boxes for pay.

R.M. Rm 12 to P.S.P. Où, - for next week? Cole, if yes!

3. Address Service in G. India. London (C.6) 2a

H.R. No specific proposal for country. But we do need resources in India. Day 1/2/3 by rail or 4th week by 1st leg. Cole 9/10 leg. Can need discussion by letter.

R.M. Will leave a little time for secret of India place now made.

R.M. Troops return will advance. But clearing can't begin until 4th leg cancelled 3rd. Can't start 3rd by 1st leg. Can't discuss further by letter.

H.R. Bound to make it most difficult in India.

A. Dunny. No Explanation for 1st quarter. 2nd quarter to receive 3rd leg. 1st leg to go only 2nd leg.

P.M. HS will say we are sending 1 leg - but need to know transport view in 2nd leg to know what to forward to Cole.

R.M. Agreed. I will come back to Cole by mid-Dec.
1. Parliamentary Business.
3. Overseas Affairs (Valmer).

25 Oct
I. Stabilization. Give utmost care and attention. Have received no information about this yesterday and may very soon. Have to carefully observe actions. Speak at prime opportunity on political initiative. Sir, I, Mr. I. C. O. can be seen to influence localised cease-fire. May be later reconsideration. Note in representation mark. Try to prevent how to continue conflict. 3) Shall provide and 5) form by certain. Press instruction.

2) European.
Sec. Speake confirmed. Dominus D. B. G. France said about Cyprus because U.S. involved. 3) Does not wish place broadly.

7) 15 Oct
Sec. Mrs. Mrs. v. Komloses about oil fields rights. In case this does not end quickly to mediate present, particularly via Rome — at we can’t easily reach without oil field facilities.

3) banana: Lady Dempo Claims C. (614) 22. [Banana: Lady Dempo Claims C. (614) 22.]

5) 23 Nov. Mrs. Mrs.

4) Oct
Dec. 9th: No. 100: Mrs.

10) Nov
Sec. Person deprived for not be assessed values.

5) 16th Nov. Person deprived for not a person’s one. Support proposed.

13) Nov.
Sec. Person deprived: retrospective benefits & rights, objectionable for the reason of the Person. The up to now overseas — unless (or similar) action. That forth April. Not received to go, if needed now later by no reply by us is some way as by Mrs. Mrs.

25) Nov.
Sec. End, now likely to be set down for May... until legislature new — for reasons in note 13.

1. Nov. Will pass, but seems between May and July. Can’t justify delay (now knows position) could settle or soon or probably. It is (or possible) now.

2. Nov.
Jfr. In case of case there, that to do promptly.

3. Nov. And form claim in note 3?

4. Nov. If yes, will delay. Please onward to programme for this. But not important.

5. Nov. Passed or propose. [Banana: Lady Dempo Claims C. (614) 22.]


7. Nov. [Excess: Lady Dempo Claims C. (614) 22.]
L.P. At i met. Speaker's aim is organize some celebration, in some
social notice, with reception,
for our Irish schools (no power to decide) to participate.

P.N. time will coincide with C'm reek P.T.E. coffee, if we have one.
If not, and be copied, consider whether we can have him more
money for a special effort.

C. I support him.

C. Lee. I shall soon propose C'm reek celebrative assembly: 15th, 30th
leave two more, might somehow be joined.
And associate C.L. H.C. will join, as well as fun, celebratory.
If a film of your C.D. P.T.E. after, also a film of celebratory.

P.N. Exceed your bounds! C'm reek speech is powers (as new
Chamber's speech). Best of opportunity for Speaker's coffee, is on sweep.
L.P. to consult Mr. Speaker on H.C.

S/S.B. Don't forget C.P.A.

P.N. Mr. Lee may be substitute by new C'm reek Assembly.

MR.P. For a democratic meaning: no care for C.L. or overseas participation.
May only a democratic milestone: R.S. will be a major 8th occasion.
I shall see, as to be, best: health preparations, and publicity to
schools etc.

P.N. No. R.S. no do last week. Proceed as proposed.
1. Form. (cont.)

My view, on which I asked your views and which, after discussion with the army commanders, is heartily adopted by all in the army, is that the enemy will be met by massed infantry and artillery on a front about 15 miles wide and 10 miles deep, in such a way as to try to gel in a large area of ground and then advance in columns parallel to each other and in such a way as to make it difficult to ascertain the enemy's direction.

2. Intelligence. (cont.)

On enemy's approach they will either move along a direct line or make a reconnaissance for other positions. If enemy's moves are not discovered by reconnaissance or other means, I shall take steps to ensure the capture of any strongholds or fortified positions.

On enemy's approach, our forces must be ready to counter their advance. They must be prepared in an offensive or defensive manner. In order to ensure success in our operations, we must make full preparations in our area and in the enemy's area.

This message will have been sent to all commanders and to all forces. The enemy, with his superior forces, may be prepared to attack our area at any moment. We must be prepared to counter his initiatives and to defend our area against any enemy attack. We must be prepared to defend our position and to counter any enemy attack.
From: [No name]

Date: [Month/day/year]

Subject: Request for Information

Dear [Recipient],

I hope this message finds you well. I am writing to request your assistance with a project I am working on

[Details of the project or request]

Please let me know if you have any questions or need further information.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Best regards,

[Your Name]
who, and how. Need more info. Will keep in touch.

P.M. Good. Will let you know if we hear of further.
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Dec 6th 1954

1. Parliament (oral)

L.P. At 1 o'clock.

Q: Do Ministers in the Cabinet, in their capacity as Ministers, advise junior Ministers accordingly?

P.M.: Yes - but no pressure.

2. Defence Policy (oral)

P.M.: Is Opp. now going to ask for joint forces with Can. She in opposite to that view now?

L.P.: Yes, because we must ensure to take defence and political as Opp. will not - in Vienna, where it leaves us - agree to exercise, because Opp. - under all circumstances - know the facts; so we couldn't be so naive, at least for a year or so - and the Warsaw Pact will also be useful, if they want our defence policy from becoming a merely political issue. R.S. (defence) agrees.

Q: Why is it embarrassing, in view of the developments?

P.M.: Only if one can be in one's view, - or can't.

[Handwritten notes]

3. Lou Committee C. (1642) 29

[Typed note]

[Handwritten notes]

4. Transport Coordination (oral)

Fin 1st: Division 5 (Sud. Can.) Report: Opp. opposes Bacon 30 per cent. - L.C. would invest 50 per cent; and period too short.

[Handwritten notes]

Q: I opposed it. Raising mine is in particular how no cooperation is. Bacon, 100% - not believe in public ownership and 0% in sense of public response.

P.M.: Cost here, individual cost prize of Can. Others. I saw Bacon and was satisfied he is not such a type I respect in Can. I respect the manner he wants, but not his style of need. Most obvious. Any 100% in one-man nation 30% (3). Centred Can and others end be cancelled. i.e., dummy, until 30% need in Can. Have employers
and some competition. In such cases (Duke and University),
On paper, avoid competition to publish in fact, publish if costs $ costs &
consequences may be embarrassing.

The facts: Not the opposition, but the project is, as we now consider.

Mr. G. Compared with my Sr. B to considerable extent - particularly how &
the experts.

Mr. B. Have done their ability - many in industrial relations committee.
In fairness he is an actual contactor. My only Sr. is Charles &
pard; but a lot of evidence available already.

Mr. J. More emphasis on B. only B to do a study. He paid several hundred.
But he made 50 or 60 & I say: and will do study well, provided
not misunderstood with people whom he must cater to service.
I agree on his committee to be present. But we must be sure to
remind new committee - at least by 50 or 60. And long-winded
committee will be too prolonged. Better to have 1-2 and
expect some as he needs - economic, economic, etc.

Mr. A. I am uncommitted; B is a private undertaking. Other transport interests
Don’t agree with B, because he favours making redundant pay on
expense & slow transport. I see and we must continue to oppose.

Mr. D. My point of view: five months is too short. Also B may be "handed"
with certain number. A number who must contribute to dinner
and report and not merely be observers. Problem is for the
freight costs: B is "dairy". Must have a formal committee.

P.M. Manifest commits me to Early and private study. Either the, with
manufacturers' frame of ref. will take two years.
A formal offer will have made available - in 100 years.
I have now reviewed this plan personally: and he has chosen
collaborating with me. Despite our several other decisions.

M.S. B himself said his original mind wrong; now we are fairly him is
right again.

P.N. A few notes on revised support for B approach.
April but for some reason has been unnecessary, necessary when B has
been his initial survey. Very unnecessary, for coke & bitumen; and
Don't Automatic now.
And support him not difficult. I will & observers. And impact some rely
As social factors is I rely also refer to "import economy."

C. Pears (Insert) (red)
 lent stage.

P.m. Be sure there is plenty gas for the operation. Problem of foreign confidence not yet solved.

H.C. Sent to Dr. B for help.

RICK: I have reservations. Do signatories need long or short pony? Or is it a necessary feature? I have to count costs for a drink.

6. Instructions to thousand soldiers C. By 10 a.m.

L.C. At 10 a.m. Amen for later costs.

P.S. Send a 1937 horse estate now wanted, but more discharge committals during season - it is fine weather, will only worsen. Discharge by 10 a.m. at 10 a.m. start. Send on P.O.'s.

P.S. Again.
Note. Commited to report later not to write this. We have met. funeral.
formula relates to valued voice. New system required on a new.
more flexible and based on accuracy. 5-10 years required is fine. But
includes 3-4 years. - soundly more required by 9th, 31-31, 41, 31, 41.
Home - for example) Harriet: she quite happy. Need reminder of
consideration (Paul Amsden) before (think) tired. (Now to be called Paul Assessment
does exclude B.A. (tosha, Bruce) highest, 51-51, 41. 51.
must be basic position - anything else, caught after. etc. If hit
one to give, must be reminded.
Rules of fair fair yard: best. Not indicate some weighting for
valued voice.
Thomas from office: 9 at dinner - some wish to appear 9.
But they are certainly less persons.
Trumplad Offlylej: No idea; with they come. Second love. Some
reasonable letters must caution. Need: Director formula to catch
good losers. If impossible may not fix it.

P.S. Must public numbers of results who can prove above, we have names.

C.S. Yes. Scott Safe have raised. Please arrange us with dignity.

L.L. If you have boys to come, low will be sample positions for
good losers.

P.S. Have finished lists or try on unless I have to come back to you.

B.B. Some problems for some personal care centers.

M.B. Also for American men in support companies.

M.S. Request of pond & third officer bed clause?

M.B. Covered by Marine Bean Act.

G.S.S. There is basis but only £20 added. Too much a disparity?

H.G. Price may he £50 too high. But will check. Note misprint is 61.
Bruce because: see page 12 - can six more key done right. P.S. Security
against addition.

Ref. No scope for any direct attack. He can should be free about act.
Must be ready to discuss further with senior officers.

L.P. But worth giving - can mix tied attack to ensure jump on
Comité honorary life.

M.0. I can't free act. It's preferable, we will look forward to hearing soon
to send it over to P.O. in front of Connaught Place,
first by P.O. van and then by ship and if possible
in sealed without delay.

P.R. Miss Baker: further with your report to L.F.C. Office.

S/SHR: Poor 3 unimportant person or function 1st to new office. 1, 2,
and 3/SHR to Mr. Donovan with urgent hurry by next free vessel.

M.H.C. Topic: Poor scheme must be flexible and on returns any other
indefinite date with some advance such as calcule value. 1, 2, 3, 4
of our return only. Only one item in more homes.

Var: Dispossessed Indians: divided houses 1 over are incapable; my
v. workmen's statement 2 is more boot. Better to burn new office.

Pred. They may be v. subjective.

M.H.C. Rules of body will soon be established. And the factors – 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
physical control of house – can be established by soldier.

O.C.D.: One over for return or capital. New house may very command
better over old old house. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
be Fiona and only one.

S.H.C.: One much deplorable scoundrel amount to be spent on repairs.

L.C.: Criteria of fair rent was much more exact. A, B, C, D.
number v. important.

M.H.C. This will prove to hard and will be v. helpful.

P.H. Accepting difficulty: 1. Solve one element: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
List then to another similar 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
be Fiona and only one.

S.H.C. Can possibly start to check: will probably not help over

2. Denver Apartments (S.W.)

of N.A.A. Connaught Place.

P.S. John is well. Do not write any P.M. voice: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
Fiona is very stable. P.M. voice: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.

N.A.D. no more attractive than if I.P.S. and P.M. troubles; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
man has no all 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.

N.A.D. N.A.D. – we do not. Great Britain is own idea. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.

U.S. on German; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.

Do not our free.

In case of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.
The function. Extends a curve closing up. Also, indicates periods over.

...in vitro & in vivo. In the case of a line: "line for line," were

...by example. Thus, it becomes his But, we, is only 23%. He must

...time, i.e., 9,297 - or we shall be out of pay.

Prospects for U.S. harvests is not good; we can't do more.

[Signature]

Sgt. Maj. Maj. General Meeting

I presented Court to date. B.J., Stern; still valid for NAP. But B.J.,

...in your name. Mean: Everybody (except General) now prefers

...1975, but I presented your name. U.S. and non-U.S. NCC

...our winning some nuclear capability outside Europe.

...cost: 1,000 for 907 lbs. New: Macauana. I

...have military will be more realistic. No, said U.S. now

...of 4% to 8% of U.S. population: and E.U. forces in 11 nuclear

...have for 907 lbs. He suggested fully a curiously

...90 days after nuclear injection.

[Signature]

1. Meet N.C. with B.J. C. (64) 29.

[Signature]

2. Meet N.C. with B.J. C. (64) 29.

[Signature]

3. Meet N.C. with B.J. C. (64) 29.

[Signature]

[Password]

B. B.J. is out right. B.J. mistakenly (right) may write it a hybrid.

...as more been restore Vietnam yet.

...more carefully. I will discuss will N.C. Bob

...would become hybrid operation.

[Signature]

4. Meet N.C. with B.J. C. (64) 29.

[Signature]

5. Meet N.C. with B.J. C. (64) 29.

[Signature]


[Signature]

[Password]
P. E. But why no response & no bids in H.R.

L. E. Any reason? Can make it hybrid.

P. R. Clearly that first - we report 5/29 at 10 a.m.

H. G. We made P&R occupied day - can be remembered if warm & firm.

G. E. Warming here - perhaps in P&R itself.

P. E. Any reply?

C. E. E. On P&R, why "to report" rather than "make request"?

M. H. I will reply "no". But, if we can devise an aggressive approach, say we'll email:

On "clearance", can we force it into contract form & from an industry by industry.

P. R. No punitive site & H.R. until P&R has approved.

C. E. E. But P&R (a) answer only these aspects of management/employee relationship that are matters of assurance - ie, restrictions, bonus aspects - by middle manager - can be waived.

M. H. They are. But must be most clear. H.C. C. E. E. D. H. R. 5/30 consider.

F. R. B. E. I am an agency & I see magic & access - not its industry relation as a whole.

P. E. But must indicate clear: Employer of ...: matter can't be.

C. E. E. Sorry. I say must be indicated.

M. H. 5/30 con 10 a.m. or a week.

C. E. E. C.S.

Note: I say: You can't really separate the two parts: must identify "non-para" once.

P. R. L. E. to Peck & P&R with N.R. on request 5/30. Since issue, have a warm reply. We must note P&R for this.

H. G. I will contact N.R. on N.R. aspects.
1. Oversea Affairs (1965-66)

1. U.A.R.

I have discussed with A.M. about Middle East. Situation improved; but
U.A.R. pressure on foreign troops. I have told A.M. there
will be no change made to date. I have offered a trip visit
U.A.R. to Prime Minister.

2. U.A.R. to Vienna 50,000 troops expected. Rep. Germany and Italy.
No domestic problems. I need for Netari to make more move.

3. Lebanon

Considerable interest in Lebanon. Our first: we can probably
cope.

4. Commercial Policy (1964)

P.M. U.A.R. meeting on export policy. Not yet: - perhaps to
attend later. But the time be held in advance. But not
too early. Money is a line for C.E.A.: perhaps better for C.E.A.
but funds are available.

2. Caserna (1964)

5. Big pressing for return of Caserna. Is the case not my
view at this opn. No legal agreement yet. N.I. and major provokes
it. Minorities, e.g., C. United to keep honor & N.I. is
major i.e., significant because it shows the remnant. Thus it calls
for N.I. But must also occassion some remnant are funds
Reparation at some later stage. Major cause of Solvay. Solvay passes.
Announce Dec. 1st if either case.

P.M. Money.


No talk yet. Each line to line: city subject. Only subsequently discussed or proper,
concomital to M.C. I think it.

6.6. But advice is that some people have been asked about London's support of.
Some have no personal experience of it. But the opp. is unknown. No risk of
compromise involved - some people will do it.

8/65. 2 opn.
HMILG. Now as far as the principle I agree, but it provides somewhat in
growing and it may be sensible now to be clear on
basis for which phase our already well advanced. Can’t rule
on an understandable while must be completed by 1 April.

P.S. Sure we will outline our own proposals etc.

Ch. Sutty: I am 8 John, not principle. I support L.P.

L.P.S. I support L. C.

P.S. But for the problem may be v. serius. Don’t (as they claim
to understand) that our Lord Parks — unless we understand, we’re in
the situation of our case and in any case we not he
practical in local.

Ch. Sutty: Mr. Ford and another dealt for Lord and the situation of May other
function. If so, rest of proposals will suffer.

P.S. On balance accept L.P’s view. This situation possible solution on
deploy: in contrast we not support approach fully required because
just down etc.

E. Powell (M.S.C. 55)

[Signature]

P.S. No i mean. An identical problem to all.

P.S. Where. But if real problem — better be dealt with sooner
by (rather probability). 

P.S. Now: let (think over 5 years) be present. The one by borrowing if
secured commercial principle on 15% amount. Some scope for
short-term public bridge possible. But more scope only is larger loan.
Cost about 8% lower: jump in benefit.
Cost subsidy from 10% cost: by end agricultural
Subsidy CTS. Can’t save 5% (already saved far £8m).
Even if taken independently on own comparison.
Mobility in means needs, but means borrowing, can’t be done
on basis of losses.

P.S. But pua q: need we go past losses. As feasibility for needed
policy is 1957-66.

P.S. And someone in paralel chance will lose bridge — by division to
more efficient systems of tribut.

S.F.S. 3 of 1s.

Note: Announcements will be done at 1st moment of policy
stockholding companies.

Medals: Points already taken by rest in GPE until December, with increase
emphasis on modality, but no amendment of the model. And present: is it really true? The chart makes it clear only in the case of a full set of prices. So next: moving right.

P.B.: I support P.B. Have three concerns: 1) G to S to pay illy.

G.B.: No, we engage U.S. entirely?

A.C.: I say: on the line - USA open.

A.L.: Why?

A.C.: I am a line - USA open.

P.B.: I want to remove all ecological inputs prior and avoid the large effort in our second. But if we accept responsibility, it makes no sense.

I.C.: I say: engagement is necessary. A profit: profit overall, even with five years. And finally: a very clear, not yet.

A.G.: My memory is poor. I agree. I hope we have better - but for present (by P.B.) and the future (by G.B.): better, more.

A.A.: What is complete harmony.

A.L.: It is clear he has two years. It seems an annual assembly period.

P.B.: And present: is it right period for G.P. to make this period clear.

A.C.: Policy: what is it; that is what; the real - new on "borrower's" foot. The G.B. has survived the "for" phrase. It concerns as soon as politically valid.

A.I.: We have chosen to provide barriers of evidence (if) -

A.G.: Not yet ready to move this abortion plan. But support toward it.

P.B.: Concede proposal: principle. But timing and be discussed until first day. I.E.B. (and myself) is relative to price stability campaign.

A.G.: If none is really at all (the role, deal the scale. Have no case for unnecessary prices by G.B.: we no aware aware here to a private position.

P.B.: But: we keep relation between different elements of G.B. and parcel service.

P.R.: Nevertheless, economic parcel: have Nexus; to be four Ministry.

P.: I support P.B. Discontinue D.P. "for" regular initiative for "for" and.

P.R.: I want to remind ourselves, have four seven price increases.

P.R.: Leave it four Ministry? Also resemble many G candidates.

End: A.C. E.S. final: P.B. P.B.
M. Leb. As is seen. Producers in supplies: must not oppose any formula at present.

P. A. Substitute "accelerating."


L. Ch. I don't think. But pressure of proper war already heavy on people. I'll agree here. I may have to ask for more people.

Mrs. N. I announce: situation: will move to clear. As by will be elaborated will make a N.T.

Note. But by regarding Também from 1906 Page.

Mrs. Now so. key open subject matter of same concern boat parts 5/26, X.
1. E. H. Whiston, Church (cont).

Planning in London. Offer in order of form and likely in order.
Appropriate emphasis on i.v.

Political point to be made on line of State: but argument for
one day. Likely to be forced also represent an advantage: must
also take up long number of foreign visitors.

Economic advantage to be presented - to seem to have clear own
publicity. Press expose details scheme more, for machinery reasons, be
allowed to proceed to-day.

Direct Ministry to supplement details as appropriate. Use advice
coordinated through Mr. I. Bart and Party politics.

3. Cabinet procedure (cont).

P.M. These looks - Cassier: postal office: R.C. on trade union etc.
Last may be useful. 2nd serious - second may be 'Deputy
summons. Even so, ensuring to collective responsibility. Essential to
and compulsive lottery - and to be accompanied by Press Office, when
sending Press is any circumstance.

First Sec. Does it happen at Official Level - to present Mr. Pethon's report?

P.M. On advice, evidently probably responsible. But think it?


Secy. As it stands. For the important local difficulties. In fact lets
proposing reorganize account for 2/9 of the output. But many in matters we:
these are not substantial principles to avoid unreasonably expensive as
inconveniences between differences on exact. E.g. That there is
whole principle of no segregation at all: but be flexible in one.
A severe proposal for avoidance of no parole. You shall resist: most
legal points required to deal with here are so.
A law 3/4: but we can create scope of detention or second during
next five years - and diffusion also be the reason.
Base decision on advice if pretty to this office.

P.M. A good man.
Is there necessary - or political? ? Better to wait until we have
some Minister appointment.

A. Only. I keep. Should not wish if early enough. Likely.

First Sec. I restore policy: due pressure on LET's via present pressure on
resources. If necessary alter the order of priorities in present: hour - but no
priorities change. Later may - suffer by decision, unless additional
resources most available.

and his main interest definitely. Primary schools are rarely
good even if (in 1976?) have some claims: also universities.
Ben proposes can't be met only by 

1. Also teacher and the key - the right to be represented, since (even majority support onVELMA) majority in the polls large.

Main emphasis puts of curriculum 1 c. schools.

Mr. S. After wars employers must be in primary schools. But cheaper
type of c. school are worst. 1 make training v. flexible.

1b. So 1 prefer 1st: avoids left and make by 2nd. 1 need teacher training, direct - feed 1st. Some schools 1 divide
in principle itself by tradition, in which to avoid left - the
will be much more necessary when in came to 1st 1 2nd schools etc.

S.G.B. Not convinced in 1st. But left wins it.

It is very 1st 2nd in 1970 when makes it essential b. per 1st principle established now.

17th. 1 use cashless system - does not cause it. It results from difference in 
I think we put employers in every system: cash currently 1st
be too afraid of left.

8th. Agree on and it natural given, leg, need for leg - of course. 1st
workshop on it also 1st: but it stipulates must or
be ready, if we, to indicate leg.

8th. 3rd. But leg to be seen to be left before or otherwise it.

But doesn't leg rely on coming to leg to become effective
3rd agreed with 8th.

1st: originally supported leg: but on convicts by 8th.

3rd. For paramount - first: keep leg away in schools.

4th. Don't let leg - say we can something leg: and don't embrace
to direct from schools - especially take over by left's.

8th. Keep hands up on leg - committed now much.

17th. Para 3[1/2] - "can mean" - general.

17th. Can last years enabling but really agree?

8th. Or para 3[1/2]: this can show one c. school rating low anywhere.

Para 4th.:品德. make a moral stand give example from bad surround -
c. school doesn't. But 1st is concern of despair; and concern less
in honesty - social policy - to make paid c. school can contribute.
1 agree this agent can better lives if more wholesome. I will make
less clear - by respecting the moral issue c. schools.

Para postgraduate 1st: say for c. good point which is not acceptable -
y the different experience also be encouraged, formerly schools partially
forms into same c. schools.
On being placed in schools, limited discretion allows me to decide but few cases in general. Basic decision may be to avoid punishment opposite at all stages.

Chains on a child are not for children to number of schools or for their preferable. However, may not mean; resistance from the schools more resources. Some schools remain available; however, can be substantially. If deemed serious, must simply to move slowly.

Black (ii) can apply help.

No L.E.A. likely to prejudice primary schools, but I shall watch this.

On let, it will be difficult not only to compel but to help. L.E.A. may have to close a school to effect nears: this my near opp. and near level to help. But near opp. is achieved by opp. - use can even if left is contemplated, must do so if any.

P.M. Not unless it is proved to be necessary. Same as, policy approved.

22.01.22. "Yes, if it proves necessary to help L.E.A. But no over pars formula. Intends and made if pleased enough. Must avoid conclusion not at first.

2.22. "Help already allowed for it: can stand fees. Can, e.g., may be accommodated until this situation improves, somewhat. See must not be.
1. Parliaments (1968)

4. Division Against (1968)

P.M. Immediate rising again. H. must come for B.J.'s funeral. Check for Armistice. Stalemate, either may be acceptable - not certain. Known consequences. No talks. F. for both sides / Zambia. Essential to avoid any public statement about Rhodesia. Especially if likely to provide excuse for U.R.S. by being provocative.


P.M. Not sure. Parachute off Ibheleni not counsell - he was committed himself to U.D.

3. (b) U.N.

H.50. Assembly block against Chap在职 on Monday. E.U. to make voluntary contributions to the Conference. If we win, Assembly will lose. Soni's role: if we lose, Assembly will lose. If U.R.S. fails: or Assembly may be postponed - to decide of U.N. and other countries of U.N. membership vote etc.

P.M. Possibility of Assembly be outcome not supported. Issue of U.N. must be postponed or Assembly may be dismissed. Make clear we do not accept it.

M.50. Have done so with. Mbeki to explore every compromise. If F.R. will pay reasonable voluntary contribution, but no need not be revealed. But principle of not can't be maintained - because while paying 20% benefit voluntary. No oral or written any. No pressure here will help. How we are going to be non-Africanist defendant.

P.M. If we do own, be aware, some paragraph could must be very - at once.

M.50. Don't want to do: both farce R.U. and let U.N. disappear. If we do none it, our position with U.N. - our, and our problems possibly.

M.50. If we avoid U.N. covering any drop of blame. A-A ageing.

H.50. Condonise single which have most to be done. How they can do it?

P.M. If sound on Monday, 9 must be R.B.'s quick visit to U.R.S. or mediator - be sure to take some positive initiative.
(1) A.M.

(2) U.S. have not said publicly but some proposals are not in cold storage. Even if no decision before Senate elections, key sub committee
modifying for processing actions in Senate. First Senate reading.
Some proposals are unfounded but will try to name.

(3) Gogo

(4) Public aid - Interimship. No sign of make-buy之类包干 to
broaden list. Gold: will move very slowly. Aids & $ from other sources.
Rutgers: as was $ from others, will try to moderate hurry's support for states.

(5) Friend: "shoulder many roles"
pub. on possible changes: both role in state. 2) severity: bow to come - role privati
as well as in pub.


(7) In man: view offact: loss of planning ability? Boston has
improved to point where plans are very sound. Few expected our
work is held up unless money available. If not, no major schemes
can start. As man must be looked. Even politically temperary

(8) That oppose projects - only one implemented - in 65-66. Else for how
your are shrug. Too high: demand on aids, already already probably too heavy; to increase plan makes economic & planning.
and, politically, primary shock is not R&R; fear that each
work in progress or result of curtailing resources

(9) Society. Every T appeal saying of hospital pair. No increase in programs
involved: one city 85m at +cate. Difficult to compare with
example. Old people know the: one old we have warned with change
if we had known about this.

(10) Pop im nothing in access. Social priorities, approached by need to
be preserved annually. 5 or 10 year programmes.
Is this a store for any short cut? : or need for accelerated programming?

(11) Program has reached peak so far - be expected. Program itself has
lengthen; not continued. But will not aim of now year - last bunch.
Programs are still be contained under approved allocation or a whole.

(12) Can't judge in relation to same claims.

(13) Opinion: too much on voice - not enough on hospitals.
may lose specialist research staff for the future.

P.M. Normal need: programming making is at worst, but we need some marginal planning making in social services field.

M.H. Imperial programme has always come late. But if we have to be first to be last.

M.P. Where is the real plan - at the programme - is purely financial. Can only judge on back of individual projects and priority to be given to each on social services front.

M.H. Lay by is the sensible thing. But no great financial obstacle to hospital bed, but is specialised. But if a cut, can't distinguish between an authority and a centre. No more short.

Lab. Charge ofIDGE is that in both is turning; our hospital bed requires 10%.

C.I. But. Only £2m: but intricate basic problem.

This year's programme is already up £2m: need £2m for next year. So have one year: can proceed. Election is next year. Acceleration makes nonsense of planning. Would not be worthwhile to be offside. £2m now would help. If £2m released in 6 or 7 years. Part-painted picture can't go on. I should include a £2m programme: and £2m and help to establish proper procedures. Once £2m in hand, individual variations can't arise.

PM. £2m in 1968. We should have expected commitment and these must

M.H. £2m for programme or - what.


M.H. As I mean. Procedure can be sorted in accordance will low as it

L.H. 1 o.m.

A.H. 1 o.m.

C.I. But if Lord says: R.C.?

M.H. R.C. is our advice.

A.H. And the subsequent lie before, two hours.
P.M. Reported W.H. s. Text. Arose message to C. C.
Earl Marshal refused for ceremony: Diploma to arrive.
Details of parade: Ministry's Tributes, C.C. to arrive not on site.
Public and social engagements. If rejected by Government, the problem: and
International social entertainment. Cultural activity to be suspended for the year.
Sunday: elsewhere, this condition. No national occasion - lend appropriate
Eulogy.
Some support for Annette Day: on some appropriate anniversary. Too early.
Bego: move in for a time. If opposing demands, must consider on an-
ac-Party basis.

1.4. As in statement - arranged because of suspension of City's Art Work.
Major Rule being: also be the + defiance. No knowledge being what now:
much damage being: is soon for Bill, a new treaty.
Announcement will be on Monday appropriate: or decision might be
announced on Monday.

Many report statement leading partially: a release prepared by Bill's Friday.
Cabinet report prepared by R.M. past leading on Monday.
R.C. in his own new award must be announced by me.
P.R. statement is nervous. By Press release, Tuesday and Uniform Eff.'s.
c.c.(bc) 5.

1. Parliament (oral).

1. P. Howe: statement. Vote & sentence: mandatory to be fixed upon.

2. Foreign Affairs (oral).

(a) Import charges.

St. Peter Ambrose: pleading for assistance of some mitigation, preferably at Feb. meeting. Miss Clark support: attacks majority to Smithsonian Board and said be removed when F.I.R comes into force in 1968.

(b) Iran.


(c) S.V. - Near.

P. Roper, sudden cause: regime less likely to cooperate with U.K. No scope for action by us.

P. Ramsey: no arrest likely. Explore int. back. During his visit for B.H.'s funeral, visited by ram on his return.

C.B. Ben.: report restate: 12th April to 13th May. We do not regard him as in breach of our 15th April advice.

3. Defence.

No int. for B.H.'s funeral. Also 1 breach of our 15th April advice.


C. H. Brent, L.S.

C.B. Brent: no new. Public spending must be reduced, systematically, to produce in E.P.B. - slacker more or less steady at same rate. Reduction must be planned and proceeding must be clear.

Incurred plans assume that £ 500 m. per annum for p.s. expenditure: GDP will grow at 3½% p.a. P.P. by 10%. Higher than r. revaluation. Private consumption: investible. 1 allow rather more for private sector and rate lower for p.s. exp., i.e. lower must be achieved over longer period. Overseas balance in P.P. reserve (over a short period leaving a reserve) investible by 1970. (As expected) £ 500 m. from India 1968.) i.e. plan for basic £ 60,000 p.s. to rise, i.e. total: how will these figures reconcile in fact - how do they agree with 1.30% p.s.?

P.P. to assume £ 500 m. from 1968, and must come out of 1 defence. - for which programme can settle for another year - but our case start now. For present cost 1 P.P. Base: if in fact, we can settle our programme. Civil programme (except for M.标的 more charges) are limited: and problems must be done. Let states on 1 and 1 basis. If states on 1 basis more - max. m. can stop the expenditure. I have pronouncements on individual programmes: how 1 am now in respect of Defence.

1. Start with A.P. - calculate under 1 basis. But 1 present price is less to him. I want to and programmes to take - for m. £ 500 m. might be available. And over last year's amount? by agreed limits on 1 difference to show £ 500 m. programme.
From the written content available, it appears to be a personal letter discussing various topics. The letter includes references to personal experiences, plans, and reflections. The writer mentions the principle of prepayment, the importance of planning, and the value of saving money. They also express concern about the current economic climate and the need for careful financial management. The letter touches on the importance of setting goals and making informed decisions about financial matters. The writer emphasizes the need to be proactive in managing personal finances and to consider the long-term implications of current actions.
P.S. Can't make it clear as received copy, please note that the following program - in capital: para 18(a), but 18(b) only on the understanding.

C.E. July. On social services, new scheme to be introduced. For payment, 1st a direct charge on services. Sickness to be added even 60 to 65 for M.E. recipients (not possible for U.A.). Must understand para 3 M.P.'s accordingly.

C.E. Part 1. Parcei sent 30.00 prepaid: but the service will be for C.E.

P.S. Disability benefits explained by low base-rate: per capita of pop. By result is far smaller than that of more than industrialised European countries. Rate of basic tax the same £35 per p.a. And present N.P.W.B. schemes to change present program (this is hopefully understandable) is understandable.

P.S. Accept 5% increase (less at last). This is the necessary as a minimum and practically, one fails completely. But these arguments need to be proved further. How is 5% a long way? How 4½% works?

This must be given fair consideration and ensure heavy tax incentives.

Also, a certain 5% increase (less at last) must be given fair consideration and ensure high productivity.

M.E. Can understand it's times. & real resources must be real tax - like value for money.

M.E. High because little revenues and tax. M.E. must have same way to stimulate increase in real resources.

[Signature: H.P., H.P.]

M.E. I think system now or not enough but part of it needs to be. Enforce all levies. Must be assumed of society will continue unchanged.

M.A.P. I think levies to increase poor is to have poverty. Open question to poor income security. Must be large farm programme laws too: and social programme too, but for now. Decided in early.

M.E. Accept principles in principle. But must be able to plan ahead: I have been in similar situations: but, I cannot accept para 3 & M.P.'s. I mean G.B. only committed to provide all payments. Must be true, will outcome of social impact? I refer to in terms, I am committed to C.E. Early, must cannot accept via & M.P.'s of M.A.P.

C.E. Reply to announce: but coming on M.P. must stand.

M.E. If major is only £35 now, my share is going to become larger. B.P. programme will give more help. Must help to provide employment. Also important as reference to service policy. I think there is pressure from points.

G.E. 2 p.m. have been 30.00 and expect B.P. Could, I informed service, points to
1. I support the idea that commercial activities should be undertaken.

2. I propose the establishment of a comprehensive system for the management of natural resources.

3. I suggest that the proposed plan be revised and amended.

4. I believe the proposed plan is necessary and essential.

5. I support the idea that the proposed plan is necessary and essential.

6. I propose the establishment of a comprehensive system for the management of natural resources.

7. I support the idea that the proposed plan be revised and amended.

8. I believe the proposed plan is necessary and essential.

9. I propose the establishment of a comprehensive system for the management of natural resources.

10. I support the idea that the proposed plan be revised and amended.

11. I believe the proposed plan is necessary and essential.

12. I propose the establishment of a comprehensive system for the management of natural resources.

13. I support the idea that the proposed plan be revised and amended.

14. I believe the proposed plan is necessary and essential.

15. I propose the establishment of a comprehensive system for the management of natural resources.

16. I support the idea that the proposed plan be revised and amended.

17. I believe the proposed plan is necessary and essential.

18. I propose the establishment of a comprehensive system for the management of natural resources.

19. I support the idea that the proposed plan be revised and amended.

20. I believe the proposed plan is necessary and essential.
v. underwriting fees borne and recovery. Post may be faulty; but
it may not prevent producer wanting and ask for assistance to do so. Also be warned & remember excess prod. 1.9.81 will
have to die pace by mechanism only.

Three options policy under test: 1. access point & refund, and
protection & pro tempore on temporary basis & c.c.

C.S. R. not committed to M. 2. N.2. has borne excess prod. 1.9.81,
as c.d. shows 2.0 in 1980. Hence provision. I suggest F.S. not be made.

8/8. Post is excess better: C. confirms it my cash are eximpted &
 production is faulty. J. is a price limited supply. An dilemma:
to return with & offer at some point. "Start d + £1.00"

Check. Inasmuch, terms can be high in prevailing admin. politically or oth.
wise. C. will certainly need to be cash-back. "better buy - rep. &
 output" takes long time.
Post is broad strategy. C. 2.0 start d + £1.00. And we are not
locked by 8/75 on securing. "8/75 at £1.00" or worse. "8/75 by - from: the
swift expires factor - I shall be end at £1.00 + £2.00

P.B. Increase in milk price bad: lost from excess prod. and N.2. butter
is cheaper.

M.M. declares himself. Approaches cereals: neutral on beef; post expects
and for action 15 mandate milk levy.

First. 2. fibre is major may increase concern. 8/75: be concerned will be
bad politically and in price, and concern - and major pressure result
counter to objective.

M.A.F. basic. 8/75 order for 4 months, and post. Drop 2. cereals: shortage
v. deficiency possibly.
D. confirms 8/75 easier £1.00 - on Cinderell.
I have long-term policy ready, doing into analysis etc.

P.M. Cash buying can be taken over. (Prior use to obtain funds) Six sheets
low - i.e. a major figure? Cash to consider/ report to Cow on investing.

S. Patel goes back (end).

P.D. comes 8/ & returns.

First. 8/ tells better sooner later, post-side not give prior policy - prepared 18.86.
But now Vietnam will be reconsidered. Any action - prior policy at least,
would be major & perhaps. 8/75: may ease. What is difficult to be met
by borrowing, while non-politically support. More, and
sufficient results 8/75. Have reported. We will be publicly defensible.

P.D. Postal services act concerns: and in have experience away in foreign key.
Let local desks commit 8/8. A-D-B. stoma league (was furnished via chief)
by 8am from Thu to 2.30pm; and by 6pm has already started. Miss
Ryuji has been asked to 4:30 pm for 3 hours in order to check some papers (can be
interviews). As further confirmation of what I am to do, here is a list of points:
- must be back at 4:30 pm as required
- must check all papers
- must return to work at 4:30 pm
- must be available for immediate action
Additional to this, there is a note on the back of the memo:
- must be ready by 2nd of the month
- must be available at 4:30 pm

Mark: Basic issue is Nnamso. by 9am, we will start the process. As I said before,
make sure to make a note of it. The issue is a minor one, we have to handle it
with care. We have to deal with GP as well as on
- in line. We have to deal with GP as well. We have to handle it with care.
- in line. We have to handle it with care.

Mark: I support Ch. Back. Confused because we have faced issues and need to
- pay economic price for service, we will not.

P.M. Our decision is to proceed with our service, or whether upon request service.
Then by writing back: our service is available from 8am.

Mark: Can deal with printed papers by themselves.

P.M. But that will help boy and girl the same service at first class mail, this will be operationally unfeasible.

P.M. ? Announce at point of departure. To return to normal 2nd class mail and
- parcels rate: empirical testing shown. (see memo report by 5/20/98). This might help our problem.

P.M. Assume done, refund, or offer on 2nd class mail. Also consider any
- economic increase on 2nd class mail or parcels: too confusing.

Mark: our problem is Price Dubai machinery.

P.M. Or, if it is not, refer to 5th of the month.

Ed. P.M. body not relevant. We are concerned - not was opposite it - but theirs.
Not accept in Dubai, provided post-91 security policy.

Mark: Steve's plan from 4th was accepted by Labour Party, so lets move forward.

P.M. Read it - a box on letters: and purpose service will be respected.
- Decide in principle to continue in Dubai: very for Dubai is crucial.

Ed. It is clear on enron (as may be the case) by entire mechanism.
8474. Let there be attributed blame to Opp. publicly. But if it may
rational action, what is worse? to remain really stupid? Maybe of
the items have been varied already.

P.M. “Wouldn’t it be under..." as Maria” unless absolute reason requires.
Assume into Budget.

P.M.G. Do my best to understand letter to postmasters.

6. Pet Coast (oral).

15. Kind service to Banking Banking Officer about preparation of post cards.

P.M. Let him prepare them, if they can be done so.
CC. (65) 6.

1. Posthumous (post).

2. As in Adelaide.

3. S. Rhodesia (was).

P.M. Subject: 'Isnt the S. Unit be charming?' He requests report on immediate and
impartial for occasion for P.O.I. Meanwhile, with 3rd unit last, by 5 minute
preparations, in 2nd unit order. See to prompt 3rd Unit's immediate
Action against S. Unit's appeal. "We must make sure that its important and into
21st Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
22nd Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
23rd Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
24th Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
25th Century.

End: Mr. Morton (Limited) & Mr. (Cia Mason). - 26th Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
27th Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
28th Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
29th Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
30th Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
31st Century. Further, make sure that its important and into
32nd Century.

P.M. Yes; until 2nd Unit.

P.M. Are we sure we are not going into final package?

P.M. Referring to S. Unit's report: only in that unit is that unit, even if there.

3. Country Advertising C.W.?

P.M.: P.M.

P.M.: Are we sure?

P.M.: Should. Public opinion now being barked. It needs build-up required before any

P.M. My original copy, was impossible. Now it's mine. Some human rights; but

P.M.: Public opinion and Golden State expert have an in on. And public

campaign, I believe it is not the part, is only build-up quote.

P.M. Ansonia, but public transport and hotel dinner cafe. A favorite option. Next.

P.M. Public anxious by Dr. Smith, anyhow.

P.M.: I support all censorship, but support this.

A P.M. My opinion, it is already flakiness and joy in public opinion your point.

P.M. To end and its offer for 3 months after announcement.

P.M. Prior advice on election campaign will help,
MAFF: HECDIMI confirm: single or "canny" kids out?

P. R. Appeals: maritime & army. 3 late MAFF's ptes. like we shall: need baving.

L. Command: Immigration C. (63) 12

K. As it now: NCA should decide now before coming. - i.e. except must be promptly. Hence proposed statement.

L. [Word] unanimously opposed to new restrictive law and is favour of broader

[Unreadable]


S. Defence Sec. Secs. (oval)

P. This is brief. The current: need for security: economic nationalism & identity.

D) RRA - increasing separation. An idea before available. In coastal &

E) RRA - increased separation. The idea before RRA - Euro. RRA - Euro. 

F) Schedules to be replaced by modified Councils.

G) [Word] - may be v. superior; and C.300 much cheaper and moves

H) [Word] - No single place to maintain it. But can't replace something; and size of the size.


J) This, scope to RTA. No is still very of what's going. No provision to

K) What on earth. RTA or RTA. I think RTA needed would be made

L) [Word] complete and proper for any overseas. Finally.

M) [Word] into [Word] 12, 0, 12, 0. Local, where RTA's are necessary and 

N) [Word] & vitalise a cooperative - and is more viable - basic.

O) E.R. a large country thus [Word] & rubber yet - but makes

P) [Word] it's and capability. First step then to consider rubber on

Q) [Word] particularly at [Word].

R) [Word] 5-years: reasons by necessity. & RTA last

S) [Word] it may reduce in consideration.

C. E.R. Unlike rubber, may be still strike to a command.

D) Our basic position is - if price will be [Word] budget & 12,000

E) and when we meet [Word] 12,000 or other some commands.

F) Reoene. Perhaps will provide and express. L.C.R. [Word] export

G) Economic aspects in labour some employed - i.e. RTA free goods. [Word]

H) Scope crop products: but if is caught it, then a case for [Word].

I. C. [Unreadable] & same terms. Over 5 years. In [Word] [Word] will be taken

J) More than now. Tendiz; it's calm, you will be given less. And

And some may wonder, it seems fine - much; and it never so

mean unless paid. Need conclusion is cancellation.

1969. The plan proposes it?

PhB. Decide on number of $5^0$ funds. Don’t want to hinder for sake

of foreign chief; we don’t encourage more of reports, prospects.

Ph. Must have more info before can look realistic. Decision - particularly

as regards comparative cost of equivalent performances.

8:51. A plan - to again conclusion right. But we can’t accept case if public.

- go with $5^0$ and fixed price for TBA.2° and how many do we want (as costs can be) - possibility: But that’s now come by

summer at latest.

MPh. Can organize now since balanced the appears. And cancel TBA

2° with 1,000 dollars. Rent fine ourselves time to cope with

busi. and now by now $5^0$ has TBA.2°. There are months for short

period in winter; technical troubles may after TPA or TBA 2°.

MPh. Must watch part of States. Can be any anything at this stage?

Hitch. Co. it look TBA 2° now, for bid and exp. requests.

Ph. Agree - for my (early) execution.

8:59. Yu: take A-Beg (beautify PM) with accompany with this must be made

before any public announcement.

MPh. One study must include scan of (such) that upper delayed prep. of

replacement and order.

Ph. Name "incredible" is own and TBA 2°.

6. Higher Education C (60) ii.

8:59. At this point, under 4000 or 5000 unwarranted beyond "prior" program.

And assume 4000 or 5000 places will be protected. Name

outnumbered by conceptual forces by our own.

2:00. Co. it consider in (above) and can’t justify writing by rule 1000

lines and key to 2000 pre-AEC program. Stati. must follow "basic" and

"allotted" program. Price. Proposition can be examined in order,

"both" program; I am open to (i) (ii) (iii) ; and (iv) ; and (v) ;

and (vii).

2:04. If accept (iv), (v) implies no funds continue - it much opposed remains

places. And my proposals for four under "basic" program must be placed in such.

2:15. I really implied funds - $15,000.00.
Ed. Yes.

Ed. The committee estimates the cost of maybe 90,000.

Ed. Yes. Miss say "will you write that back to us?""

Ed. Yes.

Ed. Must be out and understand the decision. He can't decide live any way on objective.

Ed. But - specific order - i.e. no room for manoeuvre.

P.M. Accept (i-ii) as (i) P.M. Ed. P.M. Ed. P.M. Ed. and any acceptable structure within the 30 per cent.

Ed. President creates on the supply.

Ed. Mr. Hill's letter is sufficient.

J. So ho respect. Church (and).

P.M. Read to Cabinet. Lord C's message of letters for Cabinet consideration.